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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

NEW ALLIED LEADERS ON THE WESTERN FRONT
General Sir Douglas Haig (left), on whose shoulders now rests
the responsibility for victory to British arms. Appointed on the
outbreak of war to the command of the First Army Corps, General
Haig has distinguished himself for initiative and leadership. He is
fifty-four years of age, and saw service in the Sudan, South Africa,
and India. General de Castelnau (right), the newly-appointed
French Chief of Staff, by his brilliant strategy, helped to frustrate
the enemy plans regarding Par's, Calais, the Aisne, and Champagr.e.
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PRUSSIAN MAPS AND IMPERIAL PLANS
By Sir WILLIAM M. RAMSAY
11 there is any doubt in neutral countries- as to who are the enemies of man, and the transgressors of
all laws, human and divine, the childish maps of the world under German domination, prepared
in all seriousness and circulated throughout the Fatherland for years before the crash of Armageddon,
are damning and final evidence. The PrUssian, to make up for a lack of psychology and imagznation,
is gifted with an alarming egotism, and that he would one day control the destiny of the world was no
less the dream of the underpaid clerk and servile waiter than of the arrogant Dunker. In the following
abscrbing article Sir William Ramsay compares the ready-made ideals of Kaiserism, in relation to the
map of the world, with what has really happened since the Teuton " kicked ,over the traces" of a
civilisation incompatible with his natural savagery and conceit.
FAVOURITE ornament in Berlin restaurants about was to be accomplished. Obviously, it was understood
five or six years ago was a map showing the world that France had been conquered, and reduced to a tiny
of the future, as it was to be when it had been State along the Atlantic Ocean. No one, not even the most
reorganised by the Prussian victory. I am not sure that confident of Prussians, could have supposed that France
this map was displayed so often in the fashionable would have consented to this dismemberment except as the
restaurants which tourists and foreigners would frequent, result of a successful German invasion. The most powerful
but it was to be seen in those which were thronged by the influence in bringing about the present war was the absolute
certainty felt by every German and Austrian that a war
resident population of Berlin.
It is worth while to compare the ideas expressed six against France would be a promenade to the Atlantic
years ago in the Prussian map after the war with the present coast, in which the German legions would march doing the
situation, and to examine how far they have been realised. parade-step, practically without opposition, across Paris
The comparison will also give some solid ground for to the mouths of the Loire and Garonne. It will be found on
estimating the German plans for the immediate, future. examination of history that almost every war has begun
The ideas of the map were those on which every child through the proud confidence felt by one side that it was
throughout Germany was trained ; these were the natural able at any moment to beat the other.
If nations and governments realised the facts of the case,
and lawful claims on which children, as they grew up, were
there would be no wars. The few cases in which a nation
.
to insist.
has gained immediate and complete success, have been
The Fantastic Dream of Pan-Germanism
misfortunes to the world, because they have fostered the
On
this
map
Germany,
united
in
one
country
with
Austria,
extended from the English Channel to the Black Sea, the hopes of the side which goes into war for the purpose of

A

lEgean Sea, and the Adriatic. Belgium, the Netherlands, gaining land and spoils. Unluckily, the Prussian mentality
Denmark, all the Balkan countries except a small Greece, has been determined entirely by success, sudden and
com,
lete in three wars. Now
,w
ith an rmy ared,
muc h larger,
and the whole of Turkey in Europe with Constantinople stronge, be tter equipped, and betterAprep
Prussia
were included in Austro-Germany. Most of France and a and all Germany expected with undoubting confidence to
large part of Western Russia were also incorporated in the eat up France at any time that it pleased, leaving only a
great Central Empire. Havre, Dieppe, Boulogne, and tiny and helpless scrap of France in the west—not much, if
Calais, on the north, with the whole of the Seine valley at all, larger than Pc pupal.
and most of the Rhone valley, had been taken in
The Bribes to Slavdom and Japan
Switzerland and Italy remained independent ; but the
As to Russia, the calculations of the map-makers were
Central Empire encircled Switzerland on all sides except
the Italian frontier. The whole of " German Russia," very different. They did not delude themselves with the
the parts of Western Russia where Germans are more or idea that Russia was weak, and that it could be trampled
in the dust. But a peaceful arrangement was possible ;
less numerous, had been added to the German dominions.
The map gave some clue to the way in which this growth " German Russia " would be surrendered for an equivalent ;
and naturally the equivalent was to
be given at other people's expense.
The map showed Norway, Sweden,
and Persia with the whole of Central
Asia, coloured Russia, and forming
one vast mass far surpassing in size
European Austro-Germany.
The world that counted was to
consist mainly of the two vast
Empires, Germany and Russia. Peaceful penetration was the method th'at
the map-makers relied on in dealing
with Russia, which could -always be
Germanised at leisure ; Russia was
barbarian, and should be trained to
German civilisation by German culture.
Japan was reckoned with also. It
was greatly enlarged. Its " legitimate
desire for expansion " Was satisfied
With possession of Australia, New Zealand, and all the great islands of
Eastern Asia in that part of the Pacific.
At the same time - the existence 'Of
Japan was a menace to Russia, which
would be helpless between Japan and
Germany if the two latter Empires
were in accord.
Most of Africa, including all French
Copyri ght
The ideal of the Prussian. How the map of Europe would appear if " Kultur " triumphed
and Belgian territory, was taken over
-a fantastic forecast of German ambitions as impressed upon the Teuton peoples by
their military and professorial tyrants.

[Continued on page 460.
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Light Hearts and Loyal Service of London Scots

Letters from home. The brightest moment in the day of a
soldier on active service. On the right London Scottish, just
arrived from England, entraining for the firing-line.

A motor-transport having got into difficulties, the London
Scottish lend a helping hand and start it on its way again. On the
left : Bedraggled by a week in the trenches, but still smiling.

" I n diggings." After the misery of the trenches a disused factory, thickly carpeted with straw, makes a luxurious billet.
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PRUSSIAN MAPS & IMPERIAL PLANS
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by Germany. South Africa remained free and allied. The
fate of India I do not remember. The United States
was left out of the account. The German opinion, very
emphatically expressed in private by many Germans, •has
always been that the United States; being devoted to peace,
do not count in the world, and would submit quietly to
being ignored and disregarded. There was a large Germany
in South America ; but 1 do not remember its bounds.
The British Empire had shrunk to the two islands of
Great Britain and Ireland. Obviously its sea-power
had been transferred to Germany ; for the harbours all
over the world, on which sea-power rests, had been taken
from it. A German .Africa and South America implied
command of the ocean.
Such were the ideals to which young Germany had been
trained up from childhood long before the war. Now, look
how Prussian war-plans in TQT5 have aimed at realising the
ideals, and what success they have had.
.Prussia has seized a part of France, far less than it
hoped, and it has formed a line of frontier defence which
France and Britain have been unable to break, for even the
brilliant French victory in Champagne last September failed
to break the line definitely, and Prussia still holds the summit of the Hill of Tahure. The attempt to realise .the ideal
on the west_ has been made, and has not 1.)ecri successful
except in a modest degree ; but the idea is clearly seen in
the fate of Belgium and French Lorraine.
The Junker Ideal and the Eastern Front
So also on the East the attempt has been made to seize
- all " German Russia." As Russia has refused to liSten to
the peace prOPosals that were made to it time and again,
the seizure had to be -forcible, and the plan has been more
successful on this side than on the West. PrUssia has
gained--for the time-L—practically all that her map.-makers
intended ; only Riga has not been gained; and the line of
frontier defence is not nearly so strong on this side as on the
west.
Still, the plan of campaign is clearly seen. The German
Army has been trying to adjust the map to suit the old
ideas. It has not been quite successful ; but - men are
imperfect, and it is hnthan to fail shOrt of perfection.
Next. in the plan comes the south-eastern region. Those
who call the Serbian enterprise a gambler's desperate last

throw may find they are wrong. It is the orderly execution
of a plan formed many years ago. We trust it will be
'even less successful than the throw on the west ; but it is
no mere venture, and it has had some success, for it has
-gained part of Serbia and all Bulgaria.
As to the other elements of the plan, the sop to Japan,
the giving of Norway and Sweden to Russia, a German
Africa and South America, the allied Smith African State,
etc., their execution has been postponed to a distant future ;
and it is evident in each case that the consent of those
various countries has not been gained. While Sweden
is, on the whole, pro-German in feeling, it is so because it has
been deluded into believing that Germany was its protector
against Russia, and it would not favour the completion of
the Prussian plan.
The Huns' Asiatic Ambitions
It has never been the intention of Prussian map-makers
to alienate Turkey, which was to be compensated in Asia
and Egypt for the loss of Constantinople. This part of the
plan is now in the mind of General von Mackensen. There
is vast wealth in Asia Minor, which was for- six or eight
centuries after Christ the richeSt region of . the
richer even than Egypt, for the wealth of Egypt was carried
away every year to Rome, leaving the enslaved Egyptians
poor as before, while the wealth of Asia Minor remained
in the country, except for Imperial taxes, because the
population was largely free. The great Imperial estates,
however, which were peopled by slaves of the Ethperpr,
were ever growing larger in Asia Minor, just as all .Egypt
except Alexandria was one vast Imperial domain.
The wealth of Asia Minor is now potential, not actual.
The country produces little more than enough to feed the
population ; but the amount can be immensely increased,
and there is much unworked mineral wealth over and above
the moderate amount that is exported. Within a year
after reaching Constantinople, the Germans, if permitted
to. remain there as masters, would stimulate largely the
produce of Turkey. Schemes for this purpose have been
in process of execution for the last six or seven years;
granclic se schemes of irrigation, and new roads and railways ;
and it is now time for them to bear Trait. The small ruling
class in Turkey will bear nominal sway over the whole of
Turkey, but the masters will be German, and the profits
will be mainly German. This is the plan. Has it any
chance of success ? I doubt it.
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"Deutschland uber Al:es," on paper. Map of the world, similar to those appearing in German restaurants and text-books before the
war. The complete disappearance of small independent kingdoms is the dominating note of this startling hallucination.
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Five Minutes' Cold-Steel Duel on a Staircase

Having gained the village of Hulluch a party of British soldiers
were awaiting the arrival of supports when they were treacherously fired upon by Germans left behind as prisoners. In the
absence of an officer. Private Thomas asked for volunteers to
accompany him to the place whence the shots were fired. Climbing through a window in the house, he was met on the staircase

by an officer of the machine-gun party, and engaged him in a
duel lasting five minutes. Private Thomas eventually succeeded
in breaking his adversary's bayonet, and tried to disarm him.
The officer fired, wounding the private in the hand, but immediately fell dead himself with a bullet in the head. In the meantime British soldiers entered the house through another window.

The War Illustrated, 1st January, 1616.
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Britain's Spartan Solis in he Land of Apollo

British advanced trench in the Balkans. " Tommies" on outpost,
duty waiting for some Bulgarian snipers to show themselves.

Scottish soldiers resting in the streets of Salonika while awaiting the order to take their departure for the front. Greece could
hardly see finer specimens of the British Army than these half-dozen splendid men, stamped with health and resolution. Inset :
British soldier and sailor with a happy group of peasants at a picturesque well in a Greek village.
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Marching to Battle Through the Grecian Gateway
_:%:=;;A;'•

Though the country through which this khaki line is passing seems peaceful enough, already the men can hear the roar of the guns, and
the smoke from bursting shells, seen amid the hills in the distance, marks the Allies' front.

Part of the huge store of forage stacked at Salonika for the use of the French troops operating against the Bulgarians. Britain and
France have had to make vast preparations for supplying their soldiers and animals during the campaign in the Balkans, and
Salonika is now the base for enormous auantitiss of the Allies' stores.

The War Illustrated, let January,

1910.

rage

Empire Fighters in the Land of the Pharaohs

Maimed Australian heroes at Cairo Station.
Too badly wounded to fight again, they were
returning home.

The new flag, the gift of the women of Auckland, floating over the New Zealand
Hospital, Cairo. Right : Canadian nurses at the Canadian Military Hospital,
for Dardanelles wounded, Cairo.

Lady Maxwell, the wife of Gen. Sir John Maxwel , commanding in Egypt, unfurling the new flag at the New Zealand Hospital, Cairo.
Right : Officers of the Instructional Staff with the Australian Forces. From left to right : Major R. B. Clifton, Duke of Wellington's
Regt.; Lieut.-Col. E. M. Colston, Grenadier Guards; Capt. H. J. Watkins, Coldstreamers ; Capt. I. A. S. Cooke, Connaught Rangers.
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In the Firing-line with Belgium's Dauntless Army

Belgian soldier's chilly but welcome toilet in a strongly-built first-line trench in Flanders. The solid brick dug-out has a
perfectly made wooden door. Right : The day's news in the firing-line. A Belgian soldier newspaper vendor going his rounds.

Belgian artillerymen hauling a 4.8 in. gun into position. Aided by the Allies,
the Belgian Army now possesses many new guns and plenty of munitions.

A redoubt in the Belgian lines which the soldiers have christened " Elisabeth Redoubt," in honour of their heroic Queen, who has many
times visited the first-line trenches, even while the Germans have been firing. Inset : Belgian engineers repairing telegraph wires
immediately after they had been damaged by a German shell.

L./lee lVar Illustrated, 1st January, 1916,
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Camera Records from our Russian Correspondent

Left : Wounded Russians at a rest camp behind the lines near Riga.
Above : Russian officers lunching near the Ovine trenches.

THESE exclusive photographs from our camera-correspondent
with the Russian forces near Riga come at an appropriate
time, and show some of the men who defeated the terrific
German attacks made on the Russian line, from Dvina to the
sea, at the beginning of November, of which the first detailed
account has only recently been published.
At first the Russians were compelled to retire somewhat,
before the fierce offensive, but soon they delivered a counterstroke which defeated all the German attempts to cross the
Dvina, and cost the enemy no fewer than 12,000 lives, according
to his own estimate.
Retiring in perfect order, the Russians crossed the Dvina and
destroyed their bridges. Then, in their hidden trenches on
the bank, they exercised wonderful self-restraint, actually
allowing the unsuspecting enemy practically to complete a
pontoon bridge without firing a shot to betray their presence.
Just as the German battalions were ready to rush across the
river, a Russian gun " spoke," and a shell tore the pontoon
from its moorings. The Russian guns continued to hurl shell
after shell among the confused masses of Germans on the opposite
bank, driving the enemy into precipitate retreat.

Captured Austrians being interrogated by Russian officers. Inset above : German deserter who entered the Russian tines on
(Photographs exclusive to
the Covina front about to be cross-examined by Russian officers at the Staff Headquarters.
" The War Illustrated.")
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A Lair of the `Bear' in a Dvina Forest

Russian machine-gun section entrenched on the Dvina front—a difficult country of forests, marshes, and rivers. Hidden in a wellscreened trench dug deeply in the hard-frozen ground, the Russians, at the time this striking photograph was taken, were on the
alert for an expected attack by German infantry.

Russian infantry manning a trench on the edge of a forest on the Dvina front. it was in this district, on the banks of the Dvina
River, that the Russians, at the beginning of November, beat back a terrific German onslaught which cost the enemy, according
to their own computation, no less than 12,000 men. (Photographs exclusive to "The War Illustrated.")

Great Men & Great Guns on the Champagne Front

M. Poincare, in company with General Dubai!, General Humbert, and Staff officers, closely following the effects of a bombardment of the
German position with heavy guns. Since the beginning of the war the French President has played a part in the affairs of France fully
in keeping with the great period of his regime. President Poincare ever applies his splendid intellect to bring about the Great Revenge.

impressive photograph from the Champagne district, showing a huge 155 mm. cannon in action. The gunners are masked in readiness
for a possible gas attack, and are wearing special' goggles to mitigate the effect of what are known as " weeping shells," German
projectiles whose gas makes the eyes water.
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Scenes at Suvla Bay before Evacuation

Taking a Turkish officer who has been made prisoner down to the base at Gallipoli. He was blindfolded before being taken along
our lines of communication, and is assisted civilly down the stony way by one of his escort.

An Australian field-gun ready for action in the Suvla Bay region. The men are all intent upon the round that is just to be fired trona
the brushwood-screened nook overlooking the sea that would form an ideal spot for a picnic.

a

sa,

VICTORIA FOR THE VICTORIOUS.—The great metropolitan rendezvous for the Sunny South
Coast, or for a romantic Continental jaunt, is now the junction for Trench Town. To those
who stay behind with aching heart and anxious vigil, Victoria has a great significance; for one
day the absent father, son, or sweetheart may be back for a short leave from the stern business of war. Every night at this popular terminus the war is brought close to our insular
hearts, and on this stage a scene is enacted which inspires that joy so close akin to tears. Still

caked with the mud of the battlefield, laden with an assortment of weapons, men from the
arena of Mars flock out of the " special " to be greeted by their dear ones. Here the sweetheart, overcome with joy, embraces her brawny Scot, whose proud parents wait to give him
the parental kiss. There a handsome officer, having rejoined his young wife, is off to find
a taxi. The father greeting his youngest child makes a charming group. Let the pacifist look
on this and ask himself whether he would not, for one brief moment, like to be a man of arms,
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A New Year Look at the Fields of War
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE

H

OW do we stand at the opening of the New Year ?
What has been the real outcome of the twelve
months of fighting ? Are we stronger or weaker
than we were on January ist, 1915 ?
There are many facts which could be used for an argument to prove either that our success is now certain or
that we have lost heavily. To come to a real verdict it
is necessary to weigh and balance the losses and gains
one against the other.
We have succeeded in foiling the German plans in the
west. At the close of 1914 the invasion of this country
by Germany was an arguable possibility ; to-day, it is
in the highest degree unlikely. The Germans had two
major plans in reserve against us. They were preparing
their fleet of submarines to destroy our warships and our
commerce, and they were completing their Zeppelins to
attempt the aerial bombardment and destruction of our
cities, Had either of these succeeded as the Germans
anticipated, the war must have ended in their favour.
The destruction of our sea strength by submarines would
have starved Britain out in a very short time. Happily
our Navy was equal to the emergency and the submarine
menace has been overcome. Had it been possible to
destroy London and other cities wholesale by Zeppelins,
it is hard to see that we could have continued fighting much
longer. It has not been possible.
What Was Hoped and What Is
The line of the west remains substantially what it was
a year ago. The armies face each other in most sections
over the very same line that they faced one another on
January ist, .1915. In places like Dixmude the rival
forces hold the same streets as they did, and watch one
another over the same twenty yards or more that divide
them. This is a complete disappointment to the Germans,
but it is equally a complete disappointment to us. A
year ago we were all confident about what was going to
happen. The big push was to start in the spring. We
were to force our way up through Lille in the direction
of Ghent, compelling the Germans, under the threat of
being outflanked, to evacuate their existing front. Our
spring campaign was to fling them back on the AntwerpBrussels-Namur line. Northern France was to be cleared
and the summer of fighting in Belgium was to be the
preliminary to the invasion of the Rhine country in 1916.
How mad it sounds to-day !
Germany on her side was confident of her ability to
capture Calais and the whole line of country down to
Havre. From that coast she intended to prepare for the
invasion of England.
To-day the situation on the western front is a stalemate.
It is yet to be seen if this can be changed. We have
enormous and magnificent armies behind the lines—armies
such as Britain has never seen before. Our arms, our
equipment, our monster guns, our splendid aircraft, and
our perfection in detail would have seemed miraculous
two years ago. How can we bring the great forces which
we possess there to bear on the enemy ? This is a question
which the year 1916 will probably answer before it is many
weeks old.
The Phoenix of Austria
A year ago Austria seemed at the point of collapse.
Russia, having overrun Galicia, was pouring her armies
through the Carpathians, preparatory to a spring advance
on Budapest. To-day, Austria seems imbued with new
life. Despite the severe sufferings of her people, her
armies have fought, in combination with the Germans
during the year, with wholly unexpected success. The
whole group of Russian fortresses around the apparently
impregnable triangle of Warsaw, Ivangorod, and Brest
Litovsk has been captured. The whole of Poland is in
German hands, and the German armies for a time seemed
to threaten Petrograd itself.
Great and unexpected weaknesses revealed themselves

in the Russian military organisation. Treason and corruption in high places did much to render the courage of
the Russian soldier of no account. There was an amazing
failure of ammunition—a failure even greater than that
which did our own armies so much harm in the spring
and early summer. It seemed for a short time that Russia
must be overwhelmed. But here we have far more reason
for encouragement and hope than might appear at first
sight. The Russian people, in their hour of greatest danger,
rallied splendidly. Munitions were poured in from many
quarters. Japan helped, America helped, and Britain
did her share. The Germans and Austrians found themselves faced, before their plans were completed, by = the
most terrible enemy of all—the Russian winter—the same
enemy which destroyed Napoleon's armies. The Russian
fighting machine is essentially better to-day than it was
a year ago, and the Russian armies will make an overwhelming effort when spring comes to sweep the weakened
invaders back,
The Near Eastern Problem
The blackest chapter in our own military history of the
war during the past year has been in the Dardanelles.
The Dardanelles campaign has been one long blunder.
The only redeeming feature of it has been the unexampled
courage of our men.
The Balkans afford a- striking example of the danger
of allowing diplomatic considerations to have a predominant
weight during war. For months we hesitated, shillyshallied, and delayed there. We did nothing, when we
should have done everything ; sat still, when we should
have struck hard. The result is evident for all to see.
A year ago it seemed as though the whole of the Balkan
States would come on our side. To-day, Bulgaria is
fighting against us ; Serbia, our ally, is largely destroyed ;
the statesmen and military commanders of Greece can
scarcely make a decent show of concealing their anger at us.
Only- the threat of our Fleet against their great cities has
saved us from the enmity of Greece. As against the failure
of diplomacy in the Balkans, however, we must weigh
in our favour the fact that Italy came on our side. Up
to now the full strength of Italy has not been felt, owing
to the difficulties of her Alpine war. She should, during
the year that is ahead, count for more and more.
One Great Cause for Optimism,
For us the most serious and menacing quarter of war
during the months that are ahead may well be the Near
East. There is now regular communication between Berlin
and Constantinople, and the railways run freely all the
way. The Central Powers are directly linked up with
their Allies—Bulgaria and Turkey. Germany and Austria
can pour great supplies of guns and munitions into Turkey.
German agents are opening fresh campaigns to stir up
the fanatical hatred of the Mohammedan tribes of Northern
Africa and Arabia against us. A year ago the threatened
Turkish campaign against the Suez Canal was a subject
for laughter. To-day our great armies along the canal
banks shows how seriously we take the threat.
There is one great factor in our favour. Germany and
Austria are straining their resources in men and in munitions
to the very utmost. Their losses have been staggering.
They have reached and passed their maximum strength in
troops, save in so far as they can draw upon Asia. We
have not yet touched our reserves of manhood. By the
early summer of 1916 Britain will have 4,000,000 men
under arms and well armed. Both the Germans and ourselves suffer from a lack of experienced officers, and more
especially experienced non-commissioned officers.
Germany, with weakenny, forces, is extending her line,
and rapidly extending it. The
6
Balkans may well prove
to her the ulcer eating out her internal strength as the
ulcer of the Spanish Peninsula ate into the strength of
Napoleon.
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Where the Flame o Freedom Burns Brightest

' Marching out from Cettinge, their capital, on which bombs have already been
dropped. The Montenegrins are consumed with passionate love of freedom.
On the left: A typical Montenegrin mountain fighter on his hardy pony.

The invasion of Montenegro has begun at two points. This photograph shows some •
of Austria's Bosnian troops in a Montenegrin village on the frontier.

Malissori tribesmen amid the crags of Mount Kiementi, on the Montenegrin frontier. On the right : Montenegrin gunners at a
casemate. Superhuman efforts of the enemy will be required to quench the flame of freedom in this courageous little country.
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With the T colour in the Fateful Peninsula

A mountain cannon in the trenches at Gallipoli. French 65 Mtn; gun
and crew, snapped behind a stone barricade. The circle photograph
shows two birds of ill-omen, captured by French marines and
appropriately christened Wilhelm and Franz Joseph.

The open-air surgery on Gallipoli. Wounded French soldiers arriving
in novel ambulances for temporary treatment.

Disposing of the carcase of a dead horse. It is being drawn down to the water by a mule. In the background the s.s. River Clyde,
whose remarkable arrival at Gallipoli made one of the most thrilling chapters in British history. (Exclusive photographs.)
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Our Diplomacy and the War on Sea
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
P
ROPINQUITY is a great fact in
the psychology of war, and throws
everything out of perspective.
It leads to an altogether disproportionate
effort to prepare on a large scale for the
defensive rather than the offensive. One
of the best of our military critics; for
instance, lent the whole weight of his
influence to keeping large bodies of troops
in preparing defensive works in this
country against invasion ; and now,
hypnotised by our great trade route
through the Suez Canal, he has tacked on
to this demand one for a great defensive
army in Egypt.
False Strategy
He gives us two months for preparation, but " we must have in Egypt a
force answerable to the largest army
Which can, in the opinion of qualified
experts, be brought against us." Let us
suppose the Germans reach Constantinople, is it not obvious that they
will then have before them four -objectives to choose from—the Dardanelles,
the Caucasus, Mesopotamia, and Egypt ?
The defensive policy would require
preparation to meet them at all four
points, so that whatever force they were
able to set in motion at Constantinople
would tend to multiply its effect in four
directions. We should be transferring
to a land Power the very attribute which
should belong to a sea Power—viz., the
power of multiplying its striking force
with an army through its ability to
strike secretly and swiftly anywhere
along the coasts from the sea.
We give up the initiative, we give up

the offensive—which is the only policy
that impresses neutrals—and all for a
policy which can never win a war. We
never dream of adopting such methods
when we fight a battle, and we should
not do so in a world-wide war.
In fact, if a certain course of conduct
is one of the greatest folly for our opponents to adopt, we should do anything to
tempt them to adopt it. Now both the
invasion of England and of Egypt brings
Germany within the grasp of our naval
power. We should do nothing to deter
the German General Staff from such plans ;
but we may be quite sure that, as with
Napoleon at Boulogne, the persistence of
their talk about these projects has for its
chief object that we should play their
game by diverting our forces from the
offensive to the defensive.
German Credulity
The German estimate of our psychology is the same as that of Frederick
the Great, that " the English will stampede like wild horses before their own
imaginations." This temperament certainly is not characteristic of the seafaring classes, who have always ridiculed
the invasion scares throughout our history,
and it was because of their hard-headedness that Von Tirpitz utterly failed to
make any impression on them by his
threats of the submarine blockade.
If only the arm-chair diplomatists at
the Foreign Office had the same hardheadedness, they would 'never have
allowed the Germans to drive their
supplies through our naval blockade by
a corrupt campaign in America to impress

us with the bogy of antagonising the
United States. It is the very essence of
war that action should be drastic.
Blockade the Mediterranean
I referred the other day to the Mediterranean, and the submarine menace to
our transports. The course indicated
was that we should pool all the available
small craft under one command for a
ruthless hunt of submarines and their
bases. The matter, however, of the new
phase of Mediterranean war does not end
there. We have the oil supplies of these
submarines to account for, and the new
door for Germanic trade through Greece.
Surely the time has come to remind
ourselves that we have in Gibraltar and
Suez the opportunity of policing every
ounce of cargo that goes into the Mediterranean. At both places vessels, after
search, should be given prescribed
courses and speeds in accordance with
their papers, and any breach should lead
to arrest on the voyage.
We know that, for the sake of the high
inducements offered, Greek ships have
helped the Germanic submarines. We
have to impress on neutrals that the game
is not worth the candle. All through this
war we have been hopelessly handicapped
by the fact that, while land power has
been directed by generals, sea power has
been directed by diplomatists. We have
no bribes to offer the Greeks in this
matter of submarines, except for information ; but we can inflict pretty
substantial fines now that ships are so
valuable by reason of the high freights
they can earn.

Aircraft and the Power of Pegasus
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
V
ARIOUS papers have, during the
past week or two, illustrated the
twin-engined Caudron biplane,
which made an eminently satisfactory
first appearance at the London Aerodrome
at Hendon recently. Although the
Gcrmans and French have been using
aeroplanes with two engines for the past
couple of months on active service, this
was the first British-built aeroplane to be
turned- out during the war, and its makers
deserve congratulation on its success as
a flying machine. One hopes it may be
equally successful as a "Hun-strafer."
An Entente Aeroplane
It is true that it was built to French
designs, but it has certain alterations
which must not, of course, be mentioned,
and it is built wholly of British material
and by British labour. As Mr. Tennant
stated in the House of Commons not long
ago, we have had certain mu ltipleengined " battle-'planes " in course of
construction for some time, and it is
hoped that we may have quite a number
of them in the air before long, so it is a.
happy augury that the first of them
should be so satisfactory.
It is typical of our British way of
doing things that this country, which
was the first to use aeroplanes with more
than one engine, should be the last of the
Great Powers to produce them on active
service. As a matter of fact, the Short
Brothers, of the. Isle of Sheppey, produced several biplanes of various types

with two engines apiece so long ago as
1911-1912, and one of them was flown by
naval officers attached to one of the Armies
during the military manoeuvres of 1912.
In those days we had no really big aeroengines, so these machines had nominally
only coo horse-power between the two
engines. To tell the truth, each engine
really only gave about 4o horse-power, so
these huge things had a mere 8o horsepower, which in these days is considered
too little for even the tiny single-seated
scouting biplanes known as " tabloids."
Naturally, therefore, ,the multipleengines of Shorts were very slow, but they
showed what might be done if experiments were carried on. Unfortunately,
money for the Flying Services was not
generously bestowed by the Treasury in
those days, therefore what little money
could be got was spent on smaller and
cheaper types of aeroplanes, so that We
could have more of them, and better
opportunities for training our flying men.
Where Horse-Power Wins
To-day, anything less than ioo horsepower on any aeroplane is regarded as
insufficient, and the Germans are using
single engines of 15o or 16o horse-power
in their big biplanes. The famous " twotails," the first of the twin-engined
German machines, is estimated to have
two engines of I5o horse-power each ;
and the French, who believe in efficiency
rather than brute force, get even better
performances in the way of speed and

climbing rate with two engines of about
too horse-power each.
The German papers talk of colossal
triplanes—machines with three sets of
wings, and horse-power up to r,000 or
more. These huge things are likely to be
a trifle clumsy to handle, and some
" experts " regard them as being about
the limit in size for aeroplanes, if they are
to be " flyable " by any ordinary man.
That remains to be seen, and doubtless, in
flee still more enormous aeroplanes of the
future, controls will be worked by auxiliary
power, as is the rudder of a big ship.
Control and Mobility
It has been shown that one man can
control a machine with something between
zoo and 30o horse-power, either with one
or two engines, quite comfortably for
several hours at a time. Some of the
French pilots have even looped the loop
with the twin-engined biplanes, which
proves that they are very obedient to
their controls.
Some six or eight weeks ago one of these
twin-engined Caudrons was flying over
the German lines when a shell burst close
to it, smashed one of the engines to
smithereens, and set fire to the petrol
tank of that engine. In spite of this the
pilot brought the machine back safely
with only one engine running, which
demonstrated conclusively the high
value of having two independent engines,
for if both had stopped he would have
been compelled to descend.
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With the Destroyers in Search of the Pirates

A naval waterplane starting out to sea on patrol duty. The Navy's aircraft wing
is a strong link in the steel network protecting our shores.

The officer of the watch in a British destroyer, doing patrol duty in the North Sea, warning a merchantman through a megaphone of
the presence of a hostile submarine. Inset : Photograph taken from a destroyer while she was escorting an oil vessel to port.

L.Sh ips of the " Mosquito Fleet" setting out to look for "fun," otherwise U boats, in the North Sea. The British Navy refers to its
destroyers and other small craft as " mosauitoes." (These photographs are exclusive to "The War Illustrated.")
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The Enemy in Russia at Large and in Leash !

German Red Cross contingent following in the wake of their army in Russia. The Russians leave no bridge standing once they have
finished with it, and the movements of the enemy forces are hindered and delayed on all sides by the thorough means taken by
the Russans to hamper hostile transport operations.

A silk-hatted Hun and another wearing a "bowler" among a crowd of German prisoners recently captured by the Russians. Most of
the Germans appear happy to have been captured. The two in the foreground are exchanging pleasantries with the guards.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR

I fJ

IX.—The Royal Scots Greys
E went
through
the m
like brown
paper," said Sir
Philip Chetwode
of our cavalry
against German
cavalry in the
early days of
the Great War;
and one of the
regiments which did this was the famous
Royal Scots Greys, or 2nd Dragoons, the
heroes of Waterloo. The Greys had another
distinction in those days, one which, now
that we are all unhappily so familiar
with long and terrible casualty lists, may
easily be forgotten. The very first
casualty reported in the war was an
officer of this regiment, as on August 22nd,
the day before Mons, a young Scottish
nobleman, the Earl of Leven and Melville,
was dangerously wounded in its ranks.
With two other fine regiments, the
12th Lancers and the zoth Hussars, the
Scots Greys formed the 5th Cavalry
Brigade, the one led by that gallant

" These Scottish men are right hardy and
sore travailing in harness and in wars."
—FROISSART.
officer, Sir Philip Chetwode, a baronet
of old and honoured family whose name
was the very first mentioned in Sir John
French's first despatch.
First Shots of the War
On Friday, August 21st, 1914, Sir John,
who had just arrived at .Mons from Paris,
was busy with his Staff arranging his
army for the coming battle. He had no
troops to spare for a reserve, for his four
divisions of infantry were all required
in front, and as the men marched up
they were set to work at throwing up
trenches. Under these circumstances Sir
John decided to use his cavalry, as far
as possible, as a reserve, and after an
anxious consultation with their leader,
General Allenby, the necessary orders
were given to them.
This was all very well, but it was
absolutely imperative to send out some

horsemen to scout round for news of
the Germans, so it was decided to mark
off the 5th Brigade for this purpose.
" The forward reconnaissance," said Sir
John, " was entrusted to BrigadierGeneral Sir Philip Chetwode, with the
5th Cavalry Brigade."
Early on Saturday morning the Greys
were in their saddles, and their colonel,
C. B. Bulkeley-Johnson, was giving the
necessary orders to his officers. In
squadrons or troops they rode out for
several miles, beyond a belt of .forest in
front of Mons, and now' and again they
saw germans similarly occupied. It was
real war this time, not manoeuvring on

Trooper of the Royal Scots Greys (2nd
Dragoons) in review order.

Salisbury Plain, so bullets shot out, and
once or twice our men rode at the enemy,
although their real object was not fighting,
hut learning. They did enough of the
former, -however, to show that they were
in no way inferior to the Germans—rather
the reverse—and that given a fair field
and no favour they had nothing Whatever
to feat. It was in one of these little
encounters that Lord Leven, was dangerously wounded.
Greys in,a Cavalry Battle

How history repeated itself at St. Quentin. The daring stirrup-charge by the Royal Scots
Greys and Highlanders, which revived the most dramatic incident of the Battle of Waterloo,
the subject of Lady Butler's picture, " Scotland for Ever l"

The Greys were out all day, the most
exciting day the younger men among
them had ever spent, and with their
information they returned at nightfall.
During the next day, when the battle
was fought, they were near Binche, on
the extreme right of the British line,
ready to go wherever they might be
required. Then the retreat began, and
the cavalry were ordered to cover it.
Our men were harassed by the Uhlans,
who rode at Smith-Dorrien's tired infantry
at Le Cateau and elseWhere, but our
horsemen managed to drive them off,
Chetwode's brigade being prominent in
this work.
Two days later, on the Friday of the
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same week, there occurred a regular
cavalry battle, in which the Germans
were really routed. Smith-Dorrien's corps
was being followed from St. Quentin by
two large bodies of German cavalry, and
to relieve the weary men on foot General
Allenby ordered two of his brigades,
the 3rd and the 5th, to turn round and
tackle them. The Greys and the rest
of Chetwode's men were sent against one
of these columns, which was at Cerizy, and
at the word of command they rode
forward, squadron by squadron and
troop by troop, When the rival horsemen
clashed, the leading German regiment Was
broken up, the others were drown into
disorder, and the whole lot fled, followed
by the Greys, who drove their swords
into them as they caught them up.

Before following the Scots Greys into
their trenches in Flanders, it may be well
to glance at the history of the regiment.
The Dragoons' Battle-Honours
In 1678 three troops of dragoons were
raised in Scotland, and three years later
these and some other troops were united
to form the Royal Regithent of Dragoons
of Scotland, for that country had its own
little army until - 1707. They fought
under William of Orange in Flanders, but
it was under Marlborough that they won
their gnat name, and since then they
have been known to all the world, on
account of the grey horses which they
rode, as the Scots Greys. The original
dragoons, we may say, were mounted
infantry, not cavalry in the strict sense,
and they were called dragoons because
the carbine which they carried was
popularly named the dragon.
At Schillenberg the Greys pursued the
routed Bavarians, and they were at the
great battle of Blenheim, Ramillies,
Oudenarde, and Malplaquet. In all these

" A Sight for the Gods !"
After this and a few more lessons of
the same hind, the German pursuit, it
is not surprising to learn, became less
vigorous. In one of these charges the
GreVs lost one of their senior officers.
Major F. Swettenham, who was killed,
and a little later it lost a junior, Sir
Gawaine G. S. Baillie, Bart.
A curious incident, which there is no
reason to disbelieve, is, reported as having
happened about this time. It seemsthat the Greys after a charge, in which
some of them had been wounded, were
ordered to retreat. As they turned they
saw Prussian officers cutting the wounded
with their swords, and at this they wont
mad. Instead of obeying the order to
retire, a non-commissioned officer led
1-hem towards the foe, and, with their
officers following, they hacked their way
through the Germans. " Having got
through," the story continues, " the
officers took command again, formed
them up, wheeled, and came back 'the way
they went. It was a sight for the gods !
Such was the gallantry of the regiment
as a whole. Two individual acts of
heroism performed. about the same time
are also worth recording.
It seems that a party was ordered to
go out with a stretcher and bring in a
wounded man. One of the men ordered
did not look very fit, so J. Mutter, a
private of the Greys, said he was stronger
than this man and would go in his place.
He _Went, but on the journey he was
Drummer of the Royal Scots Greys in
mortally wounded, and another name
review order.
was written high on Britain's roll of
heroes. Private H. Macredy, of the fights, save the last two, a woman, Chrissame regiment, remained for two hours tian Davies or Christian Ross, rode in
attending to the last needs of a dying their ranks as a man, and her sex was
comrade, all the time under a heavy fire. not discovered until she was wounded at
Both, one dead and one alive, were Ramillies. The Greys captured a French
awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal, `standard at Dettingen and lost heavily at
Fontenoy. At Langfeld they rode heroiSome Heroes of the Greys
While speaking of honours, others fell cally forward to protect the retreat of
to this regiment during the early days the infantry, and at Warburg they proved
of the war. Two officers, Captain H. themselves superior to the French cavalry.
Denison-Pender and Lieut. G. F. A.
Pigot-Moodie, Were among those who
received the new distinction of the
Military Cross, and later the Tsar of ,
Russia, the Colonel-in-Chief of the regiment; added- a few more. To Col,
Bulkeley-Johnson, by then a general, he
gave the Russian Order of St. George,
to 'Majors Walter Long, D.S.O., and
W. E. Collins he gave the' Order of St.
Stanislas, and to seven other officers
honours of one kind or another. The
rank 'and file were not forgotten. Eight
of them received the Cross of the Order
of St. George, and then the medal of
St. George. One of those honoured at
this time by the Tsar was Prince Arthur
of Connaught, who is an officer of the
Greys, although he was not serving with
it at this time.

An Immortal Charge
Willems and Waterloo were great days
in the history of the Greys. At Willeins
they charged down upon-the French
infantry, but, finding the squares firm,
one of their officers rushed his horse on
to the bayonets and so made a gap
through which the Greys rode. In a few
minutes the French squares were broken,
and the British hail won the battle.. Their
charge at Waterloo is immortal : The
grey horses dashing down the slope, with
the Gordons clinging to the stirrups of
the riders, the fleeing French infantry
and the initial shouts of " Scotland for
evert "
The Greys rode with the Heavy Brigade
at Balaclava, and went right throut,l the
South African Weir, but there was not

much use for cavalry in the little campaigns of the late nineteenth century.
The connection of the regiment with
Scotland has been steadily kept up since
1707, when it became part of the British
Army, as the Second Regiment of Dragoons.
Its headquarters are at Dunbar, the
thistle appears on. its colours, and -its
ranks, both commissioned and non-commissioned, are always full of Scots as
" right hardy and sore travailing in
harness and in wars - as they were in
the days when Froissart lived and wrote.
A Hero of Messines
Early in October, to return to the
Great War, the Greys were moved from
the Aisne to Flanders, and under General
Hubert Gough they helped to clear the
Germans from the neighbourhood of
Cassel and to find out something about
the strength of the enemy's positions on
the Lys. About this time, owing to the
numerical weakness of the British, the
cavalry were dismounted and sent into
the trenches, the Greys being near Klein
Zillebeke, where they remained during
the earlier part of the first Battle of
Ypres. On October 3oth they were
moved forward to support some more
cavalry under . the Hon. Julian Byng,
and they held on until nightfall, when
they were relieved.
On the next day or two the Grays,
and the rest of the Brigade now in trenches
near Messines, were savagely and re-,.
peatedly attacked, and during the night
of October 31st . one of .their officerli,
Second-Lieut. Osmond Williams, led the
rzth Lancers to a position for a counterattack in this he took part, and with
his own hand he disposed of no less than
eleven Ger-Mans. • Previously he, had shown
great -gallantry in venturing out at night
and -discovering what the enemy were
doing. Later he became a captain in the
new Welsh Ghards, and was killed during
the fighting at LoOs in September, 1915.
On All Saints' Day the Greys and
their comrades of the 5th Brigade were
driven from their trenches, which, in their
weakened - condition, they were unable
to retake. They were then given a rest
until February, when muddy trenches
again-became their residence, this time
somewhere between Bixschoote and
Gheluvelt.
At Neuve Chapelle and Ypres
During the Battle of Neuve Chapelle
Chetwode's Brigade was out, ready to
follow up any success gained by the
infantry, and the men were keenly disappointed when Sir Henry Rawlinson- sent
word that no further action by the
cavalry was advisable. They were treated,
during the second Battle of Ypres, to a
little of ` Kultur's " latest weapon, poison
gas. On May 13th the 5th Brigade had
taken the place of another which had
lost very heavily, and eleven days later
came the gas, driven in clouds by a northeastern wind. However, the men had
learned to use their respirators by this
time, and it did not do the harm which
the Germans hoped and expected.
There for the present the story of the
Scots Greys ends. Like the Coldstream
Guards they bear the proud motto
" Second to None," and although they
have not had the chances which have
fallen to that celebrated -regiment of
Foot Guards, they have proved their
worth in those which have come their
way. Maybe, in the happier days for
which we all hope, they will ride again
against the enemy, this time in his own
land.
A. W. Holland
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Military Mascots and Merrimentn Field & Ward

A soldier who, before he enlisted, was a professional ventriloquist, amuses his comrades behind the firing-line.
J. Gallaher, Coldstream Guards, painting on plates in a hospital ward.

The youngest French soldier, Jacques
Viriot, who, though only thirteen, serves
in the trenches.

Little Egyptian boy who has been adopted by
the Australians at Cairo as their mascot.

A small instance of the conscription of labour enforced by the invaders
on the eastern front. Wandering knife-grinder sharpening a German's
knife under Teutonic supervision.

Right : Private

Another Australian mascot. A boy, eight
years old, who accompanied a battalion
from Australia.

The arrival of Christmas parcels in an enemy trench.
Germans in France contemplating a bottle of wine sent
from the Fatherland.

The War Illusti•ated, 1st January,
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Scaling the Iron Walls o

Even the most intrepid Alpinist might hesitate before the task of
climbing precipitous mountains while encumbered with a rifle
and the heavy fighting kit of a soldier on active service. Yet this is
the task of the men fighting on the Italian front. This photograph

Italia Irredenta

'

shows the advance of an Austrian mountain corps scaling the
walls of that part of Italy which ithe Italians are fighting to
Inset : Wounded Austrian
recover from Austrian domination.
being lowered down the slope by his comrades.

8th January, 19/6,

A PICTURE - RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

Edited by J. A. LIAMMERTON

THE ENEMY HAND IN HAND.—This interesting photograph shows a Turkish officer being led blindfolded through the British lines
to the headquarters at Qaba Tepe. He is on his way to ask an armistice in order to bury the dead lying between the lines, and, as an
honourable foe, he is shown that courtesy which, till Germany broke it, was ever an unwritten law between belligerents.
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THE "MIRACLE" OF MEL ND*
Expressly written for The War Illustrated

By JOHN REDMOND,

p

lIANKS to the desire of our authorities to conduct " an anonymous war," -probably under the
delusion that the enemy might not be able to identify the British units fighting them, the British
public _have been denied _all information as to the achievements of The individual regiments. Not
exactly all, for the authorities have occasionally broken their own quaint rules to give information about
certain regiments, with the result that an undue share of the honour has been popularly ascribed to these.
We have certainly not heard enough about the achievements of the gallant Irish, notoriously among the
best fighters in our Army. This, and the fact that Ireland has so completely disappointed the hopes of a
deluded Germany by loyally answering the call of Empire and taken her due place in the great fight against
Prussian tyranny have induced me to appeal to the most world-famous of lilting Irish leaders—Mr. John
Redmond—to write an 'article on .the subject expressly for my readers, and I feel that THE WAR
ILLUSTRATED is peculiarly honoured in numbering among its many famous contributors this great national
leader who, since the war began, has given such splendid proofs of loyalty to the British Empire.—ED1TOR.

T

HE phrase which I have put at the head of this
article was recently used by a leading Unionist
journal in England to describe the transformation which has taken place in the public opinion aJ
Ireland since the commencement of the war.
To anyone at all acquainted
with the past history of the relations between England and Ireland,
the phrase can scarcely be said to
have been an exaggeration.
To understand the transformation which has occurred it is
necessary, in - the first place, to
recall the traditional attitude of
mind of the mass of the Irish
people towards the British Empire
and its military enterprises. That
attitude sprang from causes easily
ascertainable which thoroughly as
explain, if they did not justify it.
With these causes I have nothing
to do at the present moment, and
I trust and believe they have
ceased for ever to exist. To
appreciate what has recently
occurred in Ireland, however, it
is necessary to recall Ireland's
attitude of mind in the past, and,
indeed, in the recent past.
There is no denying the fact
that, in the past, it was perfectly
true that, wherever the Empire
was involved in a difficulty or
complication which diminished its
great strength, a feeling of hope
and satisfaction stirred through
the veins of men of the 'Irish race
both at home and abroad. The
feeling of the mass of the Irish
people undoubtedly was one of
hostility to the Empire.
The Irish leader
One of the greatest Englishmen in happy mood
his return
of our time, John Henry Newman, on
from the front.
in speaking of Irish discontent,
drew a picture which explains, to some extent, this
feeling. He describes the feeling of an Englishman
travelling in Ireland. He says
He finds that the wrongs which England has inflicted
are faithfully remembered ; her name and fellowship are
abominated ; the news of her prosperity heard with disgust;
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the anticipation of her possible reverses nursed and cherished
as the best of consolations. The success of France or,
Russia over her armies, of Yankee or Hindu, is fervently
desired as the first instalment of a debt accumulated through
seven centuries ; and that even though those armies are in
so large a proportion recruited from the Irish soil. If he
ventures to ask for prayers for
England, he receives one answer
A prayer that she may receive her
due. It is as if the air rang with
the old Jewish words " 0, daughter
of Babylon, blessed shall he be who
shall repay thee as thou hast paid
to us ''

This picture was not an exaggeration at the time it was
written. Indeed, it is scarcely
an exaggeration of the state of
feeling up to a comparatively
recent date. If Newman had to
draw a picture of the state of
Ireland to-day, every single one
of his statements would have to
be reversed.
Just as I abstain from speaking
of the causes of Ireland's hostility
in the past, so I abstain from
dealing in any degree with the
political causes which have led to
the blessed change of to-day. The
change, however, has taken place,
and the Unionist newspaper to
which I have referred was not far
wrong in speaking of it as a
" miracle."
To-day, the whole of Ireland—
with insignificant exceptions, to
which I will allude in a moment—
is united as Ireland was never
united before, men of all political
views and of all creeds and of
all classes, in support of the
Empire.
Ireland to-day feels that she is now
a free and honoured portion of that
Empire. She feels she has come into her
inheritance, and she is as determined as
either Canada, Australia, New Zealand, or
South Africa to make the greatest sacrifices
in her power to safeguard and protect her
hardly-won rights. She does not feel that she is fighting
L',.'ontinikal
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The Immortal Story of Erin at Kevis Ridge

During the fighting in Macedonia on December 13th, 1915, the
intense patriotism and bravery of the Inniskillings undoubtedly
saved a precarious situation. Pressed by the Bulgarians in
superior numbers of ten to one, the British were forced to retire

on to the third line of defence. 'Two companies of Inniskillings
remained behind and held on to Kevis Ridge, keeping the Bulgarians
in check with the bayonet and rifle. Nearly every one of these gallant
Irishmen gave his life so that the rest of the army could retreat.

THE " MIRACLE" OF IRELAND (c7Z,Ig''''"
merely for England. She is fighting for the Empire,
and, in a special way, for herself.
In addition to this, Ireland feels that she is fighting
for a great and holy cause—nothing less than the liberty
and civilisation of the world, and the liberty, in a special
way, of small nationalities. She is bound, by the
memory of the history of hundreds of years, in devotion
to her old friend, France. Her connection with Belgium
in the past creates a tender and powerful tie between
the two countries; and, indeed, if all other motives
disappeared to-morrow, I believe that the single desire
to aVenge the fate of Belgium would unite all lreland iii
hostility to the German Power.
Now, what practical proof has Ireland given of her
new attitude ?
I have just alluded to certain insignificant exceptions
from the general rule of support of the Allies. There
are, it must be admitted, scattered throughout Ireland,
a few individuals., not one of them of any public weight
or importance, who, under one name or another, and
from one motive or another, are supposed to be proGermans. But I assert, without any fear of contradiction, that the number of these in Ireland in proportion
to her population is not greater than the number of
similar persons in England.
There have been a few prosecutions under the Defence

sack from the front. A Cheery group of fighting men arrive in
London on leave from Trench Town.

of the Realm Act in Ireland, and a few cases of the
suppression of little - read, ephemeral sheets, which
spring up here and, there, like mushrooms in the night,
in Ireland. Personally I have regretted these prosecutions, as tending rather to give publicity and importance
to utterly insignificant persons and newspapers. All
this time I have-watched affairs pretty carefully in Great
Britain, and I find that the number of prosecutions
under the Defence of the Realm Act here has been
considerably greater than the number in Ireland, and
there have been in Great Britain, also, seizures of
insignificant papers..
The difference is, however, that these events in
Ireland are widely reported, whereas to discover similar
events in England one has to painfully scrutinise local
papers to find small paragraphs recording these things
hidden away in small type.
I claim that Ireland can speak as a united nation in
this crisis with just as much truth as Britain can.
How has Ireland translated this unanimity of feeling
into action ? I have before. me the latest recruiting
statistics supplied to me by the Irish Government,
made up to November 15th last.

From these I find that, when the war commenced,
there were 20,780 Irishmen in the ranks, and there were
in Ireland men of the Special Reserve, who have since
been called up, 12,462. There were also reservists who
have been called up to the number of 17,804, and new
recruits who have gone into the Army up to November
15th last, 87,466. So that, on that date, Ireland had
with the Colours 138,512 men. Many thousands have
been recruited since.
Let me say, by way of proof, that all parts of Ireland
are represented in this total; that 82,947 are Catholics
and 53,565 are Protestants ; and that 28,072 are
members of the National Volunteer Force, and 28,327
are members of the Ulster Volunteer Porce.
In considering the `.` miracle '.' which has taken place in
the public sentiment of Ireland, it is not suffiCient to
regard merely the total of recruits in Ireland itself. Up
to the commencement :of Lord Derby's recruiting
campaign in England, the most careful inquiries elicited
the fact that at least 120,066 men of Irish birth resident
in Great Britain had joined the Army since the outbreak
of war. It could quite safely be said that were it not
for the transformation of Irish public opinion at home,
these men would not have come forward in anything
like these numbers.
The same thing is true of the magnificent forces
which have come to the aid of the Empire from Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, of whom
it is a moderate estimate to say that at least twenty per
cent. are men of Irish birth or Irish blood, who have been
influenced by the new Wave of friendliness to the Empire
Which has spread from Ireland right round the world
wherever Irishmen are to be found.
Lord Derby's recruiting campaign in Great Britain,
and the Lord Lieutenant's recruiting campaign in
Ireland, must add to this total an enormous addition of
men of Irish birth and Irish blood, from which consideration it might fairly be deduced that Ireland alone has
provided the Empire with an airily very much larger
than the entire British Army at the commencement of
this war.
Ireland was always proud of the gallantry of her
troops, "even when they were engaged in military enterprises with which the ,national sentiment of Ireland did
not sympathise. But this pride in the past has been
o - day the wildest
more or less of a secret feeling:
enthusiasm is excited in Ireland by every record of
Irish heroism in the --field, and I felt, in my recent visit
to the Irish troops at the front, as I could not have felt,
say, ten years ago, that I was speaking the absolute
truth when I told the Irish regiments that I brought
them a message of pride and of gra=',itude from the whole
of the Irish people,
My chief regret at the present moment is that all the
Irish regiments are not combined in distinctively Irish
army Corps. - I would gladly see, for example, the three
Irish Divisions of the New Army, which are now all at
the front, combined together in such a corps. Apparently thiS is held to be a military impossibility, and
many will perhaps think it is just as well that Irish
heroism and devotion should be witnessed at Gallipoli
and Salonika as well as in France and Flanders. War is
a terrible ordeal for all of us, but We Irishmen haye one
consolation, namely, that the blood our country is willingly
shedding in
this great
cause will
seal for ever
the recoil-ciliation of
the two
ntitions.

Tense moments with a British sniper in advance of our first lines in France. These photographs, taken at great risk, show the
sniper firing, his comrade watching the German trench, and the same soldier firing at an enemy aeroplane with a masked machine-gun.

On the left : " Sniperscope " in a British trench near Ypres. A periscope is attached
to the sniper's rifle. Above : Royal Field Artilleryman firing a masked gun during
_the enemy's futile attack near Ypres on December 19th.

Men of the Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry in the first line of British trenches near Ypres, with their regimental mascot. The
trees in the background had been stripped bare of their branches by shell fire.

•
New Year `Liveliness' with the Belgians in khaki
The War Illustrated, 8th January, 1918.

1E6

Battalion of Belgian infantry, wearing the khaki uniforms and caps which make them
resemble British troops, marching into the firing-line. With the aid of Britain and France,
Belgium is now better equipped than ever to continue its part in driving back the invader.

Left : Belgian boy who has been adopted by a British Mechanical Transport section, and
equipped with a British uniform. Above : Belgian Red Cross worker negotiating a channel
on a part of the front that is under flood.

OP,

Belgian infantry advancing behind the sand-dunes on the coast.' Of late a renewed " liveliness " has been reported from the lines
on the western front which King Albert's sturel Army still holds intact.
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Clever Ruse of War to Foil a Night Attack

Frequently, in the case of a retirement to a new line, a few intrepid
away, with a star pistol in one hand, rifle in the other, making as
men are left behind to personate a company, thereby deceiving the
much noise as a large number of men on the defensive ; and while
enemy into the belief that the position is still held in force. It is no
the enemy is deliberating whether to advance and capture the posi..
uncommon occurrence that half a dozen soldiers will each blaze tion or not, the new line in the rear is being rapidly consolidated.

The War Illustrated, 8th January, 1916.
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in France by War-Worn Way & Shattered Home

On the right
Improvised shelters for Belgian war dogs pending their services being required to track the wounded.
wounded hurrying along a trench to the first-aid post during a heavy bombardment.

French

A little French maiden points out the way to a stern-faced English soldier, in whom she shows perfect confidence. On the right: A
machine-gun in action. The quietly businesslike gunners belong to one of the French colonial regiments.

Only one of many little homes destroyed in France ; but burning, deserted like this, with no one daring or caring to put out a hand
to stay the flames, it is a poignant picture of the ruin of home happiness that follows the invader.
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Joffrees Men harass Huns in the Vosges

French patrol, in advance of the main force, following the rearguard of the retreating enemy. Before retiring the Germans had
set fire to the village, whose burning houses can be seen in the background. (An exclusive photograph from the Vosges.)

A skirmish with the Germans in the Vosges during the enemy retreat. The French infantrymen had come upon some of the
enemy at the entrance to a forest road, (Photographs exclusive to " The War Illustrated.")
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Cavalry, Cyclists, Cooks,:and Conquest
.

An official photograph (of which the Crown copyright is reserved) from General
Headquarters of part of the first-lino trenches on the western front. Left : Soldier
holding a message which had been dropped by airmen into the British lines.

Cavalry patrol out scouting. Our mounted troops are keenly anticipating taking
an active part in the next great push. - On the right ; Two cycling non-coms.
studying a map at the cross-roads.

A kitchen in the first line of trenches, with the cook preparing.food in a dixey over a charcoal fire. Above : What oneof
looked like when the conquering Belgians finally drove the Germans out of it after a stiff battle.

eir villages
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King Peter's Flight from his Tragic Kingdom

Though pitifully frail and ill, King Peter of Serbia insisted on staying among his heroic soldiers in their tragic retreat. Here the
aged monarch is seen on horseback, though scarcely strong enough to keep in the saddle. When urged to seek refuge in Italy, his
My place is with the Army, and I must stay till the end,"
Majesty replied

King Peter being lifted on to his horse. While the roads were good enough and petrol was obtainable, his Majesty accompanied his
troops in a motor-car. Then he rode on horseback, until so weak that he had to be carried on a stretcher. (These photographs
were sent by aeroplane from Scutari to Durazzo by a correspondent with the Royal suite.)

The War 111a8tralcd, 8th January,

1916.
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Our Special Photographer in the Serbian Lines

Montenegrin women repairing the roads to facilitate the retreat of the Army. In these outlying corners of the world war women
ere taking almost as active a part in the campaign against the Teutons as their men folk. Many Serbian women have appeared
in the firing-line, just as these Montenegrins are doing manual work in advance of the Army.

British mission with the Serbians in retreat, halting before an Albanian cafe on the road between Tutijne and Rola'. On the
other side of the mountain the enemy, in superior numbers, were gradually pushing the remnant of the Serbian Army before them.
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The .British Red Cross. Mission. in Retreat

A member of the British mission and two of the waggons on the road to Tutijne. Ramshackle and worn by constant rolling over
the bad roads, the waggons presented a sorry spectacle, but nevertheless succeeded in carrying the mission out of dangler.

The arrival of French aeroplanes at Kralievo. In the foreground a whole row of the Allies' guns which had to be spiked by the
gunners, as they could not be withdrawn to safety before the enemy in vastly superior numbers arrived. IThe four photographs
on this and the facing page are exclusive to "The War Illustrated.")

The War Illustrated, Sth January, 1916.
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The Triple Entente in South-Eastern Europe

Serbian guns which had been rushed to a sorely-pressed part of
the line. In spite of hardships, these splendid Serbian artillerymen seem unaffected in their patriotic enthusiasm.

Highlanders, one wearing a fur coat, at ,a British camp in the Balkans, where the cold and mud are as Severe as, in Flanders.
Right : British Military Policeman with French and Grecian gendarmes at Salonika—an entente of law and order I

Over the broad, sweeping Kossovo Plain, which has played the greatest part in the history of fighting Serbia, a huge cannon is
rumbling laboriously behind a team of twenty-four oxen. Soon it will be barking at the enemy from another part of the line.
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Where Mountain Echoes Answer the Clash of Arms

Austrian Chasseurs firing on an Italian outpost from the summit
of a peak near the Isonzo front. A persistent guerilla warfare
has been waged by Italian and enemy patrols in the Alps, especially
in positions where trench or artillery fighting are impossible.

.

.

•

Italian scouts following the tracks of an Austrian gkrol at a great height " somewhere in the Alps.'1
ciiitthing a
wall in an Austrian village. The Italian invasion of Austria witnessed much street and house-to-house fighting.

The War Illustratcd r 8th January,

1915.
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Echoes of the Festive Season in the Front Line

Left: Last thoughts from the "trench train." " Tommies " at Waterloo Station posting letters home just before entraining for
the front. Right: A gramophone, loaded with " munitions" of mirth, and retailing a revue song to some soldiers.

A " capture " by the camp cook that is always welcomed. Right : Selecting
rabbits at a camp in France to be sent down to the mess-tent.

Bulls destined to provide some of our men with a change from "bully-beef." British soldier buying cattle in a French marketplace. Right: "Tommies " on leave who, with thoughts for the children, visited a toyshop before going home.
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Creche for Women Munition Workers' Children
•

MANY women who might be willing
to take an active part in warwork arc debarred from doing so by
the prior claim upon their time made
by their little children, whose life and
health are perhaps more important to
the State now than they seemed to be
in times of peace. To release these
women, creches have been started in
many places, and a new one has been
opened lately in Birmingham. Only
the children of women employed on
munition work are accepted, and for the
modest charge of sixpence a day the
children are bathed, dressed in uniform
overalls, and provided with plenty of
good food. There are cots for the
infants, and any quantity of toys.

"Bye-bye :" Some of the cots where the babies are taken when the "sandman "
comes. In the circle : " Ta-ta I" Nurse Reynolds, the matron, with a happy little
maid whose mother has just said good-bye.

" Din-din " One especially delightful moment in the delightful day. Dinner at a dear little table, in dear little chairs, all just the
right height for dear little people. Beinn nbnlographed is interesting, but not so exciting as the actual sight of dinner coming.

The Waf Illustrated, 8th January. 131.6
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Glory of Gallipoli
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE

T

HE story of the Dardanelles campaign is at once themost brilliant and the most sombre in British annals ;
the most brilliant because of the heroism of the men
engaged, the most sombre because of the miscalculation's that
marked almost every stage of the campaign.
Let me recall a few of the leading facts.
Early last year a combined British and French fleet made
a determined attempt to force the Dardanelles. Naval
and military experts were convinced that the only satisfactory way to attempt the Dardanelles was to make a
simultaneous land and sea attack. At that time the
fortificatiOns on the Gallipoli Peninsula were in a comparatively unprepared state, and could have been captured
by a determined attack on shore. The Government, however, decided that the Navy could do the job alone.
Heavily armed shipS, like the Queen Elizabeth with its
15 in. guns, 'were sent out. Apparently our authorities
thought that because heavy German artillery had destroyed
the fortifications of Liege, Namur, and Antwerp, and on
the Russian front, with minor loss to the attackers, so
our big naval guns could force the Dardanelles.

the hands of, the soldiers on the spot. Some military men
were wholly against the Dardanelles campaign ; they
considered that all our strength should be concentrated in
France and in Belgium. Our Government did not appreciate the bigness of the Dardanelles task. We were blinded
with two delusions. The first of these was that the Turkish
supply of ammunition was speedily tailing, and the second_
was that the Turks were only halt-hearted in the business.
The Turkish ammunition did not fail, and every day made
the essential Turkish positions stronger. The line of big
forts was linked up, until in the course of a few weeks they
became as nearly impregnable as any such fort could be.
Government and Country Complete/y Deceived

At home we were being kept quiet by delusive forecasts,
uttered with every show of authority. Everyone remembers Mr. Churchill's speech at Dundee on June 5th,
1915, when he declared that our Army and Fleet were
" separated only by a few miles from a victory such as
this war has not yet seen." And then he forecasted a
brilliant and formidable triumph that would shape the
destinies of nations and shorten the duration of the war.
Warning the Enemy of Our Attack
Even in September, Lord Robert Cecil declared that we
There were two miscalculations here. First, the current were then near a great success, a success which would
of the Dardanelles made any Allied ships open to very have an enormous effect in all parts of the world.
There is no doubt but that, just as our Government was
effective torpedo and floating mine attacks. Next, the
German artillery which destroyed, the French, Belgian, completely deceived concerning the requirements of the
.and Russian fortresses was howitzers, whose angle of fire Dardanelles campaign, so also was the country completely
is wholly different from that of the-heavy naval gun. The deceived about the position of the enemy.
On the Peninsula itself growing difficulties arose. We
howitzer is the weapon for attacking fortified positions,
not the naval 12 in. or 15 in. gun. This elementary had vast numbers of men crowded in a very small space, in
the fierce heat of a Dardanelles summer. All the sanitary
fact was overlooked.
Despite - the utmost bravery of the Allied sailors, the precautions in the world could not prevent epidemics
naval attack failed. It was doomed to fail froin the of sickness. Invalids were soon counted by tens of
beginning; and Nelson himself could not have made it a thousands.
The_ sea fighting and splendid deeds of our warships, -the
success. Lord Fisher, the First Sea Lord of the Admiralty,
is said to have been opposed to the scheme, and resigned heroisin of our mine-sweepers, and the daring of our young
office as soon afterwards as possible. Thus we lost the submarine commanders form a fascinating part of the
services of our ablest sailor in his own supreme field during story. By the end of July it was evident that something,
more must be done on land. Then came a series of advances
some of the most critical months of the war.
After the failure of the naval attack we proceeded with- and successes, the storming of the range of Anafarta, the
preparations for a land campaign. The Australasians were landing at Anzac, the successful attack on Sari Bair, and
brought from Egypt and were kept for some time in trans- the great advance from Anzac.
Important as these successes were, they did not touch
ports off the coast, thus fully advertising our intentions to
the vital strength of the enemy, so a big movement was
the Turks, giving them ample time to prepare for us.
They did not neglect the opportunity. The points on planned at Suvla Bay, in mid-August, which_ was to cut all
the coast where we could have landed with ease in March the rear lines of the enemy and to isolate them. Why the
were now protected by wire entanglements, rifle pits, and landing at Suvla Bay was not attempted earlier is one of
machine-guns. Under the direction of German -officers, the mysteries of this mysterious campaign.
At the moment of writing this article the full story of
ranges were exactly taken, all available guns were placed
at the most vital points, gun positions were concealed, Suvla Bay cannot be told. We expected a great and
stocks of ammunition hurried up, and the Turkish troops decisive victory ; we had undoubtedly a great failure. Our
casualties at that point have been placed as high as 4o,oco.
at the Dardanelles greatly reinforced.
They were certainly enormous.
The "Impossible" Brilliantly Achieved
How the End of the " Gamble" Came
The Turks and their German instructors undoubtedly
Sir Charles Monro succeeded Sir Ian Hamilton in comconsidered that it would he impossible for our troops to
effect a landing anywhere on the coast, more particularly mand of the Dardanelles forces in the middle of October.
at the point where we chose for attack. Our landing took It is an open secret that Sir Charles Monro, after surveying
place on April 25th. Even now we can hardly realise the the position, recommended that certain parts of it should
be evacuated. The Government then rent Lord Kitchener
tremendous obstacles facing our men.
The capture of Seddul Bahr on April 26th ranks among to inspect in person. Even now there were weeks of
the most splendid feats of arms in the history of the world. delay, which cost us very dearly in further sickness and
The bare, rocky, precipitous Peninsula, an ideal defensive further losses during the winter storms. The withdrawal
position, Was stormed by our men. The Turks, strong in from the Anzac and Suvla Bay positions, when finally
numbers, well armed, and magnificently brave, fought hard settled upon, was carried out with the greatest success.
" It is easy enough to be wise after the event," some
to recover their lost ground, but in vain. Our men went
forward and forward, under the very shadow of Achi Baba. readers may say. " Why rake up unfortunate incidents ? "
Even now, although our position was much more difficult I, for one, cannot dismiss a campaign which has had over
than it would have been in March, victory was still possible. 200,000 casualties as an incident. The only use in reHad there been ample men, had our attack been pushed, calling and admitting the mistakes of yesterday is to help
not at one point, but at several points in Gallipoli, had we to avoid the same mistakes to-morrow.
Heroic qrliA#4.gk: the tale of the Dardanelles forms one
thrown our real fdrces into the business, we Might well have
got through: - BLit- here' divided council—which has- I5eert tlie- Of -thehilf6srg-IrAing: the most sombre, the most splendid,
curse of. so many of our operations—apparently .'WeRft-eitedl- arid"the most d `16fable chapters of our Imperial history.
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The German and the British Doctrine of War
By Commander Cariyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
R. LLOYD GEORGE'S statement
on Tuesday, December 21st, on
the munitions question was one of
a profoundly interesting character. It
was an indictment of our past lack of preparation, a spur to action in the present,
and a vision of hope for the future.
Nothing that has ever been said has
come so near to shaking our faith in the
Napoleonic maxim that the moral is to
the physical as three to one. Not until
the last moving appeal did we feel the
real triumph of the moral in the appeal
to - labour to save the situation.
'The listeners realised once again that
the very weight of the material which
could win this war depended not merely
on the moral spirit of the- Government, but
on that of the employer and the worker as
well.
- The last Franco-BritiSh offensive was,
it is stated, based on an expenditure of
six million high-explosive shells. At one
stage of his speech Mr. Lloyd George led us
toinfer that there was enough, but at
'another he inferred that we might have
done much more if shells had been more
plentiful. That is a material fact of a
very impressive character.
We 'have gone through successive
material stages_ of sacrifice: Before the
war we were unwilling to prepare because
we wanted the money for social reforms.
In the. first part of the war we were unwilling to sacrifice " the silver bullet."
or give up our power to make exports
fct the purpose of substituting munitions,
and now we are still fearful of making the
complete sacrifice to achieve a speedy
victory.
German Initiative - in Aircraft
. The Germans have in no Way shown
themselves superior to us in inventive
genius, but overwhelmingly superior to
us in organisation and in the- national
purpose to treat war as a serious business.
For instance, taking the Navy, for which
any Government can obtain all it wants
in this country, I do not know of a single
point in which the Germans gained on us
through inventive genius applied to the
material afloat except in the matter of
giving greater elevation to all guns for

M

the purpose of fighting long range actions.
They also obtained some very efficient
sea scouts in their dirigibles, or Zeppelins,
and it must be confessed that the national
enthusiaSm carried them right ahead of
us in this class of aircraft.
Making allowance for these exceptions,
there is in evidence, then, a great change
for the better in regard to the Navy since
the days wheri we were behind other
Powers in the adoption of steam, breechloading guns, armour, and capped projectiles ; or since Colomb up to 1867, to
use his own words, ° had such enormous
difficulty " for eight years to persuade his
" brother officers and the Admiralty "
that flashing lights had solved the night
signal question.
Supreme Value of Criticism
He was told by the Board " not to be a
fool ! " For eight_ years he was ridiculed
and censured for persisting in what seems
now so obvious and can be taught to
children. The document found aster his
death concludes by saying that he won
out " by dint of hard work, anxiety,
worry beyond telling, and certainly by
the loss of all professional recognition or
reward." Cody experienced somewhat
similar difficulty with his useful mancarrying kites.
My own belief, and one I have stated
over and over again, until finally I embodied the theory in a lecture at the Royal
-United Service Institution, shortly before
the war, is that a disciplined profession
lacks imagination and produces a tendency
to a wooden judgment unless a large
measure of criticism and discussion is
encouraged. I spoke at a time when discussion in the two Services, except in
India, "had reached its lowest ebb owing
to direct discouragement in Whitehall.
'
'
The German doctrine of war, with the
knowledge that at a given date they
would provoke a war,' gave them a great
advantage. The doctrine was to spend
large sums on preparation, much of which
might turn out to be in a wrong direction,
but some of which was bound to be right,
since it 'was on all kinds- of material, and
this outlay would all be returned by the
spoils of successful war: To this Germany

applied a well-nigh perfect system of
co-ordination and standardisation between army and navy and with' her Ally,
making unheard of efforts as well to get
the supplies of guns and other materials of
war for the smaller nations into her hands.
There was no such preparation, coordination and standardisation between
Great Britain- and her Allies in this war.
It was inevitable that the whole weight
of material would .tell against the Allies
in favour. of the Germanic Powers for at
least twelve monthS, in spite of the fact
that sea-power gave them access to the
supplies of neutral countries.
We have under the stress of war made
most praiseworthy attempts to mobilise
the inventive talent of the country ; but
it is too late in the day to co-ordinate and
standardise the material of war used by
all the Allies. Sir James Stephen presided
over a committee in 1887 which considered
the material generally, and in his very able
report he stated that : " Inventors in
general, and leading gunmakers in particular, are afraid -of entering into communication with the War Department.
It is because they think that any committee with which they communicate
will either adopt or take hints from their
inventions without paying for them.".
Mobilisation and Time
I think that there was good grOund.
for this suspicion, and it is. fatal to the
mobilisation of invention in peace-time.
Mobilisation., however, in the main, means
making the best use of what we have
already got while depriving the enemy
of as much as possible. This can only be
prepared for long in advance. Only two
months ago there was announced in the Press as a result of a speech in the Prize
Court " a new discovery " by which the
Germans manufactured glycerine . from.
the lard we supplied them with. The
discovery belonged to the period of the
War .of -American Independence, - but this,
of course, was unknown to the Chief Law
Officer of the Crown who made the speech.
It was again sheer ignorance which framed
the list of articles in the Declaration of
London which were in no circumstances
to be contraband. -

The last word to Greece. Striking impression of the Allied Fleet and transports off Salonika taken during a gale. Any hostile action
on the part of Greece would bring a heavy gun-power to bear on all the Grecian cities of importance which are on the seaboard.
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Balloon and Deck Views of the British Fleet at Sea

Bird's-eye view of a balloon ship ; a photograph taken from the basket of a captive balloon hovering over the sea just off the shores of
the Gallipoli Peninsula. The clear space in the forward part of the vessel holds the balloon when it is not in the air observing Turkish
movements or searching for enemy submarines, which can be discovered better from a balloon or aeroplane than from the deck of a ship.

Typical winter scene aboard a British man-of-war patrolling the North Sea, Though High-Admiral von Tirpitz still considers- that
Germany's naval policy is best served from the Kiel Canal, the men of the Grand Fleet have not been so, entirely ignored by " Admiral
Winter "—a hard foe to fight in the cheerless wastes of the grey North Sea.
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Physical Perils of Active Service Flying
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
GERMAN medical paper has recently been discussing the effects
of too much flying on military
aviators. It describes the symptoms,
splitting headaches, dizziness, pains in
the eyes, and so forth, which it ascribes
to the sudden variations of temperature
and atmospheric pressure endured by
those who fly. on active service,' and winds
up by saying that relief from these pains
is only obtained by the heavy sleep into
which the victim automatically falls.
The subject is one winch is really -worth
consideration, for these pains and aches
are likely to prove a very real danger,
and the causes of them have really only
arisen since war began.
Height Records Before the War
In the pre-war period military aviators
generally flew at perhaps 4,000 or 5,000
feet above the ground. Generally 3,000
was considered enough for ordinary
cross-country flying, because if one is
higher it is impossible to choose a landingplace till one gets down to about 2,000 or
3,000 feet, for one is too far away to see
whether a field is really a field or not.
The only reason for going higher was, for
instance, in crossing the Channel, so as
to be able to glide near the shore if the
engine stopped, or when crossing high
hills, so as to be able to glide to flat. open
land beyond them. Consequently, it was

A

only now and then that an exceptional
flier on an exceptional machine went up
as far as io,000 feet. The British height
record stood at 15,400 feet for a long time,
and was only put up to 20,000 feet about
April or May last. The Germans hold the world's record with 25,000 feet, and
a Frenchman has got up to 22,000 feet;
but few pilots before the war had ever
reached 53,000 feet, and even they did so
on - very few occasions, and consequently
felt little ill effect.
" Mountain Sickness "
However, when war began it was found
that at 4.000 feet an aeroplane was
within easy range of rifle and machinegun fire. Even at 6,000 feet they were
frequently hit, and 8,000 feet was regarded
ios the lowest really safe height. Then,
after a few months, the German antiaircraft guns, which were always ahead
of those of the Allies, began to shoot a
great deal too well, and our pilots found
that they had to fly at something over
ro,000 feet to be even moderatelY safe.
The Allies' gun's also improved in range
and in shooting, so the German pilots
found ro,000 feet barely safe, and the
Allies' pilots had to climb to well over
10,000, feet when they wanted to catch
the Germans.
As the result of all this to,000 feet has
become a common height for ordinary

scouting, and to be really safe from gunfire one has to keep at about 13,000 feet.
Now, at this height the air is very thin
and the cold is intense, as anyone knows
who has ever been on top of a mountain
anything over ro,ono feet high. And the
cold is intensified by the speed at which
the machine rushes through it. " Mountain sickness," which causes pains in the
head and sickness, is the result of thin
air on high mountains rather than the
cold, so that one naturally expects flying-,
men at 15,000 feet to suffer in the same
way.
The Doctor's Opportunity
But the man on a mountain climbs and
returns slowly, whereas fliers may go up
to 12,000 feet in half an hour or less, and
may come down in a. mere, ten minutes
or so ; therefore the flier's internal economy
is subjected to sudden violent changes in
atmospheric pressure such as no one in
the world has ever felt except divers,
especially those who work in air-locks
and " caissons " when building bridges
and so forth.
Divers are subject to a particular
disease called !! caisson " disease, due to
these sudden changes of pressure, and
it. is quite possible that we may ere long
hear of " airman's disease " of a similar
kind, unless some clever doctor finds a
remedy.

This undoubtedly the most amazing photograph of the war illustrates a German gas attack, and was taken by a Russian airman.
The fats. fumes nave been released from the gas cylinders and are roiling towards the Russian trenches. Behind the men woriting
the cylinders topes lines of enemy infantry are about to follow the gas. The first two are in open iormation, the last. is massed.

llustrated, 8th January, 1g1§.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lieut,-Col. E. E. BOUSFIELD,
123rd Outram's

Capt. C. R. CLEAVER,
29th Punjabis, I.A.

Major F. A. BLIGH,
Royal Field Artillery.

Capt. H. P. BENNITT,
7th Seaforth Highlanders.

Major C. 0. N. WILLIAMS,
8th Royal Lancaster Regt.

Capt. F. E. MYDDELTONGAVEY, 2nd Worcester Regt

Major W. 7. TWaRY,
1st Suffolk Bret.

Capt. R. W. L. ORE,
Royal Berkshire Regt.

ieutenant-Colonel E. E. Bousfield, 123rd Outram's Rifles, attached 1st Gurkha Rifles,
gained his first commission in the South Wales Borderers in 1889. In July. 1892,
he joined the Indian Staff Corps. and was gazetted major in 1907. Major C. 0. N.
Williams, 8th Royal Lancaster Regiment, had been second in command of this Service
Battalion since April, 1915. Major W. J. Terry, 1st Suffolk Regiment, was gazetted
second-lieutenant from the ranks of the Imperial Yeomanry in June, 1901. From
November, 1911, to August. 1914, he was employed with the West African Frontier Force.
For his services in South Africa Major Terry had the Queen's Medal with two clasps.
Captain C. R. Cleaver, 29th Punjabis, LA.,- died from wounds received in German East
Africa. Captain Cleaver was gazetted in Atignst 1905, joining the Indian Army in the
following year. Captain H. P. Bennitt, 7th Seaf'orth Highlanders, was first attached to
the 2nd King's African Rifles. He saw service in the Somaliland, Gambia, and Gold Coast
Expeditions, for which he received the general African Medal with three clasps. Captain
F. E. Mycldelton-Gavey, 2nd Worcestershire Regiment, entered the Indian Army in 1908,
and was then attached for a. year to the York and Lancaster Regiment at Quetta. He
served with the 10th Jats at Alipore and Hyderabad, Sind.
Captain B. J. Deighton, 1st Middlesex Regiment, entered the Army as a drummer
when only fifteen years old.
Lieutenant G. F. Whidborne, 3rd Coldstream Guards, had been mentioned in despatches
and awarded the Military Cross for his services. Lieutenant A. Anson, 3rd Grenadier
Guards, was the younger twin son of the Hon. Frederic Anson, and nephew of the Bart of
Lichfield.

etvt. A. V. NEWTON,
Royal Flying Corps.

L

Capt. B. G. GUNKER,
1st .Northumberland Fusiliers.

Lieut. G. F. WHIDBORNE Lieut H. A. CRUICKSHANK
3rd Coldstream Guards.
3rd Royal Scots Fusiliers.

Lieut. H. H. McCORMAC,
Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers.

Lieut. W. MILNE,
Gordon Highlanders.

Capt. B. 7. DEIGHTON,
1st Middlesex Regt.

Lieut. A. ANSON.
3rd Grenadier Guards.

=cc.-Lieut. F. B. O'CAR.ROLL,
Lieut. C. K. MACDONALD,
Sec.-Lieut. S. W. BAKER,
Sec.-Lieut. A. A. RAYMOND, Lieut. G. W. R. BURROWES,
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.
10th Argyll & Sutherland H.
8th Somerset ReNt.
Royal Irish Rides.
Royal Munster Fusiliers.
(Portraits by Vassano, Lafayette, Swaine, Russell, Elliott & Fry, Funi)eet Weston, Hughes &

co
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This appealing snapshot, which recalls the impressive painting of the retreat from Moscow,
shows a troop of Russians advancing to meet the enemy. Clad in their winter kit, they
are taking the road over the frozen snow-field, ammunition waggons bringing up the rear.

General Tamishkevitch, the Grand Duke's Chief of Staff, embracing a Russian soldier
after having conferred on him the Order of St. George, the V.C. of Russia, for,
exceptional heroism.

The element of snow seems associate eternally with Russian military achievement. The
hardy Cossack during the winter months is more than a match for the less acclimatised
German, who bitterly feels the cold.

In the frosty Caucasus, where many feet of snow is the lot of the Grand Duke's army. This
spirited photograph shows some Russian officers watching a troop of cavalry canter past,
colours flying, in desolation's waste of white.

15th Jani:ary, 1916,

A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

Edited by J. A. II/MERTON

THE PHANTOM SENTINEL. Modern warfare has produced some strange equipment, gas masks and steel helmets being among
the most remarkable ; but surely this winter kit of an Italian Alpine sentinel is the most extraordinary. At close view he has the
appearance of a Polar explorer. The merit of this uniform, apart from its warmth, is that the wearer is invisible against the snow.

The War illustrated, 15th January, 1916.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR

frt

XXXII.—The Amazing Withdrawal from Gallipoli's Crescent of Death

I

N the third week in December, 1915,
the situation of the Australasian
and British forces clinging to their
twelve-mile front in Northern Gallipoli
seemed desperate beyond parallel. We
had lost some one hundred thousand men
in vainly trying to break through the
enemy's fortressed crescent of heights,
and in stubbornly holding on to our
precarious position. The most distressing feature of our increasing list of
losses was that disease began to disable
our forces at a far more rapid rate than
did the enemy's weapons. Nearly half our
total losses were due to sickness.
This, in turn, was due to our inferior
military situation. The Turks were
superbly entrenched on a great amphitheatre of dominating hills. From the
mountain clump of Sari Bair to the
rugged crest of the Kavah Tepe range,
the hostile artillery observation officers
had points one thousand feet above sealevel from which to direct their guns.
The principal hills on our northernmost
sector, such as Chocolate Hill and Green
Hill, were less than two hundred feet
high, and even the highest Anzac trenches,
that rose six hundred feet, were closely
overshadowed by the sombre mountains
held by the Turks. Only by entrenching
in folds of the broken ground, where
howitzer shells alone could be pitched
on to our dug-outs, were our troops able
to escape sweeping destruction. The
enemy was everywhere firing down on
them, and at one critical spot, known as
Sniper's Nest, the Turk remained, after
eight months' desperate efforts to push
him back, within less than half a mile of
our landing beach.
Lord Kitchener at Anzac
Such was the military situation, as
Lord Kitchener saw it in November,
when he climbed to Russell's Top at
Anzac. But the hygienic situation was
still worse. In the heavy rainy weather,
with fierce sou'-western gales, the heights
of Gallipoli streamed with water. Tracks
running up between the bushes and
hummocks of rock changed from dry
footpaths into torrent beds, and as our
trenches were everywhere below the
Turkish lines, our great system of linked
earthworks served to drain the mountains.
Here and there a battalion, clinging to a
trench blasted in the rock on the edge of
a precipice, still lived in want of water ;
but as a general rule our deeply-dug
lines were exceedingly wet: Our sappers
had to use high and ingenious skill and
immense labour in order to carry off the
mountain flood-water, and prevent the
trenches becoming strong, swirling watercourses. Then as winter deepened, the
climate on the northern rocky shore of
Gallipoli became extraordinarily severe
for so southern a region. Some of our
sentries were found frozen to death at
their posts. Practically all our positions
were fully exposed to the bleak, northeastern winds sweeping from the remote
RuSsian steppes across the Balkans,
where the winter rigours of the Siege of
Plevna were still remembered.
After studying all the conditions, Lord

Kitchener agreed with Sir Charles Mont°,
the new commander of the Mediterranean
Expeditionary - horce, that it would be
best to retire. This decision was strengthened by the need for veteran troops of
the finest quality in the new Balkan
theatre of war, to which the teth
the spearhead in some of the Suvla Bay
battles, was first despatched. But when
a complete retirement from both- Suvla
Bay and Anzac had been ordered, the
task of carrying it out appeared superhuman.
On Sir William Birdwood, who directed
the operations of retirement, the burden
and the gloom were very heavy ; for
this gallant general, who had led the
Australian and New Zealand Army Corps
from the first landing battle, was still
confident that he could win to the Narrows
and decide the fate of the Ottoman
Empire.
The " S 0 S" from Serbia

sections could sweep every yard of the
ground. Then, out at sea, the naval
giinners stood by large stores of shrapnel
shell, with the ranges exactly fixed, ready
at a wireless signal to maintain a fire
curtain, twelve miles long, from Suyla
Point to Gaba Tem.
But though the Turks had German
observation officers at the principal
points, and well-trained observers of their
own race, with good night-glasses, peering from the mountain tops, no attack
was launched. At one spot the Turkish
trenches were only seven yards from
ours, and the moonlit sea and the beaches
were crowded with our warships, thansports, small boatS, and retiring troops.
The men came down in thousands from
the hill tracks, and winded in thousands
across the plain by Salt Lake. But
neither German nor Turk divined the
meaning of the continual movements
going on beneath their eyes. Great guns
were lowered to the beaches, hoisted by
derricks into lighters, and thence lifted
on to steamers. All the ammunition
re - shipped. The machine - gun
was
parties were removed, and after some
quarrelling among the men of Anzac for
the right to be the last to leave, all the
battalions were embarked.

All he wanted was a large reinforcement. But the defection of the
Bulgarians, the sinister waverings of the
Greeks, and the overthrow of the heroic
Serbians had made Gallipoli a theatre of
war of secondary importance. We had
decided to hold the entrance to the
More than Success
Dardanelles, beneath Achi Baba, and
thus facilitate the daring operations of
At half-past three on Monday morning
our submarine crews in the Sea of
the last of the Australians fired a fortyMarmora, while the old and new armies
. five-feet-deep mine under the Turkish
on the northern coastrmoved to the more
trenches, as a farewell act of battle, while
vital region of Salonika.
volunteers with fuses set light to some
The German Staff thought that our
large dumps of bully beef, and by five
main fotce in Gallipoli was trapped. We
o'clock on the dark, midwinter morning
were supposed to be in the position of a
the evacuation was complete. The total
man who had got a wolf by the ears, and
casualties were one officer and four men
was holding on in despair because he
wounded.
could not safely let go. The Turks were
It was one of the most surprising feats
of the same mind as the Germans, and in
in the history of war. It was because it
some fairly well-informed circles in
seemed impossible that it was so smoothly
London there was very dark apprehenaccomplished. Local conditions made
sions. How many men a hundred would
it easy to control the enemy's spy system,
it cost us to evacuate our position ?
the Greek pedlar being absent, so that
Some put it as high as twenty-five, and it
the German commander and his Turkish
was generally expected that there would
and German subordinate generals had
be a terrible rearguard battle, with some
to rely upon their own sense and intellect.
eighty thousand Turks, roused to the full
Over-confidence in their advantages, and'
height of fanatic courage by the spectacle
over-estimation of our difficulties com
of our withdrawal.
pletely blinded them,
Even when every Briton and Austral-,
The Conception of the Bluff
asian was safe aboard ship, and our naval
guns were destroying the breakwaters ,
But Sir William Birdwood and Admiral
Robeck did not fear anything of this and landing-stages, the Turks did not;
stir from their trenches. They did not
kind. Their - chief anxiety was the
weather. If only the sea was calm, so know, when dawn broke bright and clear,;
that the heavy guns and other ponderous that no enemy faced them. Their guns
material could be shipped quickly and bombarded the bonfires, shelled our ,
easily, the general and the admiral rather battleships, and peppered the abandoned!
looked forward to a farewell scrap with front in an erratic way.
It was mainly Staff work of an extra" Johnny Turk." Happily, the weather
on the critical night, Sunday, DeceMber ordinary excellence that extricated the
19th, 1915, was serene, and though the Australasian and British forces from an!
moon, being nearly at full, cast an un- apparently hopeless situation. What cart
wanted amount of light, the operation was the members of the German Staff do when,
men like Sir William Birdwood perform
conducted with marvellous success.
By way of a beginning, a rearguard miracles ? Some happy day we shalh
battle, on an economic scale, was arranged. know what Enver Pasha said to his
By the work of many nights, the sappers German generals when they told him
built a series of mines in front of our that our Suvla-Anzac forces had escaped,
lines, and our machine-guns were so from long-prophesied, certain destruction
arranged that their comparatively small without a single death,
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Lord Kitchener Personally Inspects Anzac Land

The Secretary for War in the trenches at the Dardanelles. On one occasion Lord Kitchener passed within twelve yards of the Turkish
line, hundreds of Ottomans being quite unaware of the near presence of their formidable adversary.

Major-Gen. Davies pointing out Gallipoli positions, in the direction of Achi Baba, to Lord Kitchener. Standing on the left of Lord
Kitchener are General Birdwood, of Anzac fame, General Maxwell, K.C.B., the General Officer Commanding in Egypt. The youthful
appearance of Britain's distinguished leader will be remarked.

The War illustrated, 15th January, 1915.
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Round About the Allies' Balkan Positions

Highlanders, marching through the snow to the skirl of the bagpipes, on their way to the British trenches near Doiran, in the
south-eastern corner of Serbia.

Changing the guard at a railway station near the British camp on
the outskirts of Salonika.

At the junction of the British and French lines in Serbia. A British transport column bringing up supplies to a newly-captured position.
Inset above ; British Red Cross nurses landing at Salonika, the Allies' base in Greece, where two German aeroplanes dropped bombs
for the first time on December 3Cth, but without causina damaae.
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With the Tricolour over the Wintry Balkan Hills

Part of the large French force withdrawing from Kavadar to
Salonika via Negotus. Owing to the absence of railways, the
whole manoeuvre was dependent upon pack-horses.

Another view of the steel-helmeted French troops retreating over the mountain tracks to Salonika via Negotus. The inset photograph
shows the van of the retreating forces marching out of Kavadar with a band at their head.

The 1V ar Illustrated, 15th January, 1916.
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Winter War Scenes with Austrians in Montenegro

Austrian artillery in action amid picturesque snow-covered
country near the Montenegrin frontier. Right : Austrian sharpshooter firing from a hill post,

Austrian sappers preparing a gun emplacement at a new position along their front. Reinforced by a Serbian corps, the
montenenrin Army resumed the offensive on December 22nd, driving the Austrians from Montenegrin territory. The allied
success at Lepenatz on the following day cost the Austrians over 2,000 killed and wounded.
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Dwa Craft and Giant Gun at the Dardanelles

A fleeting glimpse of the Turkish Navy. Submarine full steam ahead awash in the Dardanelles, as seen from an Ottoman torpedoboat. Whatever the Turks may have achieved on land, with the organising abilities of the Germans behind them and every natural
advantage in their favour, their Navy may well be considered a negligible quantity.

French 9.2 in. siege-howitzer replying to a Turkish gun christened by our men " Weary Willie," and situated on the Asiatic shore.
The emplacement and surrounding defences seem solid and thorough, while the attitudes :of the gun-crew give some idea of the
nerve tension prevailing at the moment the photograph was taken.

The War Illustrated, 15th January, 1916.
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Cold Work and Hot Dinners Behind the Lines

Old-fashioned wintry weather in Fiance. British soldiers on their way to collect the mail from home. Well fed and warmly clad,
they seem to enjoy the snowy weather as their horses plough through the cold slush.

Jovial group of Devons preparing a mid day meal outside the camp kitchen, a dug-out built up with logs and sandbags. On the day
this photograph was taken the menu included rissoles of bully-beef, biscuits, and fried potatoes.
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A Casualty in the Red Cross Canine Contingent

French Red Cross dog having his wounded paw dressed by an
Army doctor. This dog, struck by a stray bullet while searching for
wounded behind the firing-line, wears an expression of patient
optimism, almost as though aware that he had suffered in his
country's cause. Dogs play very useful parts with the French Army,

some as sentries and others as Red Cross helpers. In this latter
capacity it is their duty to search for wounded men who may have
been overlooked, possibly through having crawled into undergrowth.
When the dogs find a soldier they take his kepi or something else
belonging to him, and hurry back with it to the ambulance workers.

The War Illustrated, 15th January, 1916.
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Solving Modern Problems in Ancient Sphinx-Land

Now Zealanders, encamped on Egyptian sands, firing at imaginary
foes on their rifle range.

Men of the Army Service Corps unloading forage at a base camp in Egypt. Inset : Army Service Corps waggons, loaded with forage,
and being driven by natives from the docks to a British camp in Egypt.

Physical Energy versus Rocks

Mud

Hauling a gun over a rough mountainous road. Italian artillerymen, with the aid of horses, are dragging a mountain weapon
into position. Whatever may be said of the difficulties in the
Balkans, the intense cold of the Baltic, the barren wastes of Gallipoli, the Alps must ever remain the most arduous arena of Mars.

The roads in Serbia, consequent upon heavy rains and unwonted transport of machines and men, are like ploughed fields. This
striking photograph depicts a German Staff officer's car stranded in the mud, a convoy of ammunition waggons going up to the front
on the left, and a column on the right is passing to the rear. Inset Helping to get an officer's car out of a rut.

The War 111ustrat ,:(1, 15th January, 1916,
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Pere Joffre Reviews his Devoted Children ' on a Snow-white Field o

'THIS superb impression of General Joffre and his Staff reviewing
French troops in Lorraine calls to mind various celebrated
incidents of warfare under the relentless but picturesque " General
Winter." The paintings of Napoleon with his army on the St.

Bernard, the Retreat from Moscow, and the clashing Battle of
Here in snow-covered Lorraine, some of Pere joffre's " children " are
Hohenlinden are but a few. Nowadays, the camera is sometimes seen drawn up for inspection. Tricolour to the fore, the peculiar
successful in portraying with as much reality such striking episodes
long French bayonet fixed, in full winter kit, including the invaluable
which were once the exclusive province of the brush and pencil.
steel helmet, they stand ready to the last gaiter button ; prepared

France

to go forward and complete the reconquest of this beautiful Rhine
province at the decree of France, under the direction of the most
magnetic leader since the " Little Corsican " led the Republican
armies to victory in the first years of the nineteenth century.
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to go forward and complete the reconquest of this beautiful Rhine
province at the decree of France, under the direction of the most
magnetic leader since the " Little Corsican " led the Republican
armies to victory in the first years of the nineteenth century.
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The Campaign Against Plague, the Common Foe

Collapsible field steam laundry used in the German Army. The Structure can
be taken to pieces easily and conveyed to another part of the front. Right:
Bathing-waggon being worked outside a tent containing baths of hot water.

British soldiers perfecting the drainage system of a camp in France. In view of the inclement winter weather the question of
draining camps becomes of supreme importance to the good health of troops. Right : Disinfecting a captured German trench.

Motor-drawn German Red Cross waggons of a new type. As liustrated in the right-hand photograph, the canvas sides and ends
can be rolled up, allowing ambulance workers to attend to the wounded without having to remove the men, and also obviating the
dreadful jolt that cannot be avoided when the stretchers themselves are pushed head-first into ambulances.
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New Year Novelties of the Ever-Wonderful War

Regimental mascot symbolical of its owners' homeland. " Dickey,"
the pet kangaroo of an Australian unit, aboard a transport.

Fisticuffs on the deck of a troopship. Two soldier boxers having a
friendly sparring match to keep themselves fit.

Patriotic " needlework " on the back of a French soldier—tattooing emblematic of Britain, France and Alsace, Russia, and Italy. Right,
above : The "fuel of hotel" The " motto " stamped on a lump of patent fuel affords an amazing illustration of the Teuton's lack of
humour. Below : An ingenious leather toy made by a French soldier, and representing the Kaiser as an ant-eater.

" Glad-rag " trophies of the " Canada crowd." Canadians with one of the banners they captured at the peace meeting they raided
in London. The soldiers have invented a ceremony at which they gravely "shoot'the banners with a Chinese gun at their headquarters. Right Trooper W. T. Hickinson painting one of his clever cartoons at Springfield Military Hospital.

The
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Evidences of 'Thoroughness' in War-time Berlin
to reports, the
ACCORDING
poor quarters of Berlin are

in a sullen mood. Food cries
are heard, and the military have
more than once dispersed the
menacing mob. As the war
drags on and the long-promised
final triumph of Kaiserism remains unfulfilled, the German
populace grows incredulous.
Whatever the attitude may be,
however, Berlin is able to show

Huge store of flour, one of many in Berlin, which are under
the supervision of the Government.

to the enemy signs of united
energy. The photographs on
this page tend to prove that a
seriousness exists even on the
Spree. Women tramway conductors and window cleaners
have for months been a feature
of Berlin. The photograph
depicting the construction of
trenches outside Berlin showE.
that Germans arc, as usual,
leaving nothing to chance.

A distinctly rural touch in the streets of Berlin. Owing to the
shortage of horses, oxen are being used for draft work.

Thoroughness in excelsis. Preparations for the siege of Berlin. Trenches constructed outside the city, which are inspected daily by
Berliners in charge of an officer. The first Photograph shows some would—be women drivers learning all about tram-car mechanism.
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The Genial Slav Soldier in his Natural Element

There is every indication that the Russians, since the advent of
winter, have shown a marked superiority over the enemy all along
the eastern front. Winter is Russia's season, and under this
hard taskmaster the Slays have undoubtedly achieved the best
military results in their history. The Germans have lost the

initiative in the Riga region, and as a whole are suffering from
the intense cold. Furthermore, the Russian equipment for this
season is thorough to a degree, as witness the uniforms and headdress of the soldiers in the above photograph, most of whom are so
hardy that they can actually sleep in the snow without discomfort,

The War illustrated, 15th January, 191b.
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Fighting the Mussulman along the Tigris Bank

Concourse of Arabs interested in a steamer arriving at Kut-el-Amara, on the River Tigris, some hundreds of miles from the
Persian Gulf. Continuous fighting is prevalent in this district of Mesopotamia.

•
Group of Turkish officers captured during the Battle of Essinn, under an Indian guard. The Ottoman officer has proVed himself no
mean adversary, either in point of brains or courage. Certainly since he discovered that the stories of the Allies' barbarity, circulated
by the Germans, were false, his chivalry is incontestable.

Primitive Turkish weapon and trolleys for conveying ammunition captured at the Battle of Essinn. These conveyances are in the form
of wheelbarrows to which a shield is attached, rendering some protection to men bringing up munitions under fire.
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Off Suvla Bay During the Big Anzac Bluff

Lifebeit parade aboard a British troopship—an
important part of the daily duty in waters that
may be patrolled by enemy submarines.

Gun drill on a British transport in the iEgean Sea, under the keen eyes of gunnery officers. Inset A shell fired by tile Turks at
H.M.S. Louis, falling in the sea about one hundred yards wide of the vessel. By their skilful evacuation of Suvla, which is
fully described on page 506 the Anzacs achieved the biggest " bluff " in the history of war.
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Hunger in Germany
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
S Germany nearing the end of her tether' Are there of many of the German troops at the front, all tell the same
signs of exhaustion of men or exhaustion of supplies ? talc of real scarcity,
This scarcity may be relieved in two ways—by imports
If so, how far arc these likely to bring the war to an
from abroad, or by a new harvest. The possibility of
early close ?
These are questions which many men are asking them- • supplies from abroad is very limited. The direct effect
selves to-day. Leaving alone for the moment the question._ of the British Foreign Office arrangements with the Dutch
of the resources in men, let us examine - the question of the Overseas Trust has been largely to check the- imports
through Holland. Here, again, I say this from the facts
supply of material.
Germany entered into this war anticipating that the back that come under my notice, and not from common report.
of the French resistance would be broken Within a fortnight,. Presumably the outcome of the Danish Agreement will be
and the Russians definitely defeated a' few weeks after- the same. Some imports can be had through Rumania
wards. The extreme possible length her economists and and through Bulgaria, but not enough to make up the
war could last was one year. necessary German food supplies.
'military experts believed
If, however, Germany is allowed to harvest crops over the
That, 'they thought, would cover the very maximum of
, their enemy's endurance. They prepared amply for a year great Polish plains this summer, her - food shortage will be
of war, and allowed a margin over that. The war has lasted partly oven These plains are enormously fertile. It is
now for over seventeen months, and We are prepared 'to essential for us, if we desire a quick end to the war next
winterato Out off the German connection to Mesopotamia,
carry it on for - five years if necessary.
with its fertile lands, and to drive the Germans back from
•
Little Money and Less Food
Poland.
The Problem _o1 Footwear
The wheat harvest of 1915 was in many parts of the
country a failure. I am aware that the contrary has been
There will be severe and growing discontent in Germany
stated by various authorities, particularly by Germans. during the next three months. But it would be extravagant
The first-hand evidence that has reached me at various times to suppose' that this discontent Will end the war. The
has convinced me, however, that a considerable part of German Government would shoot down rioters in front of
the crop was harvested in such a condition, owing to the the Berlin Town Hall as resolutely as it shot down unarmed
great wet, that it sprouted, moulded, and rotted.
•peasants in Belgium.
At the beginning, German publicists used the menace
The next most serious shortage is in leather. Armies eat
of our blockade as a weapon against us, telling of a up boots. A soldier on active service cannot reckon on
threatened shortage of food supplies and possible starvation his footwear lasting him more than two months. Germany
-of women and children when there was no shortage. This, wants four million pairs of boots a month. Where are they
however, served two purposes. It helped to arouse to come from ? The high boots of Russian prisoners have
hostility to us in neutral countries, and it drove the need of been cdt down and the boots of the dead are used for the
'economy home to German civilians. By June last, how- living. Every possible substitute is employed. But four
ever, a real shortage began to be felt. This shortage was million military. pairs a month, besides the supplies for
'only partly relieved by the harvest, and has since been eivilian.s !
steadily and in the end rapidly increasing.
Civilian boots have risen in price more than double.
At the present time a large part of the civilian population Holland has been drained of leather, at any price. This
(of Germany is living mainly upon potatoes, and upon problem of boots may prove a very bad one for Germany.
potatoes, rye flour, and a birch-bark preparation made into Even the German soldier cannot fight barefooted.
breacl. This applies to many country people as well as
The shortage of petrol and of rubber is visible in every
!townsfolk. In the great hotels of Berlin a certain show part of the Empire, and even the reconquest of Galicia
of plenty is kept up. Those who have money can purchase a has not redressed it. " When. the Germans first came to
variety of foodstuffs. But most people have very little Brussels," one Belgian merchant recently told me, " their
!money indeed.
officers were all the time madly careering about the streets
The endeavour of the German Government to regulate in powerful motor-cars. To-day they have no essence
and control the price of food has only been a partial success. (petrol). Cars are only used for official purposes, and not
Recently, in order to impress the outside world with the then more than can be helped. The thing has made a
abundance Of food, the price of butter was officially reduced marked difference in the animation of ourbstreets." This
from 3s. 2d. a pound to 2S. 8d. The immediate result is what I hear from everywhere where the Germans are.
was that the butter merchants hoarded their stocks and
Cause for Encouragement
refused to sell, Milk is unprocurable in many parts. Even
The scarcity of nickel has led to the withdrawal of small
potatoes are beginning to fail. In Brussels and in Belgium
generally, where there is not the same scarcity, the German nickel coins. - The shortage of rubber a vital necessity
authorities recently ordered every person owning more than of civilisation—made the authorities ask, over a year ago
fifty kilos (nearly a hundredweight) of potatoes to declare for children to surrender even their rubber balls. " We
had no cakes for months before I left," said a young lady
them, intending to appropriate them at their own price.
who had lived with a noble German family, and who left
Privations of the Poor
Berlin in December. " Formerly we always had plenty."
Germany is feeling the pressure of the British blockade.
The foreign observer who visits Germany, the Sieede or
the American, often stays at the best hotels, and does This pressure will grow. It will drive the German Army
not see the real life of the poor. It has been my good to more desperate endeavours to secure victory. It will
fortune to meet with a number of people recently, drawn make the lot of British prisoners in Germany, I am afraid,
from different parts and not knowing one another, who have more.hard. It will cause the German civilian population
been living, among the working-class population of Berlin even more suffering than it is doing to-day.
But hhtory shoWs us that no nation worth its salt yields
and among the peasantry of the country. The one thing
they have emphasised, first, last, and all the time, has because it suffers. : If we rely on the pressure of our blockade
been the horrible dearness and the terrible scarcity of alone to end- the War for us, we shall be disappointed.
Our only satisfactory finish for the war must be the defeat
food.
It is argued by some that all this scarcity is a bluff, and of the German armies in the field. That must be our aim,
that the German Government has ample resources in reserve. and nothing short of that must satisfy us. What we do
The Government that played such a bluff, weakening its know, however, is that an army short of food, with a disown people by hunger and stirring discontent among them, contented population behind it, cannot present the same
would be a Government of fools. The German administra- solid front that Germany at first did. The present situation
tion is certainly not that. The food riots in Berlin and gives us abundant reason for encouragement but none for
elsewhere, the sacking of shops, the scanty food supplies slackening.
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The Deserter: A Tragic Picture of the War

Of the innumerable photographs published in " The War Illustrated," tbia probably is the most tragic. It shows a young French
soldier about to die, not as thousands of his more fortunate comrades
have done, in the heat and glory of battle, but as a traitor to the

immortal flag of France. Degraded in the presence of his company, his equipment defaced, the deserter is on his way to execution.
All concerned in this isolated episode of the war are feeling
their position acutely, as the expressions on their faces testify.
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Salonika—and After
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
HE Greek report of our landing in
the Gulf of Orphanos is probably
accurate. The gulf, which is a
great stretch of water, twelve miles wide
at the entrance, and stretching inland for
about fourteen miles, making an irregular
square, is shown as Rendeni on some maps,
but is known to sailors as the Gulf of
Rufani.
It is this latter name which is also used
in the sailing directions and on the
Admiralty charts. At one part, where
the Struma River flows into the gulf,
there would only be about a fifteen-mile
flight for an aeroplane to the Ottoman
railway, along which three Turkish
divisions are supposed to be working. It
is also possible to have important observation points on the mountains near by,
such as Pilaf Tepe, within ten miles of
the railway, and with cables laid on the
sea, possibly with the occupation of
Thrasos Island as well, where the existing
cables land, we can establish an excellent
system of intercommunication. These
steps are all possible on the Allies' right
because it rests on the sea in this largo
Gulf of Rufani, where plenty of sandy
-beach is to be found for landing, and deep
water for the co-operation of the Navy.
To Defend Salonika
The public is familiar with the fact
that the unfordable Vardar River is about
ten miles to the west of Salonika, at the
point where the Oriental railway leaves
its valley to branch off eastward to our
base, and that it emerges about fourteen
miles to the south-west of Salonika at the
head of the bay,
Our only preoccupation on the west
side of the Vardar will be to prevent guns
being brought down - to the coast to
interfere with our transports. It cannot
be repeated too often that it is beyond
the power of ships with flat trajectory
weapons to locate , guns in concealed
positions on the land, and the enemy hr s
to be kept from the coast by other means.
With this reservation, the defence of
Salonika, as distinguished from the
defence of its communications, consists
of a line about fifty miles in extent on the
cast side of the Vardar, with its right
resting on the British Navy at sea in the
Gulf of Rufani. It is probable that the
°` thirty large transports " referred to in
the telegram broUght a complete division
to form the right of the allied line. It
would be natural for it to consist of men
already experienced in this matter of
landing on beaches.

T

It is important to remember that we
have more enemies to fight than those who
are in front of us, and having regard to all
one used to hear of the health of Salonika
and the surrounding country, this other
enemy of sickness probably preoccupies
the allied commanders on the principle
that prevention is better than cure. Too
much attention cannot be given to it.
The other enemy may never come, and
if so, we shall have to double our forces
in order to break through his defences
of the road to Constantinople. This means
more and more transports by sea in the
Mediterranean.
Destroyers Wanted
It is therefore well to bear in mind the
warning conveyed in this column in the
past—viz., to bring to bear all the antisubmarine craft we can from all the Allied
Powers, and especially Japan, which has
no other occupation except to make
munitions, in order to hunt the German
and Austrian submarines out of existence.
So surely does it seem to be the best course
for the Germanic Powers in view of the
lines we occupy, and the advantages those
lines possess as compared with Chataldja,
which they resemble, that we ought by
apparently high-handed action—which is
synonymous with prestige and confidence
in the East—to force the enemy to attack.
The Chataldja lines gave the Bulgarians
their one defeat at the hands of the Turks
in the Balkan War, and since they must
form the most important part of the
German-directed forces, they are not likely
to underrate the task of attacking the
new lines. Here then, in the intriguing
atmosphere of Salonika, is an example in
miniature of the correlated action of
politics, military action, .and sea-power.
I doubt whether even the most provocative political action will tempt the Germanled forces to attack the lines of Salonika,
which are better than those Wellington
adopted on the Tagus, though not offering
as good opportunities for an advance
against the enemy. If so, we cannot
afford to waste our men on the defensive,
and we must increase our force in order
to take the offensive,
Germany's Stumbling -Block
I am glad, however, to find that those
best qualified to judge hold a different
opinion, and " The Times " correspondent
states that " in British official circles an
advance by the enemy is considered
probable." This' view is shared by " The

The final plunge of the Anglia, the British hospital ship, which
struck a mine in the Channel on November 17th, 1915. The heroic
nurses remained to the last to help the wounded into the boats,

Times," which on December 27th wrote
that " there are many indications that a
converging attack upon the FrancoBritish positions before Salonika will
begin within the next few clays. . .
Germany must in any case deal with
Salonika before she turns her face towards
the morning sun."
Except for its hygienic conditions, which
modern science can grapple with, Salonika
offers many advantages in addition to its
strong defensible' situation. It is a good
harbour, and has very fair accommodation
in-the way of quays, which can be improved upon now that Greek obstruction
has been removed. Sebastopol and Plevna
are instances of what terrible losses improvised defences can inflict when COMmunications remain open, and Salonika
has much better communications.
With the exception of Wellington's
position on the 'Tagus, when the bulk of
our army was diverted to perish miserably
in the swamps of Walcheren because of
the lure of Antwerp being preferred to the
main object of war with the enemy's army,
no parallel occurs to me for Salonika.
Toulon, occupied by the British Fleet -in
1793, might be suggested. In Toulon,
however, the garrison was insufficient for
the lines required for the. security of the
town. The key of the position was
recognised by Major Bonaparte, and so
France gained Toulon and Napoleon
Bonaparte gained France. Toulon formed
a rallying point on which the whole insurrectionary movement in France could
pivot, and through which it could obtain
supplies. The moment that insurrection
was suppressed, its value was gone, for it
had no army capable of holding the lines,
still less of advancing.
Naval and Political TriuMpla
The Salonika lines are within striking
distance of Serbia and Bulgaria, and about
18o miles by land of the Turkish frontier at
Maritza. By sea, the right of the line is
about too miles from Enos, in Turkey.
Not only, if we can convince the enemy
we are going to base - ourselves on seapower and wage offensive war, will the
enemy be backed up for the defence of
his communications, but he will have to
consider the defence against landing along
the coast. Occupying Salonika we deprive
Germany of an ideal submarine base,. and
politically we .have insured that Greece
and Rumania will not be forced to side
with Germany.

and several of them lost their lives. Their grave was marked by
the emblem to which they had devoted their lives, for the Red
Cross continued to float from the flagstaff above the water.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. A. D. L. CAMPBELL,
15th Durham Light Infantry,

Capt. F. A. BAGLEY,
2nd S. Lancashire Regt.

Capt. R. C. FIPPARD,
14th W. Yorkshire Regt.

Major W. E. NICOL, D.S.O.,
1st Grenadier Guards.

Capt. G. G. DUGGAN,
5th R. Irish Fusiliers.

Capt. A. T. BOSTOCK,
14th Northumberland Fus.

Capt. G. S. ROBERTSON,
13th Royal Scots (Lothian R.)

Capt. A. E. DEPREZ,
Royal Field Artillery.

Capt. D. MACLEOD, 10th
_(Scottish) Liverpool R., T.F.

ajor W. E. .Nicol, D.S.O., 1st Grenadier Guards, received his commission in August,
1900, gaining his captaincy eight years later. For his services in the South African
War Major Nicol was awarded the Queen's Medal with two clasps. Afterwards, he was
employed with the the Macedonian and Turkish Gendarmerie. Capt. G. G. Duggan, 5th
Royal Irish Fusiliers, was in the Territorial Force several years before the outbreak of
war, and held a lieutenant's rank in the Dublin University Officers Training Corps.
Captain D. Macleod, 10th (Scottish) Liverpool Regiment, T.F., was an old member of
the King's Territorial (Scottish) Battalion.
Captain R. Kerr-Clark, Seaforth Highlanders, was the elder son of the late John KerrClark, of 35, Great Cumberland Place. and the husband of Lady Beatrice Kerr-Clark, only
daughter of the ninth Earl of Drogheda. Lieut. W. 0. Fortescue Darling, 1st Royal Irish
Rifles, was educated at Halleybury, where he became a member of the Officers Training
Corps, and on the Medway, one of the Mercantile Marine training vessels under Lord
Brassey's scheme. Lieut. R. J. R. Richardson, 1st South Staffordshire Regiment, was an
undergraduate of St. John's, Cambridge, and rowed for his college in the `• Mays " last
year ; he also rowed for Molesey Boat Club.
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of officers killed in action
or dead from wounds to lend photographs, with brief biographical notes
of these heroes, for inclusion in " Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead."
Address
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, Eleetway House, London, E.C.

See.-Lieut. 0. H. BEAUFORT
S 6th N. Staffordshire Regt.

Lieut. E. L. JULIAN,
7th Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Capt. N. H. L. DIATEAR,
2nd Royal Warwick Regt.

M

.

Lieut. W. 0. FORTESCUE
DARLING, 1st R. Irish Rifles.

Lieut. B. A. HEIGHTSSMITH, 12th Rifle Brigade.

Capt. R. KERR-CLARK,
Seaforth Highlanders.

Lt. R. J. R. RICHARDSON,
lit S. Staffordshire Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. L. D. SAUNDERS,
Sec.-Lieut. 0: 0. STAPLES,
Sec.-Lieut. W. F. ELRINGLieut. J. D. G. MILLER,
Sec.-Lieut. G. A. SMITHlet 5, Wales Borderers.
6th Royal Scots Fusiliers.
TON-BISSET, 9th Gordon H.
9th Black Watch.
MASTERS, 6th Bedford Reg..
(Portraits by Lafayette, Svaight, Vandyh, Elliott & Fry, Swaim", Lambert Weston, Bassa.w, Malcolm Athatlazot,)
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`OUR DIARY OF THE W
Chronology of Events, December 1st to 31st, 1915
DEE. I.—In Belgium, east of Boesinglie,
Allied batteries inflict important damage
to enemy defensive works.
Russians rout Turks near Lake Van.
DEC. 2.—Baron Sonnino announces that Italy
has signed the Pact of the Allies to make
no separate peace. British air raid
against Don Station.
Fall of Monastir.
DEC. 3,—General Joffre appointed Commander-in-Chief of the French Armies.
In Belgium, south of Lombaertzyde,
the French retook a small post which had
been captured by the, Germans.
DEE, 4—The Bagdad Reverse.—Announced
that General Townshend, on the night of
November 3oth-December rat Iciught
rearguard action at Azizie against greatly
superior Turkish forces. Two river-boats
disabledtby shell fire and abandoned.
Our total casualties in the various
actions amounted to 4,567.
DEC. 5.—Artillery active in the West. In
Artois our batteries vigiorouily reply to
violent bombardment of our trenches
at the double slag-heap south - west
of Loos.
'DEC. 6.—Rumanian military authorities c.-r mandeer all vessels of foreign ownership
anchored in Rumanian ports.
British Submarine Exploits.—Admiral tE
announces that British submarine operating in the_ Sea of Marmora fired at and
damaged a train on Ismid Railway.
torpedoed and sank Turkish destroyer
Yar Hissar, and sank a supply steamer off
Panderma by gun fire,
It is announced that General TOW31shend's force has reached Kut-el-Amara
without further fighting.
General joffre presides at first general
meeting of Allies Military Council of War
in Paris.
DEC. 7.—In Champagne fighting continues
for possession of the advanced trench
south of St. Souplet. Counter-attacks
enable the French to regain a large part
of the lost ground.
French troops in Balkans reported to
have withdrawn from Knivolak to Demir
Rapu.
DEc. 8,—Our losses in the action near Bagdad,
announced as 643 killed, 3,330 wounded,
and 594 missing.
German attacks in Champagne. East
of the Souain Hill French counter-attacks
succeed in overcoming the Gertnan attack,
launched on December 7th. Artillery
violent on both sides.
D E C 0.—The first War Office report of
Balkan operations states that on December 7th the Bulgarians drove our troops
out of their position, who under cover of
darkness withdrew to a new line. On the
8th they repulsed all attacks, but withdrew to a new position.
Hard fighting on the Champagne front.
A counter-attack by the French east of
the Butte de Souain pushes enemy back.
Dcc. 1o.—Russian Stroke in 'Persia.—Petrograd announces Russian success between
Teheran and Hamadan, in which several
thousand Persian rebels were defeated.
DEC. Ir.L—On the Reights of the Meuse, in the
sector of the Bouchet Wood, the French
artillery causes serious damage to the
German first line and supporting trenches.
Disc. 12.—A)etails of British Fighting in
Balkans.—An official bulletin shows that
one British division had to fight its way
back against heavy odds. The gallantryof the troops, especially of three Irish
regiments, enabled the withdrawal to
be - successfully accomplished. Eight
British guns were lost ; our casualties
were ',5oo.Text of American Note to Austria
on sinking of Ancona issued.
Close of Derby Recruiting Campaign,

DEC. I3.—Despatch about in-el-Amara published. Turks attacked British positions
en December loth and 11th. On latter
day enemy repulsed with heavy loss.
Announced that Greece has agreed to
allow the necessary freedom of action for
Allied troops at Salonika.
Arab force in Western Egypt defeated
by British under Colonel Gordon.
DEC. 14.—Messages from Greece show that
the Allied troops have completely retired
from Serbia into Greek territory. Salonika
fortified by the Allies.
Reported that Belgian powder works
near Havre have been blown up ; Lao
killed and over Loon injured.
General Sir tlerace Smith-Doffiien
appointed to supreme command of the
British
'
forces in Last Africa.
North Sea Air Fight—Off Belgian coast
British seaplane chases and destroys a
huge German seaplane. British machine,
severely damaged, falls into sea ; phut
and observer both rescued.
DEC. I5.—Sir John French's Successor.—It
is announced that General Sir Douglas
Haig has been appointed to succeed
'field-Marshal Sir John French in command of the army in France and Flanders.
The latter appointed Commander-inChief of the troops in United Kingdom,
and created a Viscount.
DEC. I6.—Announced that Italian troops
safely landed in Albania.
General Townshend reports that in
the attack against British positions at
Kut-el-Amara by the 'Turks, on December
12th, the latter lost ',ciao men.
DEC. I7,—Henvy artillery actions in Chain' pagne north and east of Massiges and east
of the Mesnil Ridge.
Russian troops. under Grand Duke
Nicholas occupy Hamadan.
German cruiser Bremen and a torpedo
boat accompanying it sunk by Allied
submarine in the Baltic.
:Ore. '8.—French Aeroplanes attack Metz,
municipal museum and station damaged.
DEC. I2.—German gas attack against British
lines north 7east of Ypres frustrated.
DEC. 2D.—Men enlisted under Group System
who are classified in Groups 2, 3, 4 and
5, notified by Public Proclamation that
they arc to be called np for seriace
fortirwith.
Evacuation of West Gallipoli.—
Announced that all the troops at Suvla
and Anzac, together Wills guns and
stores, have been successfully transferred
with " insignificant " casualties (three
men wounded) to another sphere of
operations.
Another report from General Townshend at Kut-el-Amara published. On
night of December 17th-18th, British and
Indian troops surprised Turks in their
advanced trenches. In actions on December 1st and during night of December
12th-13th, the Turks lost 2,500 men.
Greco-Bulgarian incident. At Roritza,
in Albanian Epirus, Greeks and Bulgarian
troops exchange shots.
DEC. 21.---Announced that Sir William
Robertson, Chief of the General Staff of
the Expeditionary Force, appointed Chief
of Imperial General Staff. •
General. Russky retires through illhealth.
General De Wet and one hundred and
eighteen other prisoners released.
Russians reported to have occupied
Rum, one hundred miles south-east of
Teheran.
In the Vosges. on the Hartmannsweilerkopf, French troops occupy a considerable portion of the enemy's works
and capture some prisoners.
Text of Dr. Wilson's Second Ancona
Note to Austria published.
Japanese steamer; Yasaka Marti, sunk
by subrtiarine in Mediterranean.

DEC. 22.—Continued French success in Alsace.
—Our ally forces his way from the
summit down the eastern slopes of the
Hartmannsweilerkopf, and takes 1,300
prisoners.
Sir Charles Mourn appointed to command the First Army Corps in the west,
in place of Sir Douglas Haig, being in
turn succeeded by Lieutenant-General
Sir A. Murray. Major-General Riggell,
appointed Chief of General Staff to Sir
Douglas Haig..
DEC. 23.—Renewed fighting in Alsace. French
-admit that their left wing has returned
under pressure of German counterattacks to their former positions on the
Hartniannsweilerkopf. Their centre amid
right retain the ground captured from
the enemy,
Total Dardanelles casualties to December 'IRA announced as 112,925.
Total British casualties on all fronts up
to December 9th announced as 528,227.
24.—Montenegrin troops attacked near
Mutchido, but enemy everywhere repulsed.
DEC. 25.—Another German attack on the
Hartmannsivellerkopf repulsed_
Hostile Arab force defeated by Britist
in Western Egypt at Mersa Matra.
Disc. 26. In the Vosges a French battery
fires on a munitions trauma the railway
station of flachimette, to the south-east
of Bonhinume.
Russian forces in Persia occupy- Kas:hart.
DEC, 2; German, after a bombardment,
attack near Hill 103 in Champagne, but
are easily repulsed.
Battle at Kut.—India Office reports
that Turks have been repulsed in attacks
-upon a fort at Kut-el-Amara, on time
right flank of the British position, Their
loss 900 ; ours 192.
General de Castelnau, French Chief cd
. Staff, at Athens.
Dec. 2S.—Indians leave France. — Official
communication gives text of stirring
message of thanks from King Emperor,
delivered by Prince of Wales, to the
Indian Army Corps, and states that this
corps has .departed from France, as its
services are required " in another field
of action."
Renewed fighting in the Vosges.—French
troops capture enemy trenches on the
Hartmannsweilerke-pf,
Cabinet decides by a niftiority that
they are bound by the Prime Minister's
pledge, and approves the principle of
compulsion.
Disc. 20.—More gains by the French in the
Vosges. A series of German V,'OrliE
between the Rehfelsen and the Hirzstein
captured. Since begun] gig of tile operations 1,668 prisoners taken.
DEC. 3o.—Announced that Italian army
oacaing
-which landed at Valona
frontier of Epirus.
Austrian destroyer sunk and another
bloivn up by -a mine in sea fight off
Cattaro, between Austrian and Allied
vessels of war.
German, Austrian, Bulgariim and
Tursh
ki Consuls arrested at Salonika, and
placed on board French warship.
French occupy island of Castellorizo,
between Rhodes and the mainland.
P. R. 0. brier Persia torpedoed forty
miles off Crete; one hundred and ninetytwo missing.
British cruiser, H.M.S. Natal, sunk in
harbour, the victin of internal explosion.
Fourteen officers and three hundred and
seventy-three men saved.
DEC. 3r,--German infantry attack in the
Vo:sges completely repulsed by the
breach.

A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

" HIS MAJESTY KING BABY."—An up-to-data version of a
popular picture. This snapshot shows a French soldier in full
fighting kit on domestic duty in London, which city has been his
home for many years. Madame and the infant are facing the fire

Edited by J. A. IIAIVIMERTON

of the camera with some trepidation, but the " Poilu " and
"Bobby" evince conspicuous courage, and not a little pride
that they are helping to compose one of the most chaeming and,
novel pictures of the ever wonderful war.
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THE "75'3-MARVEL OF MODERN QUICK FIRERS
Specially written for " The War -Illustrated"
by General Percin, of the French Army
Posterity will accord to General Percin and Colonel Deport much of Ike credit for the superb condition
of French artillery on the outbreak of war, and consistently throughout the whole campaign. Colonel
- Deport invented the splendid 75 MM. gun, which has been picturesquely described as the" Saviour of
France," and General Percin, after laborious experiments, inaugurated a system of firing which made
this weapon the Most redoubtable ordnance in the world. General Percin was born in 1846. Entering
the Ecole Polytechnique in 1865, he made a special study of artillery. He took part in the '70 war,
was twice wounded, and achieved the distinction of rising to be a Chevalier of the Legion of
Honour at the early age of twenty-five. After his initial struggle with the " Bodies," General Perrin
devoted himself to the problem of rapid gunnery, and in the following article he Puts us in possession
el some little-known facts about the"' 75," the wonder weapon of the Great War.
silent intervals being varied at the will of the firer in order
0 gun, since artillery first came into use, has been
to surprise the enemy.
more justly praised than the French !` 75," and no
In order to obtain this result, it was necessary to perfect
gun has been more feared by the enemy. Somethe method of loading, and to, get rid of the recoil; which
times, indeed, it has received exaggerated praise—as when
this gun was said to have dethroned the infantry, hitherto
obliged the gunners to haul their piece forward again and
lay the sights after every shot, thus greatly prolonging the
considered the !` Queen of Battles.'
operation.
The truth is that there has been no change in the role of
the different weapons in action. The infantry remains the
The Artillery Duel in Peace
Queen. of Battles." Its mission, ever more glorious,
Krupp began experiments by placing blochs of indiabecause ever more full of peril; is always to drive the
rubber at the points where the force of the gun's recoil was
enemy from his positions. And never, as the present war
=exerted.
has proved once again, has the most overwhelming artillery
In 188o the English artillery tried a gun of 76 millimetres
fire been able to bring about this result. Nothing but the
(3 in.), whose cradle was connected with the rod of a piston
assault of the infantry, or at least the threat of assault,
moving in an hydraulic cylinder fixed on the carriage. The
can force the enemy to give ground.
force of the recoil being thus imprisoned, combined with
that of a sprin,, drove the gun forward again, and the
But the infantry would have -great difficulty in advancing
if it had no other support than the rifle. For, on the one
carriage remained almost motionless.
hand, while the attack is advancing it does not fire, whereas
Krupp adopted this idea, and applied it in 1883 to a gun
of 84 millimetres.
the defence can maintain an uninterrupted fire. On the
He subsequently perfected it, and
other hand, the defence being behind shelter, exposes only
adapted it to the quick-firing gun of 77 millimetres which
he manufactured in 1896.
a very small portion of the body, while the attack is entirely
exposed during the advance. In this -duel of rifle fire the
France followed suit, but discovered at the first attempt
defence holds an immense advantage over the attack.
a hydro-pneumatic brake far superior to the German
pattern, and applied it in 1897 to the " 75 " gun created by
Conditions are completely changed if the friendly artillery
Colonel Deport. The secrets of this brake and of the other
takes up a position at a point outside the range of rifle fire
details of the gun were so well kept that
from the objective of attack. By firing
front this point upon the defence, which
the Germans had to wait several years
can make no effectual reply, the guns
before improving their " 77 " ; but the
compel it to put "nose to ground." The
imitation was not so good as the model.
France maintained her lead, not only as
attack can then advance unchecked by
regards the brake, but still more as
rifle fire.
regards the breech mechanism and the
Bombarding the enemy sharpshooters
gun-laying apparatus. Above all, she
who fringe the objective; and thus assistmaintained it as regards methods of fire,
ing the advance of the friendly infantry,
in the application of which the Francis
constitutes what is known as " supporting
gunners had acquired a skill that the
the attach."
Germans never managed to equal. Indeed,
The Futility of Slow Fire
they confess as much in letters found on
Down to 1895, the only available supprisoners, killed and wounded.
port for infantry attack consisted of guns
Deadliness of Indirect Fire
firing one shot a minute, that is, sixty
The most original part of the French
shots per hour. This slow rate of fire
fire methods, that in which France has
defenders of
made little impression on
gone ahead of all the other Powers, is the
the position. Between each gunshot the
general employment of indirect fire ; that
sharpshooter felt secure during a . whole
is to say, a kind of fire in which the gunminute, and could fire on the assaulting
ayer aims, not at the actual target, which
.
.
partYlqUite -at his ease.
may alter front moment to moment, but
After s870 artillerymen understoocl the
at a fixed point, easily visible and easily
advantages to be dented from possessing
ideMified, situated in front, at the side,
a. gun firing ten times more rapidly. :.1S72t
or in the rear of the gun ; as, for example,
that they proposed to fire six hundred
a, church steeple, a tree taller than its
rounds an honr, for no possible supply-of'
neighbours, or the corner of a solitary
ammunition would have permitted so
hOuse. The aiming apparatus is so arlarge a consumption ; but it was hoped
ranged that if the line of fire is made to
to make '4,:y41:04-inci49.w,44.p.pOlie
form a certain angle with the line of sight,
shots which would still be fired in an hOtu;"
the gun is directed towards the target.
of fire
For example, a - rata e (
This angle is given by the battery comor six snots` might be delivered, followed
mander to. the layer, who marks it ofli
by a silence lasting- several minutes ;
on his apparatus. By this means—for the
then. another " raf ale," followed by
General Percin, the French artillery
old ways of designating the objective
another interval of silence, and so on,
expert, who contributes the above
(Continued on -age 532.)
the duration of the " raf ales " and the
article to " The War Illustrated."
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he Allied Lines

British soldiers, happy at having just been relieved from duty,
passing French sentries on the way to their billets.

Officer of the Salvation Army distributing comforts to French soldiers at a lonely outpost. General Booth's "soldiers " are doing
splendid work at the front. Right : British motor-cycle despatch-riders breaking journey at a French shanty behind the firing-iine
in order to replenish their stock of petrol.
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submits to capture, conscious of duty done by seeking to
MARVEL OF MODERN QUICKFIRERS ('„V;n3;f,"'
hold out to the rast poSsible moment.
are so laborious and liable to error—there is subThis, then, is the new fact. Hostile artillery is no longer
stitirted the indication of a feW figures, by virtue of which
destroyed, but captured. To effect a capture the infantry
the fire is shifted to right or left, nearer. or farther away,
are 'sent forward ; and to enable. the infantry to reach the
higher or lower, at-the will of the commander, without
guns their advance is supported by fire directed either on
the layer seeing either the shell-bursts or the target.
the enemy infantry, who are destroyed if they come into
No lengthy remarks are needed when indicating the
or on the enemy guns, which are pinned to their
figures. - The commander is therefore no longer obliged to view,
positions but not destroyed, unless by some lucky chance—
remain near his guns. - He can place himself at the point some
mistake on the part of the enemy. Thus it
from which he can best see the objective, and from which comesgrave
about that the increase in the destructive power of
he can best judge the effects of the fire. From this position the
artillery, which is the consequence of adopting the
he transmits his orders to the battery by signals or by quick-firing
gun, brings this result—that on both sides the
telephone.
artillery remains comparatively - uninjured, while the
.The guns can be posted behind a ridge or a wood, or at infantry suffer heavy losses.
the bottom of a valley. They' are thus invisible to the
enemy. Their position can be ascertained only by aerial
•
The Death Dealt Out by the "75."
observers,. whose information- is not available until an
The-statistics of the losses inflictedby the....artillery have
appreciable time has lapsed. This means that they can
not vet appeared, either in Germany or in France. But
be shifted before the enemy opens fire.
Af the
of the war the Germans, being less we now know that they have been heavier on the_ German
skilful than ourselves (the French) in the application- of - side. .This' difference is largely diic'td- the 'efficiency of our
these new methods, - had a considerable number of guns high-explosive -shell, Which is-: - far superior to the similar
demolished by _the French artillery, whose losses, on the shell employed by the Germans.
The shell of the " 75 " sends out a considerable number
other hand, were very trifling. The Germans hoped,
of small chisel-edged fragments, which are death-dealing
thanks to the superior numbers 'and the greater calibre of
their field artillery, to reduce ours to fragments ; but they up to twenty yards from the bursting-point. - Moreover
destroyed only a very small number. In the -Ionc, run, the gases released by the explosion cause a kind of asphyxia
they followed our' example, the result being that
b the —unless, indeed, it be the shock produced on the brain and
vertebral column which kills all those men whose bodies
artillery on either side contrived to do very little damage.
show no apparent wound.
the one to the other.
The dead, - according to the official communiqué of
When Artillery is Vulnerable
August 26th, 1914, were fixed rigid (clones) in the positionThe characteristic of the present .war is just this—the of aiming.
What makes the strongest impression," wrote a soldier
E.onsiderable 'diininution of the - losSes Sustained by the
artillery, and the increased losses of ..thc infantry, who are in the Guerre Sociale ' of October 25th, 1014, " is the
obliged to expose themselves during the advance, while the attitude of the neon killed by the explosive shell of the
75.' Few of them appear to have been wounded. You
guns can remain under cover.
On the other hand, never before have so many guns been find them in the position in which they were struck, with
their eyes starting from - their heads, and a trickle of blood
captured. This is a new fact easily explained.
It is -impossible to destroy a masked battery piece by on their lips."
" Your' 75,' " said a captured.German officer, " is not a
piece, as artillery in view is destroyed. All that can be
clone is to subject it to " watering-pot " fire (tir d'arrosage). gun, it is an instrument of butchery."
" The German soldiers call your gunners the black
If the guns arc in battery formation, the crews protect
themselves from this kind of fire by sheltering behind the butchers," said General von Billow to a French 'landowner
(chatelain) on whom he had billeted himself.
shields. But if the , guns get on --Elie move, they become
very vulnerable. If one of the six horses forming the gunSuch are the effects of the " 75 ". explosive shell. But
team is badly wounded, this is enough to stop the gun and
it is very evident that these effects would not be so terrible
prevent its being shifted. The gunners then run the risk if -the gun, as formerly, could fire only one shot a minute,
of being destroyed by the following bursts of fire.
and if our gunnerS did not excel in, the art of.. sending the
projectile precisely where or when it is required.
For artillery under fire, if the enemy infantry succeeds in
approaching, only two courses are open—surrender,- or a
The effects of our shell are therefore the resultant of its
half-turn, which involves destruction without the chance
own qualities or rapid loading; of the value of our methods,
of winning fame. Sooner than suffer this latter fate, it
and of the skill of. the gunnerS in applying them.

gun on a specially-made emplacement. A member of
Somewhere on the- French iront. Well-screened '75" in-"7a"
the crew is placing the machine in position again after the
action. A gunner is -about to reload, while others are getting
recoil, which is hardly noticeable with this veeaoon.
ready a plentiful supply of shells.
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King Peter's Tragic Farewell to His Native Land

The stories of King Peter's last ride over his kingdom into exile
are many and various. Pictorial proof exists that part of the way
his Majesty travelled by car, and this striking photograph shows
the ill-fated Karageorgevitch seated on a gun-carriage drawn by a

team of bullocks at another stage of the retreat. It has also been
reported that he was carried on a stretcher, and that he even walked
through the danger zone in a peasant's costume, finally arriving at
Valona, to be conveyed to Salonika by a French destroyer.

Perilous work for the stretcher-bearers. Serbian Red Cross workers dexterously moving their suffering burden over a broken bridge
across the Morava. In spite of the heavy losses in the Serbian ranks, it is estimated that there are still about 200,000 men waitnig
to advance against the enemy when they have been re-equipped and strongly reinforced by the Allies in the Salkans.
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Serbia's Flight Over the Snowy Albanian Alps

King Peter's faithful escort crossing the River Drin, which winds
along at the foot of the Albanian Alps. In such an environment
one can only too well imagine the hardships of the Serbian Army.

Silhouetted against the background of snow, a sombre cortege tomes silently over the Vizir Bridge across the Drin. A party of
soldier,, are supporting a Sedan chair in which General Putnik, the venerable and invalid leader of the Serbian Army, is being
carried to Scutari. Inset.: A near view of the chair and its bearers.
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The Sombre Coriege of a King and His People

Dramatic incident during the retreat of a Serbian column over the great Kossovo Plain. Hungry, fatigued, and frozen, a hapless
unit falls out of line to collapse in the snow-covered field. It is impossible to render him succour. He is left to his fate, and his
comrades, phantom-white from a heavy snowfall, trudge on into the distance.

Serbian engineers fording a stream, dragging their pontoon bridge behind them over the mountain of Yoshibatz. There is an
atmosphere of tragic beauty about this casual snapshot. The docile team stops to drink by the way. The bleak scene is relieved by
abundant trees appealing even in their winter barrenness.
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Merry Interludes Relieve the Trench Monotony

"Bons camarades !" Frenchmen helping British soldiers to exercise their knowledge of the French language. Right: A "billet
orchestra" at the front that discourses popular choruses, with a biscuit-tin obligato !

The London Rifle Brigade's field kitchen behind the firing-line at
" Plug Street." "Come to the cookhouse door, boy3!" The dinner
call being sounded at a camp kitchen at the front.

A fair French cook at a British billet near

Ynres

preparing a meal for soldiers to the strains of a gramophone.
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The Cloud of Poison Settles on an Alpine Peak

Some idea of the volume of gas emitted by the high—pressure cylinders can be gathered from this photograph, which shows the
beginning of an Italian attack against the Austrians. Nothing could survive in such a poison cloud.

Making ready a gun for action on a mountain road overlooking a valley. An Italian officer is locating the range from what
appears to be a singularly exposed position.

The War Illustrated, 22nd

1916.

Queer Things T own Up By The T'
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01 War

Left: Italian lieutenant of engineers in steel breastplate and
helmet—an almost medimval outfit. Above : Simian dentistry.
" di-eke " examining the teeth of his fellow mascot aboard a
battleship. Right: Equipped forthe" tourney." Another Italian
officer in ancient armour.

Recent German capture in Serbia that is certain to be made to serve good purpose by the Wolff Bureau—a little Serbian victim who
wandered too near the German lines. Right: iViilitcry blacksmiths cooking a midday meal on their forge at a base in France.

Ferrets about to be sent to the trenches. Dealers have lately been commissioned to send ferrets to France, where they are being used
to fight the rats that add to the hardships of trench life. Right : Goose stepping to the bugle call! A humorous incident in France,
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Some Rare Pleasures For The Man-of-Arms

Jolly scene at the Zoological Gardens, where a number of sturdy
" Jocks," straight from the front, are being wheeled to lunch by
a squad of feminine admirers. The usually self-conscious Scot
seems to have adapted himself to this charming hero-worship
with as much sang-froid as he did to the bitterness of the Huns

Wounded soldiers praying billiards in the late• Mr. Joseph Chamberlain's famous Orchid House, Highbury, Birmingharn,which is being
used as a %/A.4. Hospital. inset: Wounded officers taking ,,ea in the Baroness de Forest's-house, Grosvenor Street, London, which has
been converted into a club for their benefit. Newspapers and games are provided.

The War ?llustratcd, 22nd January, 1916.
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Luxury in. -the First Line

AST year winter in the trenches was art ordeal which under. mined the strongest constitution, quite apart from the peril
of death from shot and shell. In some parts of the line soldiers
- were knee-deep in mud, and continually exposed to wind and weather.
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Home, Sweet Home' in the Trenches o Northern France

Since the campaign has settled down into a deadlock siege, every
effort has been made to render life underground tolerable, not to say
comfortable. This drawing, designed from a soldier's description,
is an interior view of a British first-line trench to-day. It has'the

appearance of a long gallery, the sides, floor, and ceiling of which are
consolidated with wood. It is lighted by loopholes, about eight
inches square and eight inches deep, in order to penetrate the outer
eadthwork. Beneath the loopholes a wooden platform rims along

the trench, and hooks are placed in the ceiling to support rifles and
equipment: -Pasted to the walls of the trenches are pictures, postcards, and photographs. On the right of the drawing is the dug-out,
from which a soldier is seen emerging.
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ome' in the Trenches of Northern France

itscaranee of a long gallery, the sides, floor, and ceiling of which are
nsolidated with wood. It is lighted by loopholes, about eight
ches square and eight inches deep, in order to penetrate the outer
rthwork. 13egeath the loopholes a wooden platform rims along

the trench, and hooks are placed in the, ceiling to support rifles and
equipment: -Pasted to the walls of the trenches are pictures, postcards, and photographs. On the right of the drawing is the dug-out,
from which a soldier is seen emerging.
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I the Great Advance Corning ?
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE

I

E man who forecasts coming events is always rash.
To forecast anything in this war is doubly rash.
A critic who began to make a collection of the
mistakes of the prophets since August, 1914, could soon
have a. very full list. Yet, human nature being what
it is, we all continue to seek to peer into the future, and
to judge what is ahead.
A few weekS ago I ventured to express my belief that
the winter months would be marked not by quiet but
by much activity on the western front. tip to now the
main attacks and counter-attacks have been in the Champagne district. On our own lines there have been continuous,
or almost continuous, heavy artillery duels and aeroplane
battles, the usual preliminaries of an advance. There
came a pauSe at Christmas, a pause which went further
than is generally known.
Everyone was confident that there would be no Christmas
truce this year, such as took place on Christmas Day;
1914, and no fraternising. There was none over most
of the line. But here and there the spirit of Christmas
was too much even for the spirit of war. In one corner
of the field known to me the heads of the men on either
side of the narrow " No Man's Land " popped up on
Christmas morning, friendly words were exchanged, the
enemies met one another, exchanged greetings, shared
each other's good things, sang together, and then parted.
A few hours later the work of death began once more.
The Reason for Winter Inertia
Do the present activities on the British and German
sides mean an early advance or not ? The probability
-is that they do.
The first great argument against a winter advance is
the mud. This mud is due not only to the rains, but
to the low-lying lands, and to the tremendous destruction
of roads through heavy traffic. The light Belgian roads
were not made for the constant passage of heavy guns and
of heavy motor-waggons, Mud hampers the rapidity of
fire of field artillery, particularly of the heavier guns now
in almost universal use on both sides.
„But if we arc to wait, or if the Germans are to wait,
for the roadways to be in good condition, nothing will
Situated
be, 'done until April. This will suit neither side.
as Germany is now, with increasing economic strain on
her civilians, military activifv is necessary to sustain the
spirits of the nation. People who are suffering from
shortage of ,food, as the German people are, are not in a
mood for long pauses. Even great generals in autocratic
lands have to yield more or less to national demands.
The German desire for military activity Ma a to some
extent, be met around Salonika or on the borders of Egypt.
But it will lOok to Flanders.
The Fatality of Waiting
Following their usual course we may expect the Germans,
if they have the men to soare to attempt an attack on us
shortly before they anticipate one from us. They believe
Attack ! Attack
in the old military axiom, " Attack
and here they are undoubtedly right. The one wrong
thing in , \vat is to sit still. Sometimes an army has to.
Then it is a misfortune.. Sometimes generals choose to do
In three cases out of four tins shows the incompetence
_o
of the generals. This is proved by the military history
of previous wars. The proof has been strengthened by
Cur experiences in the present war.
During long pauses troops grow. stale, discipline is apt
to degenerate, men lose the keen edge of their enthusiasm,
and armies losc_their efficiency, Sickness, the almost
inevitabk, accompaniment of campaign life, takes a toll
of Men often greater than battles would do. The machinery
and niceties of organisation grow rnore and more ,elaborate
until every soldier groans under a crushing weight of rules,
leg-Mations, and limitations galore.
Apart from all this, we have the heavy financial cost
of waiting, which even Great Britain, the richest of the
fighting nations, cannot afford to ignore.
Hence my belief - that before many weeks, as soon in fact

as the weather makes it at all possible, one or both sides
will strike, not with heavy guns or aeroplanes, but by a
great forward move.
„
Our soldiers at the front, from the top to the bottom,
believe that the advance when it comes will be successful.
"It will cost a lot, but it will be worth the price. The
thing has got to be done; so the sooner it is finished the
better." That sums up the average soldier's point of
view.
The general public, which talked lightly last January
of the Great Push " that was to drive the Germans out
of Belgium, knOws better now what such an effort means:
An advance against positions such as the Germans and
ourselves have prepared in Belgium is as formidable a
task as could well be devised. The, real difficulty is not
to capture lines of trenches, but to hold them. By the
concentration of heavy forces, and the employment of
sustained high artillery fire, it is possible to make almost
sure that part at least of - the enemy's - front line will be
taken. But then the real trouble begins.
Hidden Terrors for the Attackers
Every trench has its traps, and the traps are likely
to be more elaborate now than ever. The trench may
be mined, and the soldiers who seize it will be blowri lip
with it. It May be enfiladed by a concealed machine-gun.
It may be within the range of hidden bomb-throwers who,
with -a few well-distributed hand-grenades, can make terrible
havoc. It is certain to be swept immediately by sustained
artillery fire from various points in the enemy's position.
The first trench when secured is only the preliminary to a
still more formidable line behind, and it in turn the key
to another line farther back.
The thing can be done at a price. Provided supports
arc thrown up automatically in sufficient numbers, the
flanks are kept covered, and the whole •advance is made
along a sufficiently extensive line, success may come.
But let there be a failure in Staff calculations, let sonic
brigade take - a wrong turning, let some high commander
in the heat of battle lose his grip, and the whole effort will
be 'thrown away. • The fight at Loos taught us many very
valuable lessons.
Speculation on the Great Move
To-day we have superiority in numbers in Flanders.
Our advance when it comes will be part of a concerted
move along different fronts, which will prevent the Germans
from diverting troops from other parts to meet us. An
attack on the Belgian coast, or a threatened attack on
the coast, may take place simultaneously.
Supposing that, as we all hope and pray, the advance
is a complete success, what then ? By a complete success,
I mean that we break through the German front along a
sufficient length to threaten their flanks and endanger
their communications.
A year ago our soldiers dreamed of pouring a strong
cavalry force through the gap, and sweeping through the
_ 's rear. Probably the events of the past few months
enemy
bate showln the danger of this. Cavalry would be mowed
down at every • turn by concealed machine-guns. The
break through the first sets of lines will only be the bePjnning
of long, sitstMned, village-to-village fighting. The only thing
that mighty prevent this would be a wedge-like advance
from South-East Flanders that threatened to surround
the German armies in Western Belgitim.
Will there be a collapse of German moral once we break
through? I see no reason to anticipate tins, much as I
would like to. No one dislikes or feels more bitterly about
many of the unworthy methods of war employed by the
Germans than myself, But it would be foolish to deny
that they have shown much physical courage, high discipline,
and great determination. To underestimate or to despise
your enemy is a sign of your own weakness. We can only
base our calculations for to-morrow on the Germans showing
the same resolution in the future as in the past. Even
though they do, we are going to win.
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French Cavalrymen Savethe Day as Infantrymen

tia:alry whiell, owing to the exigen-)ies of siege warfare, has
standstill by a number of small forts. The cavalry came to their
bad little chance to exercise its powers, has been used to a great
relief, only to be held up themselves by a withering machine-gun
extent as infantry. A notable incident in which two squadrons of fire. Thereupon the gallant Hussars dismounted and charged
French Hussars saved the day in a charge on foot took place in the enemy trenches with drawn sabres, rallying the infantry to
the Champagne offensive. The infantry had been brought to a enable them to shatter the German resistance.

Tice War filustratcq, 22nd January. 1915.

Notes of Victory and Sympathy in Lo al Alsace

French 155 mm. gun barking at the Boches from an Alsatian forest position. Snow has fallen heavily in this region, and all the
gunners are warmly clad in thick winter overcoats. (Exclusive photograph.)

The Allies in Alsace. Representatives of the European Coalition recently visited the Rhine province as the guedts of the French Army.
This charming photograph shows an Italian officer with two Alsatian girls in their picturesque costumes. He is holding a bouquet in
his left hand. In the background a Serbian officer and a number of French soldiers are seen, together with inhabitants of the village.
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Trenches near Souain When the Huns had Left

This waste of torn earth, strewn with sandbags, once formed the site of German trenches near Souain, in Champagne. After being
bombarded out of all semblance to defence works by the French gunners, the infantry captured the position.

French engineers laying field telephone connections in recently captured German trenches. So fierce was the artillery battle that waged
before the position could be conquered, that nothing remained of the defence works but the bare trench-groove in the hotterett eraund.
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Battling With the Iron Birds of Pre

French "75" practising on the outskirts of Paris. After our ally's capital
was ringed with these guns enemy aircraft gave it a wide berth. Left A French
anti-aircraft gun in action in Northern France.

British seaplane flying low over the Belgian coast. On the right: German
aeroplane brought down undamaged in Artois. The officers were taken prisoners.

A C37man gun ready to fire at hostile aircraft. Right An anti-aircraft gun on a British warship in action against a German
aeroplane which hovered over our fleet and dropped bombs, without, however, doing damage to any of our ships.
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Austrians Cross the Pr4iet by Pontoon anti Ford

Austrian pontoon bridge hastily constructed over the Pripet Marshes. A column of ammunition is proceeding over the structure,
which is being kept to some extent stable by soldiers with punt poles in the boats.

Another view of the munition column crossing a stream in the Pripet Marshes. The movement of the _horses .ts admirably
demonstrated. Quite a number of Austrian officers are seen in the background supervising this inconsiderable manceuvra.
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Some Losses and the Moral
By Commander Carryon Rellairs, R.N., M.P.

li

ITH the King, Edward V.H. and
the Natal we have lost altogether, -in over sevent,s,-pn
months of war, eight battleships and six
armoured cruisers. Five of the battleships perished in those Dardanelles
operations- whieh have now been ter3 ninated by a final withdrawal. The
writer has always held the opinion that
.had certain obvious precautions been
taken by using a number of old-merchant
ships, in conjunction with the warAtips,
it \OS passible, in association with searchlights and guns, used solely for blinding
and distracting the gunners on shore, to
have passed a naval force into -the Sea c,f
Marmora, with much' less loss than v..:13
incurred.in the long-drawn--out operationn
which have cost us so dearly ashore and
afloat:
•
The Alternative Plan
The result would have been to remlnr
tho, subsequent operations on shore com-.
paratively easy, for the communications
of the Sea oi Marmora would have been
completely cut, - and
Constantincpb:,
-terrorised. The only alternative plan
was combined operations by sea and
land, as should be the case in all bombardments, except where the bombardment is not for the destruction of the forts,
but for some definite attainable object,
such as shipping, which the forts are
intended to protect. We adopted
neither of these plans.

We revealed our intentions when
secrecy was essential, and we practised
secrecy when it should have had no place.
The bombardments revealed our intentions, and the Admiralty- further disclosed
to the world two months in advance the
intention to land by a grandMotherly
reassurance to the public—in announcing
the disasters .of March r8th—that ample
naval and military forces were on the
spo il
The Failure of Secrecy
I deduce from Sir Ian Hamilton's
despatch that we practised secrecy. where
it should - have no place. The Silvia
hay landing shows that this long-planned
affair was very imperfectly understood
by those who had to carry it out. To
have, for instance, a difference of opinion
between the Navy and Army as to where
men arc to be landed during the height of
so delicately balanced an affair as a
planned landing, shows imperfect coordination in the preparation of the plan,
traceable only to a desire to keep the
secret of the plan in as few hands as
possible.
Vet, of all operations, these landings on
a strange coast, and the subsequent
advance, have to be gone over and over
again with the most painstaking attention to detail.
In the preparation of the plan, the
saving of minutes here and there, time
\vas comparatively utilimited. Once it
was started, time was more scarce than
even the water supply proved to be.
We have now cut our- loss, which shows
courage, and this would have been of the
highest if we had cut our loss immediately
we failed in this subsidiary field of the
war. We have withdrawn without loss
because every man understood what lie
had to do ; the spirit of Staff secrecy had
been scotched by Silvia.
The public should now Ise lie discouraged by the loss of eight battleships
and six armoured cruisers.. If the forces
of the Allies had not been so overwhelmingly superior, our losses would have
been greater, for our enemy Would have
had greater freedom to harass us.

ranean in chase of Napoleon's Egyptian
expedition, parted company with all his
frigates in a storm, and Troubridge's ship
grounded in attacking at the Nile. At
Copenhagen one-fourth of hi's force was
out of gun range through grounding on a
shoal.
Take the period. 1793-18o2, when our
seamanship was so superior to that of on
enemies in France, Spain, and Holland.
We lost from causes other than fighting
eighteen battleships, as compared with
ten for the - three allies, and forty-six
frigates, as compared with nine for the
allies.
The Japanese in Idol-i lost one-third
of their battleship force by. mines, and
the Mikusa blew up through spontaneous
combustion of her cordite shortly after
the war concluded.
Stronger Than Ever
Since the enemy has given the Grand
Fleet no opportunity. of incurring losses
while securing annihilating victory, it
only remains to congratulate the Grand
Fleet on the way it has conserved its
strength. So small has been the -wastage
outside the Dardanelles adventure that
actually the Navy is much stronger
in armoured ships through the addition of those building than it was en
the outbreak of war, and it has gained
in relative strength on the ever-anchored
Fleet of Germany.

Cause for Congratulation

Gen. Sir JOHN ECCLES NIXON, K.C.B.,
who commanded the Expedition in Mesopotamia until relieved through ill-health
by Lieut.-Gen. Sir Percy Lake.

What is most remarkable is that not
one of these ships had been lost during
this long pericA by the ordinary risk of
navigation, and only two by accidents
in no way due to the enemy. I re-fcr to
the Bulwark and Natal, for the supposition
of treachery may be di,missed. IE one
refers to these losscs at all, it is onlyi .
worth while is order to emphasise the
wisdom of tho5e Who urged the country
to give the 1:".ca,:v a margin of safety ip
order to provide for these very accidents
which are bound to occur in ..greater
measure to ourseIVeS because - of the widespread demands made on our Navy by our
vast maritime interests and - amphibious
operations.
It would be wrong indeed to estimate
losses from the point of view of that
admiral of whom Nelson wrote that he
was perfectly satisfied if each day passed
105.4^g to his fleet, Take Nelson's
own career. lie served in a
lost five- battleships through storm and
grounding prior to the Battle -of St.
Vincent, while the Culloden, which led
into the fight, was leaking badly from a
collision. He then went into the Mediter-

Lt.-Gen. Sir PERCY HENRY LAKE, C.B.,
previously Chief of the General Staff in
India, and now in charge of the British
Expedition in Mesopotamia.
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" U "boat passing through the Strait of Gibraltar.
There is evidence to prove that the pirates have
slipped through the lock of the Mediterranean,
but it is. incredible that they did it with the
bravado so admirably represented in this drawing.
aFIAT

German Marines have been utilised, since their Navy was locked up in Kiel Canal,
for the purpose of holding coast trench positions. This photograph shows the
interior of a barricade on the Belgian coast.

Safe work for the Kiel bargees." German sailors are employing
their surplus energy in assisting wounded soldiers -on board a
hospital ship in the Baltic.

the pirate " TIT tioats have slipped
though the lock of the Mediterranean
is proved by the frequent cases' of "frightfulness " which have occurred recently.
hhns science once more has triumphed
over the " impregnable." No longer does
the Rock of Gibraltar bar the way to hosfite
craft. While, however, the skulking stab
marines are active, the main 'German Fleet
is still f ail VIII to the Kiel Canal. The frozen
Baltic is closed to the German Navy, and the
chance of a stand-up fight with Britannia
in the North Sea seems to grow more and
more remote. Inertia spells defeat, and it
is safe to say that no sea victory could be
more complete than that which " bottles up "
practically the u -hole of the cncrnv Nave.

Looking out over the Baltic. Group of German wounded, who
are recuperating where they can meditate on sea-power and the
impotence of Von Tirpitz's fleet.

Th6 War Illustratcd, 22nd Jantaer,r. 1916.
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Battle Machines and Sentinels of the Air
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
UST now, at the beginning of a rev,year, it is well to glance briefly at
what we have learned-about war
in the air during the past twelve months.
First, we have learned that—as in the
case of other munitions of war—we have
been very short of aeroplanes of the right
kind ; and second—as in the case of the,
rest of the Army—we have been short of
trained men—pilots, observers, and
mechanics alike. This was but to be
expected, considering that we, started the
war with only about a hundred military
-aeroplanes fit to fly, and probably about
fifty fit for actual use over the enemy's
lines. Therefore the officers who have
commanded the Royal Flying Corps on
active service have done extraordinarily
fine work with the men, and material
available. These officers, 'Major-General
Sir David Henderson, K.C.B., D.S.O.,
and Brigadier-General Hugh Trenchani,
G.B., D.S.O., A.D.C., have been publicly
thanked by Field-Marshal Viscount French
in each of his despatches, and they
deserved all that was said about them
and men under therm
anti the of

J

On the Offensive
In the early part of roi5 any aeroplane that flew well was used for all sorts
of jobs--scouting, fighting, artillery fire
control, • bomb -dropping, photographing
enemy trenches, or anything else that had
to be done—but in the latter half of the
year, as the supply of machines increased,
and as the pilots discovered their own
particular abilities, both men and machines
were turned on to particular jobs.
It was the Germans who first began to
talk about " battie-aeroolancs " - its a
special breed—these being big, po-weiduliverigined machines, carrying two men with
machine-guns in addition to the pilot
and it was the French who first mentioned
bombing machines (" aeroplans de bornbardement ";, and destroyers (" aeroplans de chasse "), the. latter being small;
fast machines carrying a single ma,chinegun, and designed by their speed and
mobility to chase. away German " battleaeroplanes "--which might endeavour to
interfere with the fleets of bombing
-machines sent by the French to bombanl
German towns or German encampments.
To the French also belongs the credit
of organising regular air raids on a really
big scale. Quite early in 1915 one or
two Lomb-dropping raids were organised
by the Royal Naval Air Seryice from
Bunhirk on the German positiOns along
the Belgian coast, and in these between
thirty and forty aeroplanes wore used at a
time—as notified in Admiralty communiques ; but the French made a habit
of constantly raiding German towns with
fleets of aeroplanes numbering anything
between thirty and a hundred. Is Bomb-Dropping Worth While ?
The biggest bomb raid of the war was that
on the Forest of Houthoulst, in Belgium,
where vast reserves of German troops were
resting in specially laid-out camps. Here
over one hundred aeroplanes took part,
bat they were-drawn from. all the Allies'
forces, being French, British, and Belgian
military aeroplanes, and French and
British seaplanes. Many of the machines
made several trips, after refilling with
bombs.
Nevertheless, bomb-dropping — except
when done on a very big scale, for its
mora, effect on people Well behind the

fightingzine—is

scarcely worth while, as ing like a centipede and beginning with
its destructive effect is not as great as " Flugzeng," which meaner " liv machine,"
that of heavy artillery fire, and so the Anyhow, they were intended as an aerial
best uses of aeroplanes are as artillery barricade against French and British
spotters, and as scouts, either in photo- scouts, and they score by no means ingraphing enemy trenches to see whether effective. They did not stop our people
any fresh line is being prepared, or in or our ally's sporting pilots from getting
watching roads and railways for move- the information they wanted, but they
meats of troops. Their secondary use is certainly made the information more exin fighting in the air, either to prevent pensive. That is proved by the casualty
enemy air scouts from penetrating their lists, for despite the unpleasantly insterritory to obtain information, or to proved shooting of " Archie "—as all
drive away enemy battle-aeroplanes so as anti-aircraft guns are called—he does not
to leave-a clear road for their own scouts. bring down nearly as many aeroplanes,
This use has developed so much that or wound as many pilots: and passengers
fightin,g aeroplanes have been produced as do enemy aeroplancsi—an either side.
specially for that job and nothing else,
Two years or more ago, : Brigadierso now, instead of - the "
General Henderson—now MajOr-General
work " aeroplane, all the belligerents are Sir David Headers:on—first mentioned at
building distinct types—nathely, small, a meeting of the Aeronautical Society that
fast scouts, small, fast single-scouts among other - types Of aeroplanes we'
" destroyers," big; heavily-armed battle- should Want a fighting type which was
aeroplanes, and big, high-powered, but heavily armed to prevent enemy air scouts unarmed, or lightly-armed bomb-droppers, from penetrating behind our lines: That
And each of the new types is a vast im- was the first mention I remember of the
provement on those built for the same barrage aeroplane in principle..
purpose a_ month or two before. Taking
The International Result
it all round, more improvement in the
This is very much the way, most
design of aeroplanes has been produced by inventions have gone in the past. An
the neecl. of :war in the past year than idea is proposed in Great Britain and
would have been produced in five years neglected. A German makes the thing,
in time of peace.
clumsily perhaps, but effectively. - And
Patrol Machines
then a Frenchman comes along -with his
de.dlock -on land along the western quick intelligence and makes a job of it:
h'out Sc:Cms to have turned the minds of And I am told that the French haVe Made
the. opposirte,l commander§ to the idea of as goad a job of their barrage by aeroplanes
producing almost a similar deadlock in the as their artillery have of the " barrage
icr the latest thing I hear about from fire," which prevents German reinforceFrance are " aePoplans de barrage," ptheTT. meats from- reaching trenches Which the
wise " barricade aeroplanes," or " back- French infantry irie attacking.
stops," as one would say in cricket.
Things are becoming as highly
France alwayS invents the new terms, specialised in the aerial part 'of the war
even if she does not invent the jobs to as on the ground. Whereas at -the bewhich the terms are applied. I believe ginning any kind of aeroplane had to do
it was the Germans who -first put into any and every kind of job, no' we have
practice the notion of keeping a number special bonds-dropping machines, special
of big, fast aeroplanes, armed with two fast scouts, special fast " destroyers " tie
or more machine-guns, for the sole purpose act as escorts for the bomb-droppers, and
'of chasing up and down behind their own we have also the more heavily-armed,
lines to prevent hostile. air-scouts from if- slower, barrier patrols to step the
getting in osier 'territory- held by the enemy's scoots. When one thinks of
Roches tv s a what they Were, doing. the quaint box-kites which used to pass
What they called them I don't know- ; for real aeroplanes two or three years ago,
probably it was some horrible word look- it makes one

Remarkable S.ory of Revenge
COOPER, a Burnley man, who his regiment, and one morning he left hi,;
has ecrved eight years in the Border trench and went over to the Turkish
J AMES
Begin-lent, and had made his home trench, sec yards away. There, states
in Ameriea, was recently the central figure an officer, he killl'e-d five Turks, and as he'
of a thrilling episode in Gallipoli. He came " toddling back " the other occuworked in a New Bedford Mill, but the pants of the trench were so excited that
jubilation of -the German workmen over they get up breast high over the parapet
the sinking of British ships
to fire at him, and-the result
so incensed him that he called
was
bas " the men in our line
them " pigs," and left right
several more."
away for England. He beSergeant Cooper was uncaMe sergeant in his old
tonched. It was an extraregiment, and while on a
t
ordinary incident, because
visit to his sister in Burnley
no one can ordMarily put
he threatened that if any,
his hand over a trench for
thine happened to the Lusiten seconds without getting ii
tania, on which his wife and
bullet through it or near it"
child were coming over, he
There are numerous cases
Would - have his revenge.
on , record of individual solWith the sinking of the ship
tilers killing six or seven of the
Mrs. Cooper and child were
Cergt. James Cooper.
enemy, but as far as one can
drowned, and since then the
tell this is the only authentisergeant, says his sister, had prayed for cated instance of a British soldier setting
revenge for his dear ones. Eventually Ser- out deliberately on an errand of; personal
geant Cooper got to the Dardanelles with revenge and achieving his object unscathed.

More Men who won Heroic Fame C(
AJOR G. G. M. WHEELER. gained the Victoria Cross for two acts of heroism at Shaiba, Mesopotamia. He led a cavalry attack, and so drew the enemy from their position ; later he rode
single-handed, far ahead of his men, towards the enemy's standards, but was killed. Private Thomas
•—
Kenny, V.C., when on patrol duty in a thick fog with Lieut. Brown, who was shot through both thighs,
crawled about for over an hour with the wounded officer on his back, though heavily fired upon by
the Germans. He refused to go on alone, but at last, utterly exhausted, he found a ditch which he ,f
recognised, placed Lieut. Brown in it, and then crawled to the British lines for help.
Corporal James Lennox Dawson gained the V.C. for his outstanding heroism at Hohenzollern Redoubt.
During a gas attack he walked up and down, fully exposed to the enemy's fire, in order to direct his
sappers. Finding three leaking gas-cylinders, he rolled them sixteen yards from the trenches, still
under a fierce fire. His action saved many men.
Lieutenant Guy Henry Frossard, 5th Regiment of Engineers (French Army), who was awarded the
French Military Cross tor conspicuous bravery, is the son of the Rev. C. E. Frossard, rector of
Hemmerwick, near Lichfield.
Squadron-Commander R. B. Davies, D.S.O., V.C., planed down and rescued Lieut. Smylie after
the latter's machine had been brought down by the enemy.

M

Major G. G. M. WHEELER, V.C.,
7th Hariana Lancers, Indian Army,
won the cross, but lost his life.

L.-Cpl. T. F. MORRIS, 2nd
Shropshire Light Infantry,
who was awarded the D.C.M.

Lieut. G. H. FROSSARD

(French Army), an English

winner of the French Cross.

Lt.-Commander W. P. WARDLAW,
who received the D.S.O. , for
gallantry in action.

Com. R. A. WILSON, R.N.,
H.M.S. Mersey, who received
the D.S.O.

Private T. KENNY, V.C., 13th
Durham Light Infantry, who
rescued an officer under fire.

Sc.-Com. R. B. DAVIES,
D.S.O., R.N.. who has been
awarded the V.C.

Flight-Com. J. R. W. SMYTH- Lieut. A. WRIGHTSON, 7th
PIGOTT, who gained the Canadian Infantry, awarded
D.S.O. for daring air work,
the Military Cross for bravery.

Major D. MeLEOD, Gordon Highlanders, who was awarded the

Cond. J. L. DAWSON, V.C., 187th
Coy. R.E., a hero of Hohenzollern
Redoubt.

Sec.-Lieut. A. W. GATES,
2nd S. Lancashire R., gained
Military Cross near Hooge.

Private S. J. GAMBRILL,
R.E., gained the D.C.M. for
bravery at Ypres.

Lieut. J. R. COSGROVE,
1st Field Coy., Canadian
Engineers, Military Cross.

GEORGES CARPENTIER,
the French boxer and aviator, awarded War Cross.

Capt. M. A. MACDONALD,
Capt. H. N. FalitBANK, 117th
R.A.M.C., gained the French
Battery R.F.A., gained the Military
Military Cross for heroism.
Cross at Hulluch.
(Portraits ba Russell, Vandyk, Lafayette, Brooke Rushes,'

Subadar Major PAitTAS UtiAND,
59th Scimle Rifles, decorates with
the Military Cross.

iI *in&
1?/
THE RIGHTEOUS WAR—Since the beginning of the war the manner in which every class
in France has rallied to the standard is significant of our ally's determination to win. Nowhere
has there been a dissentient note. The number of priests who have changed the cassock for the
soldier's uniform ia remarkable, and those who know something of the intense religious fervour

of the most sensitive of Latin races will be doubly interested in this photograph showing
the interior of a priest's house at Belleville. His church having been raked by shot and shell,
he has erected an altar in his own dwelling, decorated by shells, cartridges, and military
equipment. Even the figure of the Virgin stands between two exploded shells used as vases.
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THE ALPINE PATROL—Ever on the alert, quick of eye, and firm of foot,this Italian patrol, somewhere in the mountain district of
the Isonzo, is guarding a vital communication from enemy designs. Taken through the archway of the bridge, which forms a natural
frame, there is an unusually forceful atmosphere of reality and tension about this casual snapshot from the italo-Austrian war zone.

The War illustrated, 29th January, 1916.
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IS IT A CAPITALIST WAR ?
The Employer's Duty to the State and
the Worker's Proportionate Recompense
By SIR LEO CHIOZZA MONEY, M.P.
ONCURRENTLY with the European War there is manifest a modified version of the old lead
between Capital and Labour. That the struggle of late has not developed any alarming proportions proves the patriotic goodwill of both employer and employee in the face of national danger. Each
has rendered concessions, which Wore the war would have been inconceivable. in She common cause--the cause of victory, in some quarters, however, a strong feeling still exists that the struggle against
the Germans is a war waged by and for the great controllers of industry. Sir Leo Chiozza Money,
who, of course, expresses kis own views, sets out to disprove this theory, and to demonstrate what the
capitalists have rendered in the interests of the State, and how the workers have enjoyed their lull measure
of profits arising out of the unique industrial situation in the present hour.--Epacka,

C

HE great mass of our people of all classes are one in
the national cause, and in their determination to
win this war. Nevertheless, .there is at work in the
country, inside and outside the walls of Parliament, a
vigorous and bitter opposition to the war, which disguises
itself in various forms, usually being too cowardly to
acknowledge the real springs of its action. I remember
that, a few days after war broke out, I had the misfortune
to have to endure the remarks of a certain Member who
boasted that the Germans " will win everywhere on land,"
and that in his precious opinion " we ought not to send a
single soldier abroad." Has that Member ever had the
courage to get up in the House of Commons and say those
words ? Not he. We merely find him figuring as a
leading opponent of the Bill which compels single men to
serve.
Outside the House there are some opponents who are
more honest than this particular gentleman. We find
certain Labour men—a negligible minority in point of numbers, be it remembered—doing their best to persuade the
workers that the war is a capitalist device to rob workmen
of their liberties and to impose Militarism upon them.
The latter representation is aided by the fact that obviously you cannot fight art armed man unless you take
arms yourself, and as the taking up of arms is plainly a
militant act, it is literally true that we have to become
Militarists " while we are engaged in a war, there being
no other way of winning it. It is not difficult, therefore,
for an ingenious man to twist our belated—and in
some respects amateur—military preparations into the
expression of a desire to turn Britain into a second Prussia.
The real truth on this head is that the possession of an
army does not condemn a nation to Militarism. Militarism
is a spirit, and it is absurd to suggest that the British
people are imbibing Militarism with the necessary growth
of their Army in this war. I think the truer view is that
this war is making the whole world " fed up " with .Militarism, and that it is more likely to eradicate it in the places
Nvhere it is native than to cause it to grow in places where
it does not already exist.

T

Did Capitalists Want the War ?
But let me come to close quarters with the main misrepresentation which is being so sedulously fostered on
the Clyde and elsewhere. It is that this is a capitalist
war, made by capitalists, carried on for profit by capitalists,
aad-used as a tool to cheat the waker of liberty and profit.
What of the origins of the war ?
On this head it ought to be sufficient to point out that,
as AIL Norman Angell so often said before the war,
capitalism in modern times has become international.
Its operations have reached right across political boundary
lines, with a iew to making profit iudiscriminately ouf,of
all sorts and conditions of -,nations., You would find, a
tobacco trust or a soap trust, or a steel - syndicate or a cotton-thread trust, ignoring national ideas, and setting
up works in all sorts of countries with a view, not to the
benefit of those countries, but to the benefit of the capitalist

as capitalist. The suggestion that such a,war as this
helps capital is therefore not only untrue, hut childigh
and absurd. Many a British capitalist who had works or
branches or syndicated connections on the Continent has
found himself in a very tight place because of this war.
Thousands of industrial captains have found their operations cancelled or baulked.
Now for the second point. What about capitalism in
relation to the carrying on of the war ?
In this connection it is amusing to notice that some of
the bitterest opposition in Parliament to the extension of
the Army has come from capitalists. We have had not
one, but scores of representations from capitalists in
various trades that they could not spare any more men for
the Army. Of course not, from their point of view. The
capitalist in any trade is not to be trusted
an exponent of national ideas. His hand is subdued to the
colour he works in, and I should never dream of taking
his opinion in respect of any national need without a very
large dose of salt.
Raiding the Capitalists' Pockets

as

As to the war making profits for capitalists, never before
were capitalists' profits so raided as they are being raided
now—not to speak of the further raiding that is to come.
Under both the Munitions Act and the last Budget,
excess profits are specially taxed. The Finance Bill
actually taxes as war profits profits made before the war,
but enjoyed during the war. I wonder if the Clyde workers
realise that, or whether anybody has taken the trouble to
tell them ?
But let me deal especially with the taxation of profits
by the Munitions of War Act, the Act which the workers
are told by some people is an instrument for the spoliation
of the poor.
Take a munitions firm which in the average of the
last two pre-war years made a profit of Lao,000 a year.
Let us suppose that owing to the war this same firm now
makes a profit of L'50,000 a year. What becomes of that
profit ? Does the capitalist get it ? Here is the answer.
The Munitions Act allows the capitalist to take only
one-fifth more profit than in time of peace. That is to
say, to the average pre-war profit of £10,000 in the case
named, L2,000 is added to arrive at what the capitalist.
can take. Therefore, we get
How the State takes the lion's share.
Actual war profit ..
Pre-war profit
Plus one-fifth

50,000
..

10,000
2,000
12,000

12,000

a en by the State

.1;38,000
n
Thus, t,:ne.firm r.qa7ffs:,-50;eoo of profit, but the share[Continued on page 556.
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Britain's Warrior Hosts in Arid Mesopotamia

British troops, clad in shorts and sun-helmets, about to go on picket duty near Kut-el-Amara. Capturing Kut at the end of
September, 1915, General Townshend's force, after a memorable march over the desert along the Tigris bank, reached Cteeiphon,
only eighteen miles from Bagdad. There they suffered their first reverse, being forced to retire to Kut.

Indian cavalry, with their British officers, riding over the desert in Mesopotamia. General Aylmer's column, which is advancing
up the Tigris to the relief of General Townshend at Kut-el-Amara, is fighting the Turks on ground famous in history and legend—
the land of " The Arabian Nights." Only two hundred miles separates the British force from the Russians near Hamadan.

Indians firing from a sand-bag stronghold during the Battle of Shaiba. Fighting with the British troops, the Indians have proved
admirably adapted to the desert warfare, and won high praise from General Townshend. (Copyright: "Illustrated London Newti.-d
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holders are allowed to retain only 1:12,000, while the State
takes £38,000. Nothing like this has ever been done in
the world before, and as far as I know nothing like it is
being done in any other country.
As for firms not making munitions, they are dropped
on, as I have already said, by the Finance Act, and that,
although their profits may not be war profits at all, but
merely profits enjoyed during the war.
And that is not all. It is not merely that the capitalists'
profits are taken. Most of the factories making munitions
are controlled during the war by the State. The capitalists who nominally own " them have to do what they
are told to do, and cannot do what they want to do. Their
establishments, their books, their stocks, their machinery
are all at the nation's disposal. If a firm will not disclose
particulars showing the basis on which it makes a price
for munitions, the nation has power to inspect the books
and to see for itself that the price is a fair one.
The Workers' Liberty and Wages
Now I come to the workers' liberty and wages.
As to liberty, the Munitions Act undoubtedly sets up
certain limitations, but the limitations, as I have already
shown, affect the capitalist, and they affect the capitalist
more than the worker. The Trade Unions agreed to Suspend
their rules and customs for the national benefit during the
war. This enables those Opposed to the war to say :
" See, you are giving up your rights, and these rights will
never be restored to you." This is sheer dishonesty, for
it is equally open for anybody to allege that the capitalist
in robbed of his liberty, and that after the war it will never
be restored to him. The truth about these two matters
is this—that as a result of the war there can be no question
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whatever that while the workmen will get more liberty,
the capitalist will be left With much less than he possessed
before the war. To my mind, there is no doubt that the
" go-as-you-please " and " trade-where-you-please " and
" invest-where-you-please " which obtained for capitalists
before the war will be a good deal limited after the war.
Finally, I come to the workmen's earnings during the war.
Benefits for the Employee
The truth on this head is that never before in the history
of modern wealth did the workers in this country reap such
profits as they have in this war. I have obtained authentic
particulars of actual workers' earnings from all parts of
the country, including the Clyde. As to the latter, I have
before me the complaint of a Clyde Trade Unionist that
whereas a Trade Union skilled man, a turner, is earning
los. a week, the unskilled man under him makes
only
over ,/ci a week.
I have also before me a long list from a. munitions works
in the South of England, which shows that the men are
to ,g per week, and that in a recent week one
making
man earned L14. I have particulars of girls in London
a week. In another case I have a comearning
to
parison with earnings before the war at a certain establishment, and it shows that the skilled men are earning twice
what they did before the war, while the unskilled men are
earning from two to three times as much as before the war.
I may sum up the evidence on this head by saying that
never before was there such an equitable distribution of income
in this country as has arisen during the war and because
of the war.
And to that I may add the confident expression of my
opinion that, after the war, workers' earnings, although
they cannot be maintained at the present high level,
wilt certainly not fall to the pre-war level.

in bright winter sunshine a British convoy is traversing a plain in Macedonia preparatory to taking up a position near the
firing-line, Each waggon is harnessed to a team of six mutes.
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Behind Britain's Deepening Lines in Macedonia

Impression of the vast store of supplies for the Allies at Salonika. A British transport lorry has just unloaded and is about to proceed .to the quays for another
consignment. Inset: Officer with an ancient Greek vase containing human
ashes, unearthed on a hill-top during trench digging.

Stable dug-outs at the foot of Mount Arrowroot, near Salonika. Transport horses are being groomed after a hard day's work. Thus
fire. The Allies' camp may he faintly discerned in the background.
hidden the horses are, to a great extent, protected from artillery
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With the Montenegrins in and Around Cetinje

Types of hardy Montenegrin soldiers encamped in a mountain
fastness near Cetinje. Most of them are middle-aged men. Inset:
The palace of King Nicholas at Cetinje.

The Montenegrins had a large supply of heavy artillery which, placed in such commanding positions as seen in this photograph,
wrought great havoc among the Austrians. With the fall of Cetinje and Lovtchen, however, another gallant little nation has been
admittedly crucified by the Germans.
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Montenegro Surrenders after Seventeen Months

Wounded Montenegrins being carried to field hospitals after a desperate assault.
The capture of Cetinje, the smallest capital in Europe, on January 13th, marked
a tragic epoch in the history of the gallant little Balkan nation.

Montenegrin soldiers going to the firing-line. Inset: Wounded Montenegrin, supported by his wife and mother, on his way to a hospital.
By the fall of Cetinje, Austria gained the peaceful occupation of the port of Cattaro, and thus strengthened her naval power in the Adriatic.
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Allied Cavalry & In antry at the Salonika Front

One of the French cavalry patrols guarding the rear
of the troops when they moved from Kavadar to the
strengthened defences of the Franco-British line.

Grecian transport column passing French infantry in Salonika. Inset British soldiers, wearing their new leather coats, in Greece.
Strongly reinforced, the Franco-British troops have been strengthening the defences -of Salonika. The Allied and Bulgarian lines will
face across the frontier—the Allies on a front from Karasuli to Kilindir, the Bulgarians on the line Ghevgeli-Doiran.
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Steadily Preparing for the Threatened Attack

Greek soldiers and military waggons moving out of Salonika after the understanding was arrived at between Greece and the
Allies that Salonika should be ceded temporarily to the Franco-British forces.

French soldiers charging the Bulgarians on the Grecian frontier. The elan and general efficiency of the French soldier have
surprised the Bulger, whose fighting experience has been confined principally to the Turks.

Piling up the shells. Men of the Army Servize Corps transporting ammunition for the use of the British armies in the Balkans.
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THE GREAT EPISODES: OF THE WAR
XXXIII.—The Terrible French Defence in Champagne
HE swift, smashing defeat of the
German offensive movement in
Champagne on Sunday, January
enh, 1916, was an affair of great technical
interest. The battle was merely a
sudden, machine-wrought slaughter on
a large scale ; the interesting, illuminating thing about it was .the method by
which thirty thousand German troops of
fine fighting quality were shattered. The
event proved that the French had discovered the best solution of the problem
of trench defence.
This problem has occupied the minds
of the leading military men of the belligerent nations for the last, sixteen
months. They had to find the means of
reducing the wastage of their infantry
while these were holding the trenches so
strongly that no surprise rush by the
enemy could succeed. The old-fashioned
British and Russian method of packing
troops into the fire-trench and sweeping
the zone of advance with rapid musketry
fire was very expensive ; for the men
were too densely exposed to high-explosive
shell fire, torpedoes, bombs, and mines.

T

The Enemy's Method
The Germans were able to save their
entrenched infantry by a now wellknown device. At the outbreak of war
they possessed more than four times as
many machine-guns as any 'allied army.
As the struggle proceeded, they rapidly
increased their productive plant, until
by the winter of 1915 they had one
Maxim, either fixed or pivoted, for every
twenty infantrymen. They btistled the
front with machine-guns, built machinegun redoubts between their lines, and in
the rear they protected their artillery
and made a rallying line for their troops
by means of a row of houses, hills, blockhouses, and earthworks containing
machine-guns. This rear row of Maxim
posts, which stepped our advances at
Neuve Chapelle and Loos, was the main
element of the German defensive system.
The mass of infantry, during the ordinary
course of trench life, was sheltered in
dug-outs, secure from practically every
form of attack, except a gas cloud.
The French Counter-System
The French armies gradually increased
the - number of their machine-guns, but
yet remained far behind the enemy in
regard to this important secondary
armament. Meanwhile, General Joffre
had quickly to discover a regular system
of trench defence which should avoid
wastage, and leave the balance of the
process of attrition heavily against the
ingenious and foreseeing German.
We do not yet know the names of the
French officers who invented and developed - the national form of trench
defence, but their work was a miracle of
terrible, subtle skill. It reversed the
German system. The forts, in their
modern form of deep, narrow earthworks,
with underground chambers of refuge,
were placed- *ell .m, adVance of the fire-.
trench: Saps were dug at fairly wide

intervals towards the hostile Wire entanglements. Round the head of each
sap a machine-gun redoubt was made and
garrisoned with the gunners and artillery
observing officers, connected with their
distant batteries with telephone wires.
The modest name of " listening-posts "
was given to these small advanced forts,
but they were so arranged that the
ground between them was swept by their
machine-guns. They guarded the entire
front from surprise rushes. The firetrenches behind them were weakly held,
chiefly by parties of infantry working
trench mortars, periscoping for snipers,
and watching over sappers engaged in
driving mines or making saps for further
listening - posts. The masses of troops
were, like the main bodies of German
infantry, sheltered in dug-outs in the
second and third lines. Therefore the
daily wastage was small.
On Saturday, January Sth, a movement was seen in the German lines
behind Tahure Hill. The French commander divined what was about to
happen; but, when the great hostile
counter-attack was seen to be coming, he
did not pack his fire-trenches with troops.
On the contrary, he stripped his front
line of men, but increased his artillery
ammunition, and meanwhile brought his
howitzers to bear on the German lines.
Shells and Fumes
The German guns, on Sunday, started
a violent reply, and their fire rose to an
intensity which would have been devastating if the French lines had been
full of troops. It was the famous " drum
fire," heralding an infantry advance—
the fire in which the big guns make a
continuous rolling thunder of enormous
volume. The great shells; flung by the
hundred thousand on the trench positions
on the downland between the Suippes
River and the Argonne Forest, were
chiefly asphyxiating shells, and the green
poison fumes spread over the deep
trenches dug out of the chalk of Northern
Champagne. Had there been two
French riflemen to every yard in those
trenches, the casualties might have been
heavy. But the narrow, zigzagging
cuttings were empty, except for a few
masked figures in dug-outs, watching
through periscopes, and, like their
comrades in the out-flung listening-posts
communicating by telephone to headquarters and batteries.
The German gunners changed to highexplosive shell, with which they battered
the first French line. Then they changed
again to shrapnel and mixed explosive
and bullet missiles, with which they
curtained off their opponents' support
trenches. This they did when a northeasterly wind enabled the German gas
corps to float a terrifying- cloud of chloride
fumes towards the French
''
trenches
between the Hill of Tahure and the Hill
of Mesniln - But the clerk of the weather
on that:Simday afternoon was en an anti,
German Mood, fOr when the. cylinderswere opened, the wind changed, and a

large part of the gas was driven into the
grey masses of German infantry.
But these consisted of part of the
Prussian Guard Corps, often reconstituted,
but still inspired by its fine traditions,
and regiments selected for their proved
valour. In all there were two army
corps drawn up for attack, and of these
three divisions were actually launched
against the French lines. Nominally,
60,000 German soldiers, therefore, were
employed ; but of these only 36,000
were infantrymen, and, in matter of fact,
the battalions were already wasted by
fighting, and not more than 30,000 men
seem to have -taken part in the charges.
The Wall of Melinite
They advanced in dense lines on a
front some five miles in length. Their
ranks were closer at both flanks—near
the village of Tahure and near the down
known by its peculiar shape as the Hand
of Massiges. In the middle of the crescent
which they formed their weight was
lighter. But whether it was light or
heavy, the result was the same. There
was a marked line along the zone between
the French and German trenches which
no German passed ; for thousands of
French gunners, directed by officers in
the advanced posts, maintained a rampart of melinite and shrapnel shell.
The French infantry had practically
no work to do. They were gathered in
the communication trenches and in the
large shelters hewn from the chalk, in
some of which an entire battalion could
safely rest. They were loaded with handbombs and armed besides with daggers,
and close at hand they had vast magazines of grenades capable of keeping
them supplied for days. Practically all
the dangerous work fell, upon the small
advanced parties, watching the enemy,
noticing the effect of gun fire upon him.
Victory Complete
When night fell, the Germans made a
last mai , attack—their fourth. But the
French gunners, having their ranges
fixed mechanically, scarcely needed starshells and searchlights. Only in two
places, near either flank, did any body
of attackers reach a French fire-trench,
and the couple of hundred yards that
was lost was quickly recovered by bombing parties, who rushed up the communication ways. By Monday morning
the enemy held only a single listeningpost near the farm of Maisons de
Champagne. The French losses in the
advanced and fire-trenches were under
a thousand ; the German losses exceeded
ten thousand. It will thus be seen that
our allies use their fine light field-gun,
the 75 millimetre, with a more deadly
effect in defence than the enemy uses his
innumerable machine-guns. The French
infantry seldom hold their trenches
under heavy pressure ; they retire and
let their gunners knock the enemy out of
the position, and then return with hombs
t&cromplete the clearance.
EDWARD WRIGHT
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French Warriors Equipped for Wintry Weather

" Some " mud. French soldier in a waterlogged trench finds
his long rubber trench-boots indispensable.

A heavy bombardment having commenced, two French soldiers
are entering a " funk hole."

Japanese military attaches in French uniforms inspecting our
ally's trenches and a shattered village in Artois.

French officers in full winter kit photographed in a corner of a
first-line position,
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The Sentinel at Kavadar a An Entente. Idyll

General view of Kavadar, whence the French retreat towards Salonika was conducted. Cavalry horses are seen watering in the stream
known as the Valika, which runs round the town. A French sentinel Is on guard in the foreground,

Scene at the headquarters of the first St. John Ambulance detachment to reach France after the outbreak of the war. This depot
has been hard at work for both French and British wounded since the commencement of the war. In the photograph a French
wounded soldier is being assisted into the ward by two R.A.M.C. orderlies.
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The Clemency of the French to the Captured. Hun

French infantrymen distributing cigarettes among a recently captured batch of German prisoners. The captured Huns all Seem_ very
eager for the gifts, and generally look about as miserable a collection of Boches as one could possibly see.

French Tirailleur endeavouring to perivade*woundlid German prisoner's comrades to- took "after the injured man. The chivatrous
attitude of our French allies to captured Germans seems remarkable in view of the destruction that the Huns have wrought in France.
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Uncle Sads Little Serbian Nieces and Nephews

Serbian orphans under the Stars and Stripes. In their
double-breasted jackets and slouch hats they have all
the appearance of little citizens of the United States.

anxiety has been felt as to the fate of the
M UCH
countless Serbian women and children who
followed the retrea' ing Army out of their fatherland,
over the Albanian Alps. it is reassuring to know that
the refugees at last found a homy in Salonika, where
a large camp was placed at their disposal.
Neutral America has done much to alleviate the
distress of the orphans caused by the war, and one
of the photographs on this page shows some Serbian
children dressed in American clothing. A relugec
camp at Salonika is in charge of Mme. Grouitch,
the American wife of the Serbian ➢Sinister.

Some of the Serbian women and children who experienced all the horrors of the great retreat over the Albanian Mountains. After
days of suffering, these innocent victims of the war found temporary sanctuary at Salonika. Inset : Scene at the Serbian refugees'
camp in the grounds of the Russian hospital at Salonik a
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Germany's Weakened Hold in Eastern Tug-o'-War

Russian field-gun team driving down a steep pass near Grodno, on the River Niemen
to a new position in the centre of the Russian front.

Scouts watching the enemy from a wellconcealed " nest" in the fork of a tree.

„ .
Refugees from the districts occupied by the Germans encaMped at the edge of a wood." ,Above Rtiesdah scout ridlnf neerlout. The
recent Russian successes are of great European importance, for the offensive was planned to fail tine beiman initiative at a critical
moment, while we were strengthening our positions in the Near East, fortifying and landing troops at-Salonika,and:evaduatfing-Galiipoli.
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Merriment, Mascots & Medicine Ashore & Afloat

Left : A mascot helmsman, the pet of a British troopship, clad in naval uniform.
Above: Harmony, humour, and the ubiquitous "Charlie Caaptin." Amateur
comedians entertaining their comrades on the deck of a British battleship.

" Kiss-In-the-ring." Wounded soldiers being entertained by the Society of Yorkshiremen in London. Right : Private Maidment, a
clever ventriloquist, and a survivor from the mined hospital ship Anglia, who entertains his fellow-patients.

"Tiny," a donkey found dying on the roadside by the 26th :visional Train at Salonika. He was cared for and adopted as a mascot.
Might : Medicine time. A welcome visitor with an unwelcome gift at a convalescent camp in France,
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Britons in Egypt Ptepare for the Promised' Attack

Men of the Berkshire Yeomanry practising a charge on the outskirts of Cairo. These large playing-flelds were placed at the
disposal of the men for training.

Brig.-General Briscoe, commanding the Cavalry Brigade In Egypt (in the centre), riding with members of his Staff along the desert.

Berkshire Yeomanry iined up tor a bayonet charge somewhere near Cairo. According to German reports, the enemy is supposed to
be planning a great attack on the Egyptian Protectorate. He will doubtless meet with an even warmer reception than he experienced
in the early part of last year, especially as Egypt has had so tong to prepare against these eventualities.
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White Wings of War over Traditional Eden

some of the British aeroplanes in Mesopotamia which have done
excellent service in reconnaissance during the fighting round
Kut-el-Amara.

Two British pilots who Vete° mentioned in despatches with their machines on the shore of the Persian Gulf. On the right: British
seaplane about to start a flight over the Turkish positions.

Hoisting a wrecker!. seaplane abcard a man-ofwar. The pilot planed down on to the water,
but was in danger of drowning and sharks.

How a scouting aeroplane is carried on board a battleship, held fast by hawsers.
The folded wings give the machine a more than usually bird-like appearance.
Quite a number of aeroplanes are being used in the Mesopotamia campaign.
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Britons in the Cameroon and East Africa

British blockhouse in East Africa protected by a forest of barbedwire entanglements. Three officers are seen surveying the
country for signs of the enemy. Inset: Squad of
operating against the Germans in the Cameroon.

German guns in action against German East Africa% These weapons were captured during the campaign against South-West Africa,
and notwithstanding the fact that they were spiked and the German gunners refused to explain the working, the officers and men, of
the S.A.M R. soon adapted them for use against their former owners.
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The Eclipse of Montenegro and its Effects
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE

A

CCORDING to reports published in London as this
article is being written, Montenegro has surrendered unconditionally to the enemy.
How far these reports are true will be known by the time
this issue is published. They sound possible, if not probable.
For some weeks Montenegro was very severely pressed.
Cetinje, her capital, was captured on January 13th.
Mount Lovtchen, the important range which commands
the Bay of Cattaro, was taken after a tremendous land
and sea attack. The land is over-run by the enemy.
Montenegro has been made harmless from the German
point of view. Whether the capture of its vital points
has or has not been followed by the formal surrender of
the nation is comparatively a minor point. Prince Billow
more than once made Montenegro offers of peace. We
cannot wonder if it has accented them.

It has been no secret for some weeks that the Austrian
attack upon Montenegro was steadily developing. I
have before me the Austrian reports of mid-December,
telling of the battles then going on along the Montenegrin
border, and the steady advance of the Central Powers. It
was well known last autumn that Austria was preparing
a formidable move in this direction. The use of powerful
howitzers has made even so-called impregnable mountain
positions open to capture.
In the East people reckon the power of a man by the
way he protects his friends, and the power of a nation by
the way it supports its weaker allies. The example of
Montenegro will be drummed over Asia. Can anyone
wonder, in view of this, that Greece stood off, and that
Rumania, while neutral, tries to make friends with both
sides ?
Montenegro is only one section of the Balkans of great
Population Less than Nottingham
interest to us just now. The enormously strengthened
It would be easy to dwell on the comparative unim- Franco-British forces at Salonika, under General Sarrail,
portance of Montenegro, on the paucity of its population, are facing the probability of an attack in force, by an army
the scantiness of its resources, and on the absence of its estimated at no less than 250,000 men. Our forces there
have had time to prepare and occupy an enormously strong
value to the enemy. But to take this line would be an
position. General Sarrail has the reputation of being a
insult to my readers.
There are some things that cannot be measured by resourceful, daring, and able commander, and our interests
reckoning up face value. This is one of them. The defeat should be safe in his hands. Undoubtedly some moveof Montenegro will, I am afraid, produce an effect on the ments of the Allies of great importance are in preparation
world at large out of all proportion to the extent of its lands. around Greece. What they are, it would be idle at this
The Germans, who are decorating their houses on account stage to' speculate.
Present Facts and Future Theories
of the " victory," are not quite so foolish as some may think.
Our fundamental purpose in the Balkans is to cut a line
Montenegro was the smallest of our Allies, a State so tiny
that men came to look on it as one of the comic-opera through Bulgaria, so as -to prevent through communication
kingdoms of the world. Its population, in the days before between Austria and Turkey. The sooner that is effected,
the modern Balkan Wars had thinned it out, was not ntore the, quicker will the end of the war coma. So long as that
way remains open, Germany will be able to tap more or less
than 250,000, about half as many again as Willesden, and
several thousands less than Nottingham. Out of this large parts of Southern Asia for supplies.
Salonika divides interest with Egypt. A serious attack
population it raised, however, some fifty thousand fighting
men. It had very few regular soldiers, but every-man was a has been planned and will—barring accidents—be made on
fighter.
Its territory is perhaps the most mountainous the Sucz Canal from the Asiatic side. There should be no
and desolate of any in Europe. Its Government was real difficulty in defeating it, for we have ample men, and
patriarchal, and its people hard-working, poor, rural - folk. can bring into play, if necessary, the big guns of ships.
Every writer who has dealt- with the lan has dwelt on its
What is of importance for us is to stop even temporary
simplicity, its amazing attractiveness, and on the genuine
local successes in this region, and so to punish the enemy
sincerity of its inhabitants. In recent years the democratic when he advances that his fate will ring through
Court of Montenegro may have attracted around it some Mohammedan lands. We must not have a repetition of the
element8 corrupted by German gold. It is equally true fiasco of 1915, when the foe was allowed to retire almost at
that rumour which says this may be a lying jade.
leisure.
We are battling at this wint for prestige. Our prestige
The Mystery of Italy's Attitude
has been shaken in Asia—it would be foolish to deny that.
Montenegro was our ally, our smallest ally: She was We may be, and are, confident that things are going better
faced by powerful neighbours. She was with us from the with us than ever, and that there can be only one end of the
first, for the sympathies of the Montenegrins have always war. The Asiatic does not easily take Such long views.
been anti-Austrian and pro-Russian. Now she is no more.
He judges by thc things of the moment. The Austrian
It has been usual to regard Montenegro as almost seizure of Montenegro appeals to him more forcibly than a
impregnable, because of the mountainous nature of her ton of argument about the coming economic exhaustion of
territory, and the- warrior-like qualities of her menfolk. Germany.
Egypt and the Man and the Moment
It is difficult to believe that, had she been fully backed
up by her Allies with men, munitions, and guns, she could
As everyone who knows the recent- history of Egypt is
not have been made so. Her territory was open from the aware, there has always been: since our domination of the
sea, although only up a great mountain way. What the land, a certain amount of unrest there. It was comneutral world is asking to-day is why her, Allies did not paratively innocuous under Lord Cromer ; it reached a
help her. Doubtless there were good reasons. It would danger point under his amiable, • well-meaning successor ;
be better that they should be fully told.
and its outward manifestations were at once swept away
Why did not Italy act.? Italy could spare many men when Kitchener -took control. But the roots of trouble
and many guns. We have heard rumours for weeks that are there, and it is for us to see that they find no fresh
Italy was landing troops and forcing them through the grounds for growth.
Montenegrin mountains. There was even talk of an
What the Near East requires to-day is a strong director
Italian expedition attacking the Bulgarians through of the combined Allied operations. One man is preMontenegro—a somewhat fantastic tale to any who know eminently fitted for that post. He has importantalmost
what some of the - mountain roads between Montenegro overwhelmingly important—work in England, Others
and Serbia are: As it is, Italy is beffind to suffer much by
might perhaps do his work here, no-or that he has brought
the capture of - Mount Lovtchen. This will convert Cattaro it to its present stage. There is no man who could do the
Harbour 'into one bf the- strongest naval bases of the. world,. work he might accomplish in the Near East to-day. Egypt
and may prove a thorn in the side of Italy in particular, calls Kitchener to come back to her, if only for a few
and the Allies in general for a long time to come.
months.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Major E. BARKER,
5th Middlesex Regt.

Capt. C. A. COOKE,
8th R. W. Surrey Regt.

Capt. H. G. WOOD,
3rd L. North Lanes Regt.

Capt. L. F. CASS,
7th R. Sussex Regt.

Capt. J. R. F. LECKY,
5th Royal Fusiliers.

Capt. and Mit. P. L. HEYWORTH, 7th N. Staff. Regt.

Capt. J. HAILES,
Army Ordnance Dept.

Capt. P. S. G. WAINMAN,
2nd Worcestershire Regt.

ieutenant F. C. Mae aught, R.E., was a son of the late Dr. F. J. MacNaught, of Walsham1-, le-Willows, Suffolk. For seven years before the war he was in the Westminster
Dragoons (2nd County of London Yeomanry), and was an acting squadron sergeant-major
when he received his commission in the Royal Engineers in October, 1914. He went to
France with the 91st Field Company in July, 1915. Lieut. Viscount Stuart was the eldest
son of the Earl and Countess of Castlestewart. Lord Stuart was garetted on October 8th,
1914. Lieut. Christopher C. Tower, aide-de-camp to the late Major-General Wing,
12th Division, and of Weald Halt, Essex, was the eldest son of Mr. Christopher J. H.
Tower and Mrs. Tower, of Wealdside, Brentwood. He married Cynthia, elder daughter
of Brigadier-General Surtees, C.B., D.S.O., and leaves a daughter and a son, Christopher,
born in June, 1915.
Lieut. John Montague Hammick Jackson was the only son of Colonel M. B. G. Jackson;
R.A., and Mrs. Jackson, of Woodlands, Exmouth. He was only twenty years of age.
Lieut. Kenneth Vernon Dodgson was the elder son of the Rev. F. Vivian Dodgson,
chaplain to Dr. Barnardo's Homes, Barkingside, and volunteered on the day that war was
declared. He was a grandson of the late General Sir David Scott Dodgson. K.C.B.,
Bengal Staff Corps, who entered Lucknow at the first relief of the city, on- September 25th,
1857, the same day of the month of September on which Lieutenant Dodgson fell. Lieut.
Henry Desmond O'Hara, D.S.O., received his commission in September, 1012. He had
won distinction with the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force, and was awarded the D.S.O.
for his services in the fighting at Seddul Bahr, in February, 1915.

Capt. W. W. COLQUHOUN,
11th Highland Light Infantry.

L

Capt. J. P. BOYD,
2nd Gordon Highlanders.

Capt. J. CLARKE,
R.A. Medical Corps.

Lieut. F. C. MACNAUGHT,
Royal Engineers.

Lieut. Viscount STUART,
6th Royal Soots Fusiliers.

Lieut. C. C. TOWER,
Essex Yeomanry.

Lieut. J. M. H. JACKSON,
5th Oxford & Bucks L.I.

Lieut. K. V. DODGSON,
8th Devon Regt.

Lieut. P. B. G. HENRIQUES,
8th King's Royal Rifles.

Lieut. B. S. LAURENCE,
Westminster Dragoons.

Sec.-Lieut. P. G. M. SCUDA
MORE, 2nd R. Lane. Regt,

Lieut. G. M. MICHAELIS,
Royal Engineers.

Lieut.
O'HARA, D.S.O.,
1st Royal Dublin Fus.
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he Eyes and Ears of War
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

W

E have got so accustomed to wireless
telegraphy, cables, railways, microphones to listen for the noise of
engines or screw propellers, scouting aircraft, etc., - that we hardly realise the
enormous difficulties the stronger naval
Power had in hunting down the weaker
and evading fleet in the old days. My
readers may remember as an instance the
famous two months' chase of the French
souadron Under Gauteautne in i8o8.
A Hundred Years Ago
Collingwood then complained that the
absence, of information had driven him
almost crazy. ' Spies could not be much
used for naval purposes, and, indeed,
Nelson repeatedly refused to use them,
for lie said that the only information he
wanted was the French admiral's sailing
orders, when he put to sea and where he
went. If he had possessed a spy in Toulon,
the latter had no telegraph cable to send
a message to a neutral Turkey about a
consignment of clothing for a pasha's
harem, meaning that the French Fleet
was getting under way going east. What
Nelson could not find out for himself he
had to get froni trading vessels.
In the case of his great ;Chase of Villenenve, the latter had the luck to meet
a neutral vessel on the day of departure.
He gained valuable information, while
Nelson obtained no news until two weeks
later from another neutral ship. It was
such information that led to Howe's Battle
of the First of June.
Yet how old and imperfect it might
be is shown by Lloyd's Lists of those
times, when we find that it usually tool,
fourteen days for news to reach us from
Hamburg, and about sixty days from
New York. Now what Collingwood com- plained about in i8o8 was the absence
of even this neutral information in the
Mediterranean owing to the paralysis of
trade. " At sea," he wrote, " there is
no getting intelligence as there used to
be on former occasions, for now there is
not a trading ship upon the seas—nothing
but ourselves."

and those who used it too much have
had object-lessons which have not been
forgotten. This is but a repetition of
our old experience of telegraph cables
that they are good servants but bad
masters.
When we laid the cable from Varna
to the shore of the Chersonese, during
the Crimean War, General Larchy had
good ground for writing : " They will be
able to send orders and counter-orders
froni Paris which will shake the command
of the Army." We quickly learned how
to use the cable with discretion, and we
have been even more prompt in regard
to the proper use of wireless installations.
Very rightly we cut Germany's direct
cable communications as far as we were
able to do so, and then proceeded to
deprive her of the powerful wireless
installations she had set up in different
parts of the world. So far as her own
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Dangers of Wireless
The appetite grows by what it feeds
upon, and infinitely more information is
desired nowadays than was formerly the
case. Early in February, 1915, I wrote
an article on our " Commanding Meteorological Position," and I said then that
" Germany ought to be unable to obtain
any information as to weather conditions
in Great Britain, except what is old and
is, therefore, useless." It was not for
a good many months, however, that we
stopped the publication of weather reports, of which the most important from
the Zeppelin point of view are the
barometer pressures, and we are apparently still unable to impose our will on
neutral wireless outside the three-mile
limit. It ought to be made a condition,
on neutral vessels calling at our ports,
that they do not use their wireless for
twenty-four hours or more after leaving,
and then only for their legitimate business.
It was one of the misfortunes of this
war that it came in the period when
wireless telegraphy was a new-corner,
and, like all new toys, it was used a great
deal more by the authorities than was
goOd for either naval, tactics or strategy.
It has now got into its ordered channels,

elimination of all the German wireless
stations at the islands in the Pacific and
at Dar-es-Salaam, in German East Africa,
Swakopmund, in South-West Africa, and
at Togo, in Togoland, means that if a
stray German cruiser did escape she
would only be able to communicate
within a certain radius of Nauen and
Hanover in Germany, and, therefore,
could not practise the raiding tactics of
the Emden.
The Unseen Threat
On the other hand, the British Empire
possesses a multiplicity of Means of
unimpaired communications. In fact, the
forecasts of the writer from 1 000 onwards
have been exactly verified even to the
detail that the only cable which has been
cut (since repaired) was the one he
repeatedly stated would be cut if laid
by the Fanning Island route, viz., the
Pacific cable.
One of the greatest boons conferred
by the new factor of wireless telegraphy,
applied as it is even in submarines or
aircraft, is that it enables the Grand
Fleet to take up a strategical position
altogether out of sight of any enemy,
thus becoming a most potent unseen
threat. In the old days the French
Admiral Richery hesitated to sail because
of the unseen threat of the British Fleet,
but when once the latter hove in sight
he reported his intention to the Directory
to sail that night : " They have now
come in sight. I have seen from the
hills the direction in which they are,
and will sail to-night." It was under
similar circumstances that Admiral Bruise
escaped from Brest with thirty-five
vessels, so that Lord Bridport lost all
trace of him.
Now under modern conditions, when
the Germans boast of having sent a
squadron from the Bight of Heligoland
to the vicinity of the entrance of the
Baltic, we may be certain that they had
reason to believe that the fog had deprived
us of our usual wireless scouts, and that
their Zeppelins had further assured them
that this feat, so useless from the military
point of view, might be undertaken
with safety at the moment, so that the
news would become public while people
were disturbed over the loss of yet another
German scouting cruiser, the Bremen.
A Forward Policy
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"THE GIBRALTAR OF THE ADRIATIC "
—Mount Lovtchen, which dominates Cattaro
and Cetinje, was captured on January
11th by the Austrians, who occupied the
Montenegrin capital two days later. Our
map also shows the island of Corfu, where
French troops have landed to prepare for
the accommodation of wounded Serbians.

Colonial territory was concerned, it was
merely a matter of military operations.
Elsewhere, one of our greatest difficulties
was the German station at Sayville, Long
Island, close to the German Ambassador's
residence at Lawrence, in the same part
of New York State.
For a long time the President's order
as to the neutral character of the messages
„
allowed was ignored. We had a similar
difficulty with the German station in the
republic of Colombia. These stations
were used to help the German cruisers,
and to arrange for steamers to coal and
revictual them. Matters are now under
fairly satisfactory regulation, and the

The insignificance of the feat, as
compared with what was done by a far
less efficient foe over a century ago, under
Admiral Bruise, vindicates the text to
which I have, preached for years past
that every maritime invention, and not
least that of wireless telegraphy, adds
to the stringency of sea-power and the
certainty of the operations of a predominant Navy.
If only those responsible for the higher
direction of the war would realise what
this means, they would_revise their
military arrangements so as to be less like a
game of football with a large proportion
of the team stationed to defend the goal.
War, it is true, has many concealed
factors, whereas football is in open view,
but tins is certain that a forward policy
is always to be preferred. In proportion
as we can see more of the field of war
than our enemy, we can run greater risks
in taking men away from the sedentary
defence of goalkeeping.
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Daily Lessons of Duty in the Blue Water School

Life on a British patrol ship. Getting ship-shape again. British
sailors washing down the deck after coaling.

Cutter coming off from the shore with mails. Inset : Landing a dangerous " fish." Two naval officers cfraivInl in a mine
floating in the Dardanelles. Mine-sweeping is unquestionably the most hazardous of all patriotic duty.

The War Plustralea, 2904 January, 1916.
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Alpine Warfare as Pictured by an Enemy Artist

Austrian scouts spying at night on an Italian encampment in the rocky fastnesses of the Alps. The topographical features of the
Alpine front provide splendid opportunities for the scouts and snipers of friend and foe. These men are usually mountain guides or
chamois hunters, well versed in the narrowest foothold of the mountain sides.

Austro-Hungarian soldiers guiding transport waggons up a difficult and rocky mountain-side roadway in the Alps, where the Italians
have made splendid headway on the highway to Austria. These drawings are reproduced from an enemy journal.

